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ABSTRACT
Before the late nineteenth century, very little about Tibet was known in the West. In fact,
Western knowledge of Tibet developed during the waning of imperial Chinese power there and
with Tibet's brief "independence period" (1904 - 1950). This meant that when Westerners went
to Asia with their own purposes in mind, the cultural material they brought back from Tibet was
highly influenced by its bid for a new geopolitical position. Westerners, along with Tibetan
diplomats, thus formed a network that actively promoted an idea of Tibet as an exotic, mystical
realm whose entire definition was connected with its Buddhist identity.
The art objects, religious texts, and even biological specimens brought back by
Westerners were disseminated to a range of audiences through casual gifting, lectures, and
museum display. My project examines how these processes shaped Tibet in the Western
imagination. Throughout the dissertation, I highlight four main influences on the growth of
Tibetan knowledge in the West pre-1950: the impact of Tibetan officials’ own emphasis on
Buddhism in promoting alliances with Western countries, the role of empire-building in
positioning Tibet as a strategic gain for British audiences, the importance of adventure and
imagination in American tales of Tibet, and often-overlooked modes of Buddhist education in
the United States. I argue that while some of these trends have been explored in isolation by
previous scholars, considering them together gives us a more accurate picture of this construction
as an active process carried out by a diverse group of Tibetans and Westerners.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION

Each summer, the British left the dank and steaming streets of New Delhi, Bombay, and
Calcutta, retreating to the hill stations in the Himalayan foothills. This was a literal as well as a
metaphorical retreat: to the British colonialists, it conveyed a sense of pulling out from a world
that summer monsoons placed largely out of their control. Of course from the misty green hills
they continued to hold the strings of empire – to plan, debate, and deputize – but in many ways
their ascent was a process of abandonment, albeit a temporary one. Like the monsoon winds that
drove them away, they were sure to reverse course every few months and descend upon the
country like clockwork.
On a clear day from certain hill stations one might catch a glimpse of the Himalayas
themselves, or perhaps even mistake their snow-covered peaks for clouds. The reverse was also
true: there were people in those mountains and on rare days, should they choose to look, they
might see India below them. The relationship between these groups was for many decades one of
wary tolerance that in hindsight we can see played out in their seasonal movements. As the
British climbed the foothills in the warmer months, the Himalayans descended to trade or to find
work among the plantations. When the British returned to work, the natives returned to the
Tibetan plateau.
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Figure 1. The transitional zone.
Although Leh was the station geographically closest to Tibet, the larger station at
Darjeeling was more often the meeting point for British and Tibetans, being closer to the more
easily traveled mountain passes. Still, even as the crow flies Darjeeling is over seventy miles
from Phari, the nearest Tibetan town. An arc stretching northwest from Phari through Nepal and
along India’s northeastern border defines the contact zone where Westerners and Tibetans had
many of their first meetings from the late nineteenth century through the mid-twentieth. Today’s
maps show the region crisscrossed with a web of dotted lines that attempt to reflect the complex
arrangement of contested authority between India, China, and Pakistan, a situation that mirrors
the shifting control of these areas for the past hundred and fifty years. This is what I call the
“transitional zone.” Spanning over a thousand miles from the northern tip of India to Tibet’s
southern regions, the area encompasses climactic zones ranging from lush rainforest to alpine
glades to glacial lakes. This zone, across which British and Tibetan gazes met, was sparsely
populated but hotly contested as geopolitical forces increasingly brought people together
2

throughout the expanse. Although the harsh climate and geography had for centuries dissuaded
humans from settling in the area, inevitably the transitional zone’s air of mystery sealed its fate,
as no empire would allow such a space to remain ambiguous for long.
This dissertation is a transregional study of Western interest in Tibet from the late
nineteenth century to the mid-twentieth. Although I address some of the geopolitical forces
referenced above, my focus here is on the cultural and intellectual trends that encouraged and
shaped the ways that the Anglophone community came to know this most remote region of
Earth. My conclusions for the most part do not seek to overturn or challenge the findings of
previous scholars who have investigated Tibet’s relationship with the West, rather, my goal is to
use a historical approach to study themes that have most often been researched through the
lenses of religious studies and art history. By focusing on events and people, I highlight political
and intellectual trends that are often obscured by studies in other disciplines. Additionally, by
putting individual actors at the center of my study, I aim to illuminate nodes in a web of players
whose actions taken together have rippled outward to form an image and understanding of Tibet
held by the vast majority of English speakers who would never visit the region themselves.
Outside of China, the images and perceptions that most people have of Tibet are based on
Western interpretations. I am of course not the first person to realize this, and in fact there is a
niche field of scholars who have done much to educate us on the development of Western
understanding of Tibet, often referred to as the “Shangri-Laist” view in which Tibet is seen as a
romantic, timeless, peaceful culture steeped in a mystical Buddhism at every level. However,
most scholars who have addressed this issue have either done so from the field of religious
studies or, if from history or anthropology, tend to describe romanticization of Tibet in the West
as a broad development based on flawed information at every level.
3

This brings me to my main argument, which is that close examination of the Western
individuals who visited Tibet during the seminal period of 1850 – 1950 tells a different story. For
the most part, these people undertook sustained, dedicated research on Tibet according to the
accepted practices of their time, whether this was through close personal observation (which
during the nineteenth century was seen as objective), deep immersion in the written sources that
were available, or in the twentieth century, through closer personal association with whatever
“bits” of Tibet they could get their hands on: a covert visit to the capital when it was closed to
foreigners, a dictionary of the language, or even a full-scale Tibetan monastery on Staten Island.
It was the methods by which Westerners presented or “sold” this information to the
public that led to the wider Shangri-Laist notion of Tibet. This brings to mind people like Theos
Bernard (1908 – 1947, see chapter 4), who built an entire career on literally selling his
experience to lecture audiences and media syndicators who were eager to buy his books, films,
and photographs. However, I argue that we can also consider less public-facing and less
flamboyant figures as a part of this trend as well: for example, Sir Francis Younghusband (1863
– 1942) and members of his expedition wrote for either a limited government audience or an
even more limited familial audience when they sent letters home. Their understandings had
substantial ripple effects when they were inevitably repeated, either casually or more formally,
such as when Younghusband’s personal recollections found their way into The Times of London
in an article series meant to explain the goings-on of the Indian border regions to citizens of the
metropole (see chapter 3).
I also point out that it was in fact Tibetans themselves who catalyzed the international
conflation of Tibet and Buddhism through their own diplomatic efforts in the early twentieth
century. During Tibet’s de facto “independence period” when Qing China was too weak to exert
4

any control over it, elite Tibetans actively sought alliances with Russia, Britain, and the United
States, invariably through Buddhist channels. This ranged from building a Buddhist temple in
Russia to emphasize commonality with the Mongolian Buddhist community that lived there to
appealing to King Edward VII through directly Buddhist language as “the great supreme
emperor-king who rules by turning the wheel of powerful merit.”1
The most well-known study to address Western perception of Tibet is undoubtedly
Donald S. Lopez, Jr.’s Prisoners of Shangri-La: Tibetan Buddhism and the West, first published
in 1998. Lopez’s book, which is best situated within the field of religious studies given his keen
interest in Buddhist texts and religious leaders, is also highly controversial among other scholars
of religion and Buddhologists in particular.2 Rather than retread this debate here, I wish simply
to make clear where my own approach differs from Lopez’s.
First, approaching these themes as a historian has tended to guide my focus towards
individuals whose interactions with each other across a distinct time period recommended them
to me for further study. My methodology has varied somewhat according to the various
characters and archives available to me, but most often involved close reading of their letters,
publications, and diaries, which I then bring into conversation with the cultural and intellectual

1

Thubten Gyatso, “A letter from His Holiness the Dalai Lama to His Majesty the King-Emperor Edward VII,” in An
Introduction to the Grammar of the Tibetan language; with the Texts of Situ sum-tag, Dag-je sal-wai melong, and
Situi shal lung, by Sarat Chandra Das (Darjeeling: the Darjeeling Branch Press, 1915), Appendix IV, 6. (བསོད་ནམས་)ོབས་*ི་
འཁོར་ལོས་བ་གོང་མ་2ེལ་བོ་ཆེན་བོ་མཆོག་གི་5ང་6༏)

2

See, for example, Robert A. F. Thurman, “Critical Reflections on Donald S. Lopez Jr.’s Prisoners of Shangri-La:
Tibetan Buddhism and the West,” Journal of the American Academy of Religion 69, no. 1 (March 2001): 191–201.
Like other critics, Thurman (one of the pioneers of American Buddhology) takes issue with both Lopez’s perceived
attitude (i.e., Thurman believes the book shows a “resentment of the Tibetan people,” 191) and some of his factual
information. This critique relies largely on Thurman’s encyclopedic knowledge of Tibetan Buddhist practice, which
in itself belies the work’s disciplinary character.
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trends of their time and geography. This is different from Lopez’s altogether more philosophical
approach of identifying overarching concepts (e.g., “The Art,” “The Prison,” etc.) as doorways
into understanding Western obsession with Tibet.3
This brings me to two other important differences between this dissertation and Prisoners
of Shangri-La: my time period of interest and the group of people I suggest my conclusions
apply to. Lopez wrote at the end of the twentieth century during a time when popular interest in
Tibet was peaking due to the Fourteenth Dalai Lama’s reception of the 1989 Nobel Peace Prize,
the “Tibetan Freedom Concerts” in Europe, the United States, and Japan, and the 1997 release of
two big-budget films that took place in Tibet: Martin Scorcese’s Kundun and Jean-Jacques
Annaud’s Seven Years in Tibet. He thus brings his thoughts to bear on that particular moment of
truly common interest in Tibetan ideas and images. In contrast, my research is confined to earlier
decades and focuses on the actors who pioneered some aspect of contact with Tibet, such as the
first major American collector of Tibetan art (Jaques Marchais, see chapter 5) or the first nonAsian to be ordained as a Tibetan Lama (Theos Bernard, see chapter 4). I identified this time
period as seminal in laying the foundations for later relationships between Tibet and the West
and confined myself to the years in which the first modern Western travelers visited Tibet,
ending when World War II and the establishment of the People’s Republic of China restricted
access to the plateau. While I address the ways in which this relatively elite group of Westerners

3

Each chapter of Lopez’s book identifies a noun that leads him to an investigation of various related cultural
phenomena. For example, chapter two, “The Book,” studies the 1927 publication of The Tibetan Book of the Dead by
American Walter Wentz, exploring the ways in which that publication convinced American readers that Wentz’s
interpretation of the text was in fact authentic Buddhist knowledge. Donald S. Lopez, Prisoners of Shangri-La: Tibetan
Buddhism and the West (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 46 – 85.
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influenced or shaped broader opinion, I have focused more intently on the implications of their
words and actions in their immediate environments.
While all of my subjects are people who traveled to Tibet either literally or in
imagination only, two in particular (Theos Bernard and William McGovern) are the most
consummate travelers I study, being the only two individuals covered here who went to Tibet
essentially of their own accord. This brings to mind a master’s thesis completed in 2009 by
Diana Martinez, currently a lecturer at the University of Texas at El Paso. Martinez’s thesis
focuses exclusively on travelers, exploring the images that these writers created of Tibet for their
readers. Selecting only travel writers as subjects allows Martinez to make a number of important
insights on the implications of these publications. For example, Martinez identifies 1924 as a
turning point in the portrayal of Tibet from a generally backwards and superstitious place to
more positive images influenced by later travelers’ positive experiences of “cheerfulness,
majestic landscapes, tranquility, spirituality, and intelligence.”4 Her thesis differs from this
dissertation, however, in its concern with classifying accounts as either positive or negative
depictions of Tibet: while this dichotomy is important to Martinez’s overarching argument about
very widespread views of the culture, my goal has been to study each individual and account on
its own terms and as such I have not found it useful to label or categorize my subjects similarly.
My goal is for this to create a more fine-grained picture of the various ways in which Westerners
perceived, experienced, and imagined Tibet, first through scholarly and elite channels, and later
to a wider public.

4

Diana Martinez, “The Journey of an Image: The Western Perception of Tibet from 1900–1950” (M.A. thesis, The
University of Texas at El Paso, 2009), 69.
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Another excellent resource on the topic is Imagining Tibet: Perceptions, Projections, and
Fantasies, a volume edited by Thierry Dodin and Heinz Räther. Many of the essays contained in
the volume have been invaluable to me in suggesting approaches and covering the existing
scholarship. One notable aspect of the collected papers is their premise that Tibet has historically
(going back as far as Herodotus’ account of giant gold-mining ants north of India, the first
account of Tibet in a Western language5) been a land of myth, intrigue, and exotica in the minds
of foreigners. While my studies have not disputed this overall, I have consciously chosen not to
emphasize this aspect of Western views except where it was a dominant strand of perception.
The cumulative effect of Imagining Tibet’s frequent references to this form of imagination (often
referred to as the “Shangri-Laist” view) is to imply that people outside of Asia were monolithic
in their ignorant imagination of Tibet. I challenge that idea by showing that the character of
Western imagination was complex and diverse, based on a number of forces that influenced
mental constructions of Tibet. While many people certainly did imagine mythical and
supernatural elements when they thought of the Himalayan plateau, a closer look shows us that
there were patterns to who held these views. Those presenting their experiences to a popular
audience, for example, more often wrote about Tibet along these lines than British diplomats,
who were often more interested in quotidian details such as border definitions and access to trade
marts.
By addressing British and American individuals who traveled to Tibet and/or collected its
cultural material, I argue that those responsible for spreading knowledge about Tibet to the

5

Rudolf Kachewsky, “The Image of Tibet before the Nineteenth Century,” in Imagining Tibet: Perceptions,
Projections, and Fantasies, ed. Theirry Dodin and Heinz Räther (Boston: Wisdom Publications, 2001), 5.
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Anglophone world during this crucial period were highly influenced by a number of factors that
have gone underemphasized in previous studies. Specifically, I highlight four main influences on
the growth of Tibetan knowledge in the West: the impact of Tibetan officials’ own emphasis on
Buddhism in promoting alliances with Western countries, the role of empire-building in
positioning Tibet as a strategic gain for British audiences, the importance of adventure and
imagination in American tales of Tibet, and often-overlooked modes of Buddhist education in
the United States.
While previous scholars have documented the West’s Shangri-Laist exoticization of Tibet
as an otherworldly, mystical place, they describe an Orientalist process of looking outward from
the West. My first chapter after this introduction, “’China’s Yoke’: Tibetan Diplomacy and
Independence Efforts from 1904 – 1934,” augments this understanding by showing that the
actions of Tibetan diplomats themselves fueled this process as well. Surprisingly, when seeking
alliances with various Western world powers officials often proposed a model based on the socalled “priest-patron” relationship, a historical system that had defined Tibet’s relationship to
China for centuries.6 While historians normally consider the priest-patron system to have ended
with the decline of the Qing Dynasty in the mid-nineteenth century, my findings show that it
survived well into the twentieth. The Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s (1876 – 1933) appeals to the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Russia all included language that highlighted a Buddhist
spiritual connection in some way. While none of these efforts were ultimately successful, the

6

See David Seyfort Ruegg, “The Preceptor-Donor Relation in Thirteenth-Century Tibetan Society and Polity,” in The
Tibetan History Reader, ed. by Gray Tuttle and Kurtis R. Schaeffer (New York: Columbia University Press, 2013),
212. Ruegg notes that the priest-patron relationship is a “historically and culturally very significant link existing
between a lama as reverend donee...and his princely or royal donor.”
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Buddhist character of Tibetan diplomatic outreach helped solidify that culture’s identity as an
essentially religious kingdom in the Western mind.
The next chapter focuses on two travelers whose records illustrate the British
expectations and perceptions of Tibet at the time: Francis Younghusband (the leader of a 1903 –
1904 expedition to Lhasa) and Frederick Marshman Bailey (1882 – 1967), a member of that
expedition. Bailey’s writings are illuminating in that they note multiple examples of conflict
between British and Tibetan officers over defining the region’s borders. Meanwhile, Tibetanauthored maps housed at the British Library show that Tibetans did not conceive of the area as
defined by borders, instead emphasizing topographical features and the presence of important
local leaders. This chapter tracks the travelers’ movements throughout what I call the
“transitional zone” and analyzes how their writings about the area changed as they moved further
into the contested area. Specifically, I show how British officials were largely concerned with
mapping and categorizing the area, recognizing its strategic importance geopolitically. In turn,
this meant that British travelers’ writings promoted the idea of Tibet as a realm of empire, an
impression that quickly took hold among the public in the United Kingdom.
Meanwhile, American travelers to Tibet had very different motivations: they most often
intended to parlay their experiences into lucrative publishing deals or lecturing tours. My next
chapter explores some of these individuals, placing them against the backdrop of commonly
consumed information on Tibet such as newspaper articles by journalist Eliza Scidmore (1856 –
1928). Because writers like Scidmore were usually far more familiar with the politics of empires
(Scidmore was a Japan expert), they portrayed Tibet as an anomalous region whose fortunes
were at the hands of larger powers. This fit well with the memoirs of travelers such as William
McGovern (1897 – 1964), who in his memoir To Lhasa in Disguise (1924) testified to the
10

presence of numerous spheres of influence on the road from Darjeeling to Lhasa. While
McGovern still considered the “transitional zone” to be Tibet, his popular book and public
lectures on the subject contributed a sense of mystery and otherness to the growing awareness of
Tibet in the United States. I suggest that in this way, Tibet came to be seen as a realm of
adventure by those who read travelers’ accounts that emphasized the excitement, difficulty, and
strangeness of the Himalayas.
In the final chapter, I explore the network-based spread of Tibetan knowledge in the
United States. Here I argue that past modes of analysis have overlooked some of the channels of
communication that were in fact central to the growth of education about both Tibet and
Buddhism. I focus on an American collector named Jacques Marchais (1887 – 1948) whom I
suggest has been wrongly dismissed from studies of important Tibetologists during this period.
Working with archival material from her eponymous museum on Staten Island, I demonstrate
that she was not the eccentric dilettante suggested by her reputation. Much of this unearned
reputation stems from a single article in a 1947 issue of Life magazine that implied she had used
her wealthy husband’s money to fuel a fanciful interest in a region she never visited,
accompanied by a staged photograph that led readers to believe she may even have considered
herself a Buddhist lama. In fact, Marchais was a rigorous scholar well-recognized during her
time, serving as a consultant to National Geographic magazine. I also explore her unique brand
of Buddhist education, which focused on intimate conversations with individual museum visitors
and used personal experience as a basis for discussing various Buddhist philosophical concepts.
Along with the previous chapters, these conclusions reconstruct Western imagination of Tibet as
it was formed through the actions of these characters and their attempts to publicize their work
based on emerging trends of popular consumption on both sides of the Atlantic.
11

One may well wonder how the Tibetans who interacted with Westerners during this time
viewed the relationship. Serving as guides, merchants, informers, diplomats, storytellers, thieves,
spies, and eventually as immigrants to the West, Tibetans were faced with a dizzying amount of
new information and opportunities as they negotiated their roles with outsiders in an increasingly
connected world. My first chapter sheds some light on this question by illuminating the views of
a small, high-ranking group of Tibetans. A full-fledged accounting of the West in the Tibetan
imagination, however, is outside the scope of this dissertation largely because it is unlikely that
many of the themes of Western perception would be echoed in Tibetan sources. While
Westerners came to know Tibet through a slow trickle of intriguing information that fueled
interest and adventure, for centuries Tibetans knew more about the outside world than the
reverse. The lack of food crops other than barley on the Himalayan plateau necessitated trading
with people at lower altitudes, Tibetans maintained political relationships in different eras with
their neighbors to the west, east, and south, and Muslim traders visited Tibet frequently in search
of the native musk deer whose glandular secretions were essential to perfume and medicine
production. While the Westerners who arrived in Tibet during my focus period were undoubtedly
exotic to Tibetans, they were not unknown entities.
I therefore suggest that a study of Tibetan views of the West, while highly desirable to
gain a fuller understanding of the relationship between the parties I identify, deserves a dedicated
study that puts Tibetans at the center by identifying the historical modes of communication and
education through which these interactions would have spread to the Tibetan public. There is
some promise that these issues will increasingly be addressed in scholarship given the fact that
ethnic Tibetans are now more frequently pursuing graduate study in the West. Furthermore, as
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English-speaking scholars continue to explore Tibetan-produced material including art and
literature, new methodologies that suggest insights into Tibetan views are likely to emerge.
Meanwhile, the image of the transitional zone as a contact area between Westerners and
Tibetans sets the scene for my own historical exploration. While it was the British who
established the colonial atmosphere that catalyzed these interactions, American travelers were
also among those who gazed towards the Himalayas from hill stations in Darjeeling and Leh. As
we shall see, the well-worn systems of travel from these launching points made them the easiest
places from which to reach Tibet, creating somewhat of an entanglement between American and
British experience in the Himalayas. However, closer inspection shows that we can identify
useful trends as well as the inevitable variations in individuals’ personalities and purposes. We
thus begin with a look at Tibet during its early twentieth century independence period,
examining the ways in which Tibetans and Westerners looked to each other strategically.

13

CHAPTER 2.
“CHINA’S YOKE”: TIBETAN DIPLOMACY AND INDEPENDENCE EFFORTS
FROM 1904 – 1934

In the introduction to this dissertation, I referenced the importance of considering Tibetan
views on their own relationship with the outside world. While a full picture of this issue requires
access to Tibetan archives beyond my present means, I take the opportunity here to explore the
writings and thoughts of a few individuals whose records are more accessible. In doing so, my
goal is to show that the Westerners who sought to interact with and understand modern Tibet did
not enter a completely isolated system. Rather, Tibet was a region that was actively seeking to
define its own relationship with the outside world when Westerners first encountered it with
growing frequency. Importantly, we shall see that for those few but diplomatically influential
Tibetans who reached out to Western governments, there was no significant distinction between
traditional religious political relationships and modern diplomacy.
Historians generally identify 1904 as the beginning of Tibet’s most recent “Independence
Period,”7 but the underlying political situation at the time was more complex as the Qing dynasty
still claimed suzerainty over it. This long-standing relationship was itself rooted in religious
understanding and centered on the conception that temporal rulers simultaneously held spiritual
roles from which they could not be divorced. In this light, later Western understandings of Tibet

7

See, for example, chapter 8 of Sam van Schaik’s Tibet: a History, titled “Independence: 1904 to 1950.” Sam van
Schaik, Tibet: a History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011), 180 – 206.
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as an essentially Buddhist culture and government are more the product of extrapolation from
reputable sources than the exoticizing flights of fancy they are often portrayed as.
The writings of Tibetans, along with those of Westerners involved in Asian diplomacy in
the early 1900s, are in many cases available to scholars either in their original languages or in
translated excerpts. While these have been discussed individually to a limited extent, their impact
(when taken as a whole) on the trend of cooperation between Tibet and more powerful countries
including China has not been widely explored.8 Furthermore, the fact that Tibetan sources from
this period tend to be written by elite, high-profile figures such as the Thirteenth Dalai Lama has
often led historians to consider these documents in the more limited context of individual actors’
lives. Thus this chapter, taking such writings into consideration as a group, posits a major
augmentation to the nature of Tibetan diplomatic historiography by suggesting that when highranking Tibetans used established paradigms of religious and secular cooperation to negotiate
diplomatic relationships, there was no sense of incongruency between tradition and modernity.
Though this later telegraphed to some Western observers a sense that spiritual mysticism was
ingrained at every level of Tibetan society, for the Tibetans discussed below there was nothing
unusual or contradictory in their traditional modes of diplomacy. This is particularly true for the
“priest-patron” relationship, a system dating to the Mongol Yuan Dynasty (1271 – 1368 CE) in
which Tibetan lamas (“priests”) provided spiritual teaching and guidance to outside ruling
figures (“patrons”) in exchange for monetary aid and military protection. While Mongol control

8

For example, Sir Charles Alfred Bell’s 1946 Portrait of a Dalai Lama: The Life and Times of the Great Thirteenth
contains translations of valuable documents including the Dalai Lama’s “Last Testament,” in which he made
suggestions to his people both religious and political in nature. However, the book was written as a hybrid biography
and memoir of Bell’s own relationship with the Dalai Lama, thus these writings are discussed mainly as a reflection
on the religious leader as an individual. More recent scholars have also not considered these writings in connection
with other Tibetans’ diplomatic writings.
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of Tibet during the Yuan dynasty has been described as “a fairly loose suzerainty,” rulers such as
Qubilai Khan set a precedent when they became patrons of specific Buddhist schools in Tibet (in
Qubilai Khan’s case, the Tselpas).9
It has long been understood that the negotiation of these relationships was bilateral rather
than favoring the larger polity. In fact Sonam Gyatso (1543 – 1588), the first Dalai Lama,10
responded to invitations for Mongol sponsorship at his leisure and used the resulting prestige
both to increase his power within Tibet and to spread Buddhism to other Mongol tribes.11 On the
other hand, the Mongol leader Altan Khan who bestowed this title on Gyatso negotiated similar
relationships with other lamas, pointing to the existence of a network of religious and political
interdependencies in East Asia as early as the sixteenth century.12 This system was also
connected to the long-standing tradition of “tribute” relationships practiced as early as the Han
empire (206 BCE – 220 CE), in which Chinese emperors exchanged gifts with polities beyond
the empire’s boders in order to increase Chinese cultural influence over those areas.13 Inter-state
(and -tribal) diplomacy thus varied dramatically over time as various powers (e.g., the ethnically
Han Tang Empire of 618 – 907 CE, the Mongol Yuan Empire, and the Manchu Qing Empire)
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gained and lost dominance while seeking to expand their dominion over geographically and
culturally disparate groups.
In the case of Tibet, however, the priest-patron relationship remained the dominant
method of establishing political ties after the Qing gained control of China. By the time of the
Kangxi emperor’s reign (1661 - 1722), Qing rulers were repeating this relationship in ways that
were central to territorial expansion; in fact the “priest” Kangxi patronized (Zanabazar, 1635 –
1724, born in Tibet but a member of the Mongolian Urga Buddhist lineage) was largely
responsible for adding Outer Mongolia to Qing territory.14 Kangxi’s grandson, the Qianlong
emperor (r. 1735 – 1796), is the figure most associated with priest-patron relations between
China and Tibet given that he guided the Qing’s largest expansion of territory and was the
dynasty’s most vocal supporter of Buddhism. He developed his “patron’s” control of Tibet to the
extent that he had a hand in choosing successors in the Dalai Lama lineage.15 However,
Qianlong’s death (followed shortly by the death of the politically weak Eighth Dalai Lama in
1804) began a gradual decline in Qing control over Tibet that allowed it to take increasing
control over its own affairs, even while Qing officials remained stationed in Lhasa. This period
of de facto self-governance ended when the People’s Republic of China (PRC) claimed power
there in 1950.16
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The period after Qianlong’s death provided the opportunity for Tibetan sovereignty to
further develop, and saw the creation of some limited autonomous governing systems to replace
the work that Qing officials had carried out previously. However, scholars usually treat the
general character of Tibetan government during this time as overly dependent on foreign
patrons.17 This description raises a number of historical questions about Tibetan leadership at the
time; perhaps most importantly it prompts an inquiry into how aware leaders were of their
geopolitical situation as part of a once-powerful empire that bordered expanding powers in both
Russia and British India. Because it is unlikely that a culture with ties to these areas would be
unaware of the situation’s implications, it is important to investigate how the leadership
responded given its traditional methods of forging alliances with surrounding regimes.
Contrasting with the general characterization of Tibet as inflexible and overly-reliant on outdated
religious modes of diplomacy, prominent figures were in fact able to dynamically adapt these
systems to their own needs and to quickly changing aspects of potential patrons’ own
governments. This observation helps to redefine Tibetan use of religious diplomacy as both
traditional and progressive; in this light the priest-patron relationship was strikingly modern in its
flexibility and adaptability. While Tibetan efforts to forge strong, lasting alliances with Western
countries were ultimately unsuccessful, understanding that religious modes were a central part of
Tibet’s modern self-identity is a key to reassessing larger Western interpretation of Tibet.
Thus this chapter, using the writings of both Tibetans and Westerners involved in the
East Asian political drama of the early twentieth century, suggests two main augmentations to
the study of the period. The first, historiographical, point highlights the perceived division
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between the realm of dynastic influence and the religiously-defined culture of Tibet. This
division has been most explicitly discussed by Gray Tuttle, who points out that “the primary
modes of social organization prior to the existence of nation-states were the dynastic realm and
the religious community…in East and Inner Asia the Qing dynasty was the overarching political
entity that linked four principal religious communities…[including] the Tibetan Buddhist
communities of Inner Asia….”18 As will be discussed below, other scholars have followed up on
this point. Their work indicates that the dynastic and political communities of Tibet maintained
distinct characters and actions even if they occasionally overlapped from a top-down
viewpoint.19
The second point contends that the writings of Tibetan political and cultural actors
demonstrate the need for an analytical approach that puts Tibetans at the center of early twentieth
century efforts to define the region politically and culturally, in many cases using the priestpatron paradigm, to their own advantage. This suggestion is, importantly, not in opposition to the
work of historians who have emphasized the priest-patron relationship as part of the Qing
portfolio of relational modes for different groups (e.g. rulers encouraged Manchu soldiers to
maintain their ethnic character by practicing “old traditions” such as horseback riding and
speaking Manchu,20 emperors strove to present themselves as Confucian rulers to “establish and
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control persuasive images of fidelity to an alien regime”21). Rather, it emphasizes that Tibetans
understood this particular relational mode as useful and appropriate during a time span when the
dominant historical narrative of “dependency” fails to describe the full nature of Tibetan efforts
to define the region.

The Nature of Qing Patronage
The fact that Tibetans continued to use the priest-patron relationship in the twentieth
century evidences not only that system’s inherent relevance to a culture that was defined by its
common religion, but also the basic fact that it had proved effective in balancing the needs of
both priests and patrons through major changes in East Asian leadership. Although the Qing
Empire at its height was known for its leaders’ devout adherence to Buddhism, its initial interest
in Tibet was couched in religious terms while essentially concerned with military issues.
Historian Yingcong Dai finds that the Qing interest in controlling Tibetan territory only came
when its patronage of Tibetan Buddhism intersected with security concerns regarding the
Zunghar Mongols at the very end of the seventeenth century. Specifically, she writes that “during
the Zunghar crisis the Qing state discovered the close ties between the Zunghar and the Tibetan
Buddhist establishment and began to realize that the key to the resolution of the Zunghar
problem lay in the control of Lhasa.”22
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Yet apart from the pressing need for China to pacify the area, Tibet’s response to this
initial Qing overture closely echoed the initial alliance between Sonam Gyatso and Altan Khan
of nearly 100 years earlier. The Fifth Dalai Lama’s visit to Beijing in 1652 lent added heft to his
power and prestige within Buddhism, yet he made the trip only after repeated invitations. This
visit produced concrete changes to the diplomatic relations between Tibet and China: while the
first Qing ruler had maintained a policy of equal recognition of all Buddhist sects, the Sunzhi
emperor’s recognition of the Dalai Lama elevated his authority above the other Tibetan Buddhist
lineages.23 The fact that the emperor did not set up government officials in Lhasa at this point,
however, indicates that there was no strong interest in developing a Qing imperial identity in
Lhasa from the Qing point of view.
These points illustrate that early Qing foreign policy had a limited interest in constructing
a combined identity that encompassed China, Tibet, and Mongolia in a conceptual sense.
However, the concerted effort to bring these areas into the integrated portfolio of Qing dominion
did not reach its full stride until Qianlong’s reign. Although Qianlong strengthened Qing ties to
Tibet using the traditional channel of patronage, he conveyed his own entrenched relationship to
Buddhism in myriad ways. His most unique practice included the commissioning of visual art in
which he was depicted either as part of well-known Buddhist stories or as the Buddhist
bodhisattva of wisdom, Mañjuśrī.
A telling example is a painting titled “Nonduality Picture” (不二圖, by court painter Ding
Guanpeng) in which the emperor had himself depicted in a scene from a famous sutra
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(Vimalakīrti-nirdeśa, Teachings of Vimalakīrti) that emphasizes the folly of dividing the world
into bifurcated categories. The story itself breaks down this notion in a variety of contexts (e.g.,
man/woman), but art historian Patricia Berger has argued argues that on another level, the image
“casts the knowing viewer back to moments and monuments in Buddhism’s specifically Chinese
past, ultimately hint[ing] at the dissolution of a different two – a mythic, Indian past…and a Qing
dynasty present – into one.”24 Berger’s argument thus suggests that art was a channel through
which the dynasty could communicate its desired place as the center of overlapping circles of
authority, particularly in the case of Tibet.
Berger also references an image depicting the scene of Qianlong’s bringing the third
incarnation of the Urga lineage (a boy named Ishi-damba-nima, also born in Tibet) to his court to
oversee meetings of religious leaders. More than a simple invitation, Berger writes, this inclusion
of Ishi-damba-nima (which was recorded in a hanging scroll completed by a number of artists
overseen by court painter Yao Wenhan) in fact underscored Qianlong’s political ambitions given
that he himself had selected the boy as the next incarnation of the lineage over the objections of
Mongolian nobles who wanted the next incarnation to come from Mongolia.25
This example clearly illustrates Berger’s conception of the Manchus as dissolving
categories that were inimical to their position at the head of a complex hierarchy encompassing
the empire. In naming Ishi-damba-nima as the Urga incarnation, Qianlong not only cultivated
loyalty within Tibet but also managed to emphasize to the dissident Mongolians that their control
over religious matters was superseded by his own concerns. Yet these events took place at court
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and under the supervision of the emperor; they thus define a part of the dynastic inner circle of
power while also suggesting Qing attempts to place the religio-ethnic community of Tibet under
their control.
With the death of Qianlong began the decline of the Qing’s hegemonic power in East
Asia, and with it significant changes in Qing policy towards Tibet. Historian Xiuyu Wang has
found that in the years after Qianlong’s patronage and the drafting of the Twenty-Nine Article
Ordinance, the Manchu emperors became more concerned with solidifying their dominion over
Tibet in concrete terms. Wang also emphasizes the multifaceted nature of Qing sovereignty,
writing that “Qing rule of each subject people was…adaptable and tailored to local customs.”26
He points out, however, that imperial policy beginning in the 1890s was significantly shaped by
the coexistence of two “frontier imperialisms:” (1) “the competition between the Qing
government and foreign imperial powers,” and (2) “the policies and circumstances of the empire
on its own frontiers.”27 His argument describes how these new pressures shifted Manchu focus in
Tibet from the maintenance of the priest-patron relationship to an aggressive, expansionist
campaign that sought a more literal absorption of Tibet into the empire. Wang documents these
points well, yet does not consider the degree to which Tibetans were able to steer their own
reaction to these efforts. The fact that Tibetan documents show a simultaneous pulling away
from the Qing (including attempted alliances with other empires) highlights the dramatic shift of
agency that took place during this time.
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Wang’s analysis does in fact hint at this possibility by exploring the attitudes of
indigenous groups towards the metropole. He writes, for example, that for local chieftains in the
Kham area “state recognition of their inheritance rights was a source of symbolic legitimacy, but
effectual utilization of this resource depended on how they wielded it in combination with other
local sources of power…Because imperial power remained symbolic and distant,…the
indigenous attitude towards it was often one of indifference.”28 And if Tibetans themselves were
indifferent towards the Manchus, in fact, Qing officials outside of the emperor’s inner circle had
a range of viewpoints towards the region; Wang writes that “there was a disdain for things
Tibetan: its unruly people, ‘cunning and stubborn’ officials, and the harsh environment,” mixed
with “attitudes of curiosity, approval, and admiration…regarding Tibetan religion, landscape,
character, architecture, and physique.”29 This summation suggests that during the time period he
describes (the Kangxi-Yongzheng period, 1661 - 1735), linkage between the dynastic and
religious realms were very weak indeed, seemingly existing only on an abstract level. The
documents discussed below indicate that more than a passive atrophy of power, the shift towards
strengthening this connection was also largely driven by Tibetan diplomatic efforts with other
countries.
It would be irresponsible, however, to deny channels of continuity and influence flowing
from China to Tibet both during and after the Qing dynasty. Although Qing officials (ambans)
were placed in Lhasa as early as 1727, it was the long reign of Qianlong that saw the
establishment of lasting ties between Tibet’s powerful Buddhist lamas and Beijing. As explained
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by Berger, these were ties forged in an emphasis on religious commonality.30 Most famously,
Qianlong commissioned a portrait of himself depicted as Mañjuśrī and sent this portrait to the
Eighth Dalai Lama. Manchu court documents recorded that both monks and laymen “were happy
to see the emperor’s picture placed in the Potala Palace.”31
This overview of early Qing Sino-Tibetan relations is included as reference for what
transpired during the last years of the Qing dynasty and its immediate aftermath. The mode of
communication explored by Berger can be seen as a sort of visual propaganda or diplomacy that
sought to emphasize both the Qing ruler’s dominion and his place within the extant Buddhist
cosmological hierarchy, and was representative of the early phase of the priest-patron
relationship. The system, however, was significantly less exercised beginning in the nineteenth
century. There is little evidence of his successors putting anywhere near the same level of effort
or stock into perpetuating this tradition. However, it had a lasting (if somewhat bizarre) legacy as
late as 1969, when the Tibetan Buddhist and millenarian nun Trinley Chödrön led a group of
followers in a violent attack against Tibetan supporters of China, all while claiming that
“Chairman Mao will not treat us badly; he is an incarnation of Manjusri.”32
The events that shed light on Tibetan continuation of religious diplomacy, however,
began several decades earlier at the turn of the century that sparked radical changes in Tibetan
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political identity and mark, for some historians,33 the beginning of Tibet’s short-lived
independence period: in particular, the Younghusband Expedition of 1904 and the subsequent
flight of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama (Thubten Gyatso, 1876 – 1933) to Mongolia. It should be
noted that using the Younghusband Expedition (in which Francis Younghusband led British
Indian forces to Lhasa, pillaging religious sites along the way) risks overemphasizing a Westerncentric periodization of Tibetan history. However, the precursors to and repercussions of this
event are so essential to the activities of Thubten Gyatso and his advisors that they warrant
recognition as the opening act of what would become a multinational competition (and in some
cases, cooperation) to delineate and define Tibet. While a number of actors’ roles will be
examined here, using Tibetan writings as a starting point highlights native attempts to shape and
direct Tibetan diplomacy, largely through religious means.

A Tibetan Lama in Czar Nicholas’s Court: Agwang Dorjiev and the Redefinition of
“Priest-Patron”
In 1910, when Francis Younghusband (1863 – 1942, see chapter 3) published an account
of his time in Asia, he was at pains to establish a historical record that justified and indeed
necessitated an expedition from British India into Tibet. His memoir reports that tensions
between British India, Tibet, and China arose surrounding the issue of British trade dominance in
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the region of Sikkim and were the incentive for his expedition.34 His writing highlights two of
the main issues that spurred Tibetan diplomacy going into the twentieth century: most obviously
border disputes between British India and Tibet, but also the complex construction of British
attitudes towards China and Tibet. Younghusband’s separate references to Chinese and Tibetan
“governments” in his memoir suggest that he perceived some measure of division between the
two polities, yet he also writes in the same passage that China was “unable to control” Tibetan
forces. This indicates that he was not unaware of the Qing’s lasting dominion over the territory
even as the court's focus had shifted to other parts of the empire (such as competition with Japan
for control of the Korean peninsula). But this Western perspective serves as a useful tool not
only for explaining changes within the Tibetan ruling elite such as the flight of the Dalai Lama
but also the subsequent diplomatic efforts of his advisors. The contrast between Younghusband’s
view and that seen in the writings of these influential Tibetan figures help to address three main
questions that intersect with an understanding of the priest-patron relationship during this period.
This section focuses on the memoirs of Agwang Dorjiev (a lama and advisor to Gyatso, 1854–
1938) to address the following issues: In early twentieth century Tibet, how relevant were
traditional paradigms of rulership? Where did agency lie in negotiating roles of authority?
Through what channels did actors practice this negotiation?
Although Younghusband’s trip to Tibet would not happen until 1904, both he and
Dorjiev record that British designs on Tibet were a concern several years earlier. The lama writes
that discussions regarding Western powers’ possible interventions began around the time of a
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French expedition to Tibet in 1889. During Gabriel Bonvalot and Henri D’Orleans’s visit of that
year, Dorjiev writes, “…various things were discussed, such as the possibilities and ways how
Russia and France could keep Tibet from becoming food for the British…In my thoughts and
conversations during that time I doubted if what was said was true or not, although some people
had that idea.”35 Unfortunately it is not clear who is meant by “other people,” but the fact that
Dorjiev was in close communication with the Thirteenth Dalai Lama suggests that he was
referring to the opinions of influential elites rather than idle gossip. In fact, ten years later when
Dorjiev wished to travel to Mongolia and Russia (among other reasons, to negotiate an alliance
with Czar Nicholas II), he secured permission from the Dalai Lama himself.
An initial reading of the memoirs does not clearly suggest that Dorjiev had any political
actions in mind for this trip since he writes only that he “considered returning to his fatherland”36
(he had been born in Buryatia, a part of Mongolia included in the Russian empire, but had lived
in Tibet for the last twenty years). Younghusband, however, relates that the British view of this
journey was much starker. The fact that Dorjiev was developing “a rapprochement and the
strengthening of good relations with Russia” was seen as a betrayal to simultaneous efforts by
the British Viceroy of India (Lord George Curzon) to negotiate with the Dalai Lama.37 While
Younghusband’s frustration is obvious and his record clearly biased, an analysis of Dorjiev’s
writings present an image of him that is actually much closer to that seen by Younghusband. The
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lama’s memoirs show that, as a member of the elite ruling circle in Tibet, he was both canny in
his evaluation of the threat and frustrated by his inability to convince others in the government of
what he thought was the correct path. As evidenced in his writings, his perceived identity of
Tibet was one that placed its status as an extension of the “priestly” role in a religious sense, but
one that could also be extended to a political definition in partnership with a wisely chosen
patron.
Dorjiev himself was well-traveled, and at the time saw Britain as a threat and Russia as
the most eligible replacement. His multi-country trip began in 1899 and took him to India, China,
Russia, and France before returning to Tibet. By way of Beijing, Dorjiev journeyed on to the
Mongolian city of Urga (today Ulan Baatar), which had been a part of the Qing empire since the
late seventeenth century. There, he records that he and his companions had audiences with three
important lamas and “asked them for several profound teachings, scriptural, initiatory, and
empowerments.”38 Importantly, while operating within the Qing empire, Dorjiev refrained from
conducting any political actions and indeed took on the role of student to the Mongolian lamas.
As his itinerary in Russia suggests, this was not always his modus operandi. Instead, his actions
in Urga seem to reflect his awareness of that city’s significance to his own religious and political
plight: it could provide the spiritual succor he, as a lama himself, sought. However, there was
nothing to be gained by seeking patronage here or cultivating political ties. For these later
motivations, he next moved on to his home region of Buryatia, a part of Russia that bordered
Qing Mongolia to the north.
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In Buryatia, Dorjiev records a very different agenda in his memoirs: his first order of
business was to make petitions at the five monasteries in the region, asking each institution to
send its monks on an annual trip to Lhasa, where they would partake in “Dharma sessions,”
learning “correct rules of behavior,” etc. He then writes that “there were preparations on the part
of a confidant of the Russian Czar named Ukhtomsky for making Russian connections in the
districts of China and Mongolia. He was one who could influence the Czar’s thoughts towards
that.”39
While Ukhtomsky himself became an important player in this drama it is important first
to discuss Dorjiev’s behavior and its import. The calling of Buryatian monks to Lhasa at first
seems mundane and banal given that the city was a center of Buddhist learning, but seen through
the lens of the priest-patron relationship it suggests a conscious move on the part of Dorjiev to
emphasize the possibility of cultivating this dynamic between Tibet and Russia. Unlike in Urga,
where Dorjiev acted as the student, in Buryatia he used his power as a Tibetan representative to
cast the city of Lhasa and its lamas as the teacher. In this way he negotiated a reciprocal
relationship that did not directly involve himself, but did set a precedent for formalized relations
between Tibet and Russia.
The word “formalized” is used intentionally here in order to emphasize that what he
initially described as an annual monks’ pilgrimage was in fact an important foot in the door in
terms of diplomacy. Dorjiev’s next step was to meet with the aforementioned Ukhtomsky, who
was in fact Prince Esper Ukthomsky, an advisor to Czar Nicholas II who had traveled with the
czar to East Asia in 1892 and become interested in its culture, but also its political possibilities
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for Russia. In fact, in 1900 he had published a pamphlet entitled “About the Events in China: On
Russia’s Relationships with the Orient” in which he laid out a theory that (through rather
convoluted logic) suggests that the fourteenth century Mongol Empire that had encompassed
much of East Asia as well as a large part of Russia had linked the political fates of those two
areas such that the theoretical dissolution of the Chinese Empire would amount to a “political
harvest” for Russia. Ukthomsky wrote that Russia’s absorption of what he called the Orient
would be so natural that its expansion would only end “at the blue sea surrounding the
continent.”40
Dorjiev, however, seems to either have been unaware of this pamphlet or to have felt that
its treatment of China did not include Tibet, since he records that he worked closely with
Ukthomsky on gaining permission from the czar to build a Buddhist temple in St. Petersburg.
Although he did receive permission and eventually built the temple, the negotiations were at a
certain point complicated by one of the Russian demands: the czar, using Ukhtomsky as an
interpreter, informed Dorjiev that while “Russia would help Tibet not be lost to enemy hands,”
he would also be sending a Russian agent to Tibet. Dorjiev’s response to this was emphatic:
“Definitely do not send a European. The nobles, ministers, ordinary monks and lay people have
made an oath not to allow them.”41
This response on Dorjiev’s part is of course telling as to his motivations for initiating a
relationship with Russia and his interpretations of the other side of that bargain. He certainly was
not lying about the “oath” made by the Tibetan people – indeed, most nationalities except for
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Manchus (the ethnic group that comprised the Qing ruling family), Mongolians, Kashmiris, and
Nepalese were formally banned from entering the country.42 However, given that a number of
foreigners, including the French explorers mentioned above, had recently traveled in the country
and returned home to publish accounts of their trips, it is likely that Dorjiev’s resistance had
other sources. In fact, Dorjiev quickly became disenchanted with Russia as a political and
religious partner when his temple in St. Petersburg was met with various threats from Christians
and other Russians, according to him, attempted to convert all of Buryatia to Christianity.43
These religious disputes were apparently enough to turn Dorjiev’s sights away from
Russia as a political partner. However, Dorjiev cited religious interference as his reason for
resisting an outside power: this suggests that he was indeed following the channel of priestpatron relations in trying to secure an ally rather than exercising more concretely political means.
When Russia failed to keep up its end of the bargain religiously, which would have meant
engaging in at least a façade of Buddhist spiritual exchange with a Tibetan lama, the negotiations
ended.
Dorjiev’s activities upon returning to Tibet in 1902 – 1904 are also notable in that they
show his surprise at the changes that had taken place there in his absence.44 By the time he
returned, tensions with the British had increased. Younghusband writes that in 1902, a British
representative was sent “to Giagong [an area of Sikkim between India and Tibet], to reassert
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British rights to the tract of country which the Tibetans had been occupying in contravention of
the treaty of 1890, and, if necessary, to expel them from the British side of the frontier.”45 Likely
in response to this, Dorjiev shifted gears and attempted to persuade others at high levels of the
government that “it would be beneficial to make an agreement with the British.” He writes that,
“Although I told them again and again, they were not listening. In particular, some pretended to
consult the oracles to fool people, proclaiming over and over, ‘There is nothing to worry
about.’”46
Dorjiev, unfortunately, does not elaborate on his reasons for attempting to ally with the
British, and there is no evidence that he planned to use religious channels for this proposed
alliance. In all likelihood, the fact that a threatened invasion was imminent required faster and
less ideal action, but because he did not receive support it is unclear whether he would have
attempted to cultivate a priest-patron relationship with Britain. It is notable, however, that the
other “influential people” in the government used a feigned religious communication with
“oracles” to dissuade others from supporting Dorjiev or even believing that the British were a
threat. This suggests that, within Tibet itself, the smaller-scale counterpart of the priest-patron
relationship, namely the student-teacher relationship, was still quite strong. Religious dominance
was an effective means of manipulation, and was used in overtly political situations to persuade
the “student” figure of the “teacher’s” point-of-view.
These two traditional paradigms, then, were apparently still quite relevant in the early
twentieth century, although they were clearly more effective within Tibet than in negotiation
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with outside, non-Buddhist powers. However, Dorjiev’s account shows that religious channels
were still seen as appropriate means to negotiate political alliances meant to help militarily weak
Tibet stave off threats from other imperialist powers. In the case of Russia, the alliance was
never formalized, yet Dorjiev’s actions did result in a sustained Buddhist presence in Russia: in
addition to his temple in St. Petersburg, he notes that he was able to found an additional four
monasteries in Buryatia.47 The fact that Dorjiev saw these as at least partial successes shows that
his definition of the Tibetan polity was analogous with its religious identity, and that Buddhism
rather than formal political agreements was at the core of Tibet’s attempts to define itself
between the competing borders of its surrounding expansionist regimes.

After Younghusband: The Thirteenth Dalai Lama Abroad
After the Younghusband Expedition occupied Lhasa, the Dalai Lama was forced into
exile in Urga, Mongolia. Letters that he wrote during this period indicate a continuation of the
efforts put into place by Dorjiev. In particular, he maintained an interest in negotiating
relationships with outside powers and continued to use Buddhism as a channel of common
interest whenever possible. Political changes, including the reintroduction of strong Qing interest
in Tibet by 1909, forced Thubten Gyatso to quickly reassess possible allies. Most surprisingly,
he fled to British India in 1910 and turned his efforts towards gaining protection from America
and, eventually, England itself. This radical shift is explained by the fact that China had become
an immediate and powerful concern that could no longer be regarded as having only a passive
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interest in the territory. As part of a late-Qing era effort to reclaim “lost” portions of the empire,
amban Zhao Erfeng (1845 – 1911) ordered an invasion of Lhasa that violently overthrew the
Tibetan government on February 12, 1910. Even before the invasion, tensions were high in Tibet
as the Qing policy had become one of stark zero tolerance for resistance: after a Tibetan named
Zhazi Wengdi threatened a mass revolt if Zhao were ever to set foot in the territory, the Foreign
Affairs Office in Beijing telegraphed the Lhasa amban that if this sentiment were true, “Zhao
should go in there [Tibet] and kill them all.”48
As the Dalai Lama’s letters show, his meetings with foreign diplomats during this time
period were concerted efforts to gain foreign aid for Tibet. In these cases the relationship was
presented as a less formal one that would have spiritual benefits for the patron even without the
more concrete interactions that Dorjiev had proposed, such as the building of monasteries and
exchanges of monks. Importantly, however, the priest-patron relationship remained a bedrock of
these requests even when it was not as explicitly discussed.
One of the Dalai Lama’s first correspondents with regard to gaining foreign protection
was William Woodville Rockhill (1854 – 1914), the American minister to China at the time of
his introduction to the Dalai Lama. While Gyato’s attempts to achieve American protection for
Tibet from a diplomat stationed in China seems an incautious choice, Rockhill’s own accounts
reveal that he liked and trusted the Dalai Lama, in addition to feeling that his push for Tibetan
independence was well-founded. In 1910, Rockhill published a study of the historical
relationships between dalai lamas and the Qing dynasty. In its conclusion, he was at pains to
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defend the Thirteenth Dalai Lama against the accusations of those who had, among other things,
blamed Gyatso for the “loss of Tibet’s independence” and the “fostering on it of China’s yoke.”49
Rockhill also made clear that he felt Tibetan independence from China was justified.
Whether and how much he intended to do to aid the movement is less obvious given that his
writings remain professionally mute on his diplomatic intentions. In relation to the question of
how relevant the priest-patron relationship was to his communications with the Dalai Lama, his
records are also notably silent given that Rockhill himself was a Buddhist. More light on this
question can thus be shed by looking at Gyatso’s letters to Rockhill in 1910.
Although Gyatso began writing to Rockhill from Urga in 1905, his 1910 letters from his
second exile (this time in Darjeeling) evince an air of greater urgency and isolation from his
homeland. Referring to the newly harsh Chinese policies carried out by Zhao Erfeng, he wrote
that “the Chinese in Tibet are dealing more seriously with the Tibetans,” and explained that this
had included both killing locals and destroying monasteries. Also of note is that the Dalai Lama
explicitly addressed Rockhill as a fellow Buddhist, saying “I know you personally, that you
believe in the Buddhist religion, I should therefore request of you that you will be good enough
to help me in this disturbance and advise if there is any way of restoring me to my religious
country.50
Gyatso’s appeal to Rockhill’s Buddhism is notable for its suggestion that the Dalai Lama
expected a feeling of association or kinship between other Buddhists (no matter how foreign) and
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what he called his “religious country,” Tibet. That he would expect this even from an
ambassador to China indicates the strength and primacy he felt was associated with their
common religion. While this letter was ultimately unsuccessful in gaining the help he sought, its
language does place agency in the Dalai Lama’s hands in terms of diplomatic negotiation. The
appeal does not strictly fit the paradigm of priest-patron because Gyatso does not offer anything
in return his request, however these lines do illuminate the nature of the political and religious
realms at this point in time.
Specifically, they indicate that the Dalai Lama himself saw no overlap between the Qing
dynasty and the religious community in Tibet, and in fact perceived that religious community as
coterminous with boundaries of faith rather than of geography. This is a significant change from
the grand reception of the Qianlong emperor’s portrait at the Potala Palace. In more recent terms,
however, it does show a continuity with Dorjiev’s seeking of a “patron” in Russia. While Dorjiev
treated monasteries in Urga as a part of the Tibetan Buddhist community and saw Russia as an
area outside of that purview that could nonetheless be cultivated as a patron, Gyatso (in exile)
was forced to bypass even the Buddhist institutions within the Qing empire and appeal directly to
an outside source, even if he did not necessarily see Rockhill as a patron.
Another letter of 1910, however, shows a possible attempt at establishing this relationship
with King Edward VII of England. Even the addressing of the letter indicates the Dalai Lama’s
attempt to link the king with Buddhist traditions of rulership: he addresses Edward VII as “the
great supreme emperor-king who rules by turning the wheel of powerful merit.”51 This
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terminology references the role of cakravartin or “wheel-turning emperor,” described as “an
ideal monarch who rules his subjects in accordance with the dharma.”52 Furthermore, after
asking for “help and protection” from Edward, Gyatso goes on to say that in return these
“kindnesses will afterwards be dearly taken to heart.”53 While these words might not have
indicated the promise of spiritual repayment for governmental patronage, this letter as a whole is
representative of the Dalai Lama’s focus on religion as the core of his diplomatic efforts even
when dealing with a non-Buddhist. Considering that Tibet did have natural and economic
resources to offer with potential allies (including minerals and trade routes between British India
and China), the fact that religion was repeatedly used as the mode and material of diplomacy
strengthens the idea that the Dalai Lama sought to define Tibet through its religious community
rather than through worldly geography.

New Leadership, New Polity: The Panchen Lama in the Republic of China and Tibetans in
Exile
In order to examine more explicitly political and public statements made by Tibetan
leaders, another figure becomes important during a new phase of history in East Asia: the end of
the Chinese empire and the beginning of the Republic of China (1912 – 1949). Of particular
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interest during this time period is Tupten Chökyi Nyima (1883–1937), the Ninth Panchen
Lama.54 A Buddhist teacher and leader of similar standing to the Dalai Lama, Nyima had fallen
out with Thubten Gyatso, whose government exiled him in 1924 after disputes related to taxation
of his estates.55 Nyima relocated to Beijing with the support of the Chinese Nationalist
government, and must therefore be seen in a somewhat different light than Gyatso. Nyima’s most
well-known speeches were made in the early 1930s, by which time the Dalai Lama was ailing
and losing influence over the direction of both religious and geopolitical Tibet.
Nyima’s speeches, made at the former imperial palace in Beijing, are notable for his
support of Chinese unity with Tibet, although with a constant emphasis on the use of Buddhism
to unite disparate peoples and lead them to “leisurely and happy lives.”56 He furthermore takes
the unusual step of using the term “our Zhongguo” (rang re krung sgo, རང་རེ་%ང་&ོ་),57 a
transliteration of the Chinese word for China rather than the common Tibetan term (rgya nag , (་
ནག་). This was a linguistic as well as a rhetorical choice, since it emphasized a commonality
between Tibetans and Chinese that was also being promoted by the Nationalist government in an
effort to bring together China’s “five races” (Han Chinese, Tibetans, Mongols, Manchus, and
Muslims). It is thus clear that the Panchen Lama, unlike the Dalai Lama, saw a path of
unification with China through religion as the most fruitful for Tibet’s future. Scholars have
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speculated that this was partially related to the fact that Nyima was seeking Chinese help in
returning from exile,58 however his use of Buddhism as a unifying force between two polities is
in fact a continuation of the Dalai Lama’s policies, albeit with a new target: Republican China. In
this way the Panchen Lama fits into the continued tradition of Tibetans in using the religious
Buddhist community to define Tibet, and to extend that definition to alliances with other
sympathetic states. The 1930s saw a shift from the actions of Dorjiev, in which the political
community of Republican China had replaced the imperial community of the Qing empire, and
was once again seen by some as compatible and overlapping with Tibet.
The voices of elites have dominated this narrative largely because there was little
tradition of secular, vernacular literature prior to the mid-twentieth century in Tibet. However,
beginning with the creation of a diaspora community after the end of the Qing empire and the
beginning of Tibetan independence, new types of records provide some insight into how more
average Tibetans conceived of the changes going on around them. Of particular interest is the
Tibet Mirror (yul phyogs so so.i gsar 'gyur me long , +ལ་-ོགས་སོ་སོཨི་གསར་འ2ར་མེ་ལོང་), a newspaper
published in Kalimpong, India from 1925 to 1963 and distributed in that region as well as in
Lhasa. Articles in the publication reported on local and world affairs in a fairly neutral tone, and
can thus be read more literally than the often religiously-layered and cautious accounts of figures
like the Dalai Lama and Dorjiev.
The May 1927 edition, for example, recounts a skirmish between a Chinese warlord
(dmag dpon, དམག་དཔོན་) and “Bolsheviks” ('bol shi 'big, འབོལ་ཤི་འབིག་, a phoneticization that refers to
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Russians as well as Communist Chinese allied with them) in Beijing. The result was that the
warlord defeated a group of Russians and Chinese who had been preparing Communist
propaganda inside the Russian consulate.59 The fact that the article refers to this propaganda as
“evil pamphlets made to stir up trouble”60 indicates the newspaper’s sympathy with the warlord’s
forces, who represented the Republic of China in these early fights between Nationalists and
Communists. Because the newspaper was secular (and in fact was published by a Christian
Tibetan), this brief notice suggests that the association with China evidenced by the Panchen
Lama’s speeches a few years later extended beyond strictly Buddhist circles.
Thus we see a major shift from the nature of diplomacy carried out by elites who sought
to develop a priest-patron relationship with powerful empires in Asia. There was certainly no
breakdown of religious connection between the Republic of China and Tibet; in fact, interviews
conducted as part of the Tibetan Oral History and Archive Project reveal that ROC officials
visited Tibet to offer prayers for the deceased Thirteenth Dalai Lama.61 However, the evidence
above suggests that within Tibet there was a new trend of emphasizing national commonailty
between Tibet and China by the mid-Republican period. These sources alone cannot prove that
such a change took place as the result of any discreet factors; rather, they illustrate the common
thread of Tibetan voices steering the dynamic over time. The Thirteenth Dalai Lama and
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Agwang Dorjiev’s attempts to reinstate a strong priest-patron relationship show a resistance to
tying Tibet with the Qing dynastic identity late in the empire’s lifetime. However, their
willingness to ally other larger imperial powers implies that such a situation was considered
beneficial to Tibet’s Buddhist culture given that it traditionally provided a fairly high degree of
autonomy. That the Panchen Lama, along with at least some Tibetans represented by the opinion
of the Tibet Mirror, shifted their focus to a more secular shared identity with China (as the
Republic of China’s multiethnic policies promoted) suggests that the change in leadership, along
with the dispersal of elite and common Tibetans to China and India, was part of a larger
transformation that encouraged new channels of cooperation while retaining Tibet’s essentially
religious sense of self.

Conclusion
Terms for Tibet’s relationship with China abound: during the Qing dynasty and early
Republican periods it has been referred to as a suzerainty, protectorate, territory, and dependency
by various authors writing from a range of perspectives. At the most basic level, this
preponderance of concept nouns evidences an undeniably complex situation that in fact requires
different modes of understanding in a range of issues. The terms “suzerainty” and “dependency,”
for example, indicate the military and monetary aid (not to mention political dominance) given
by the Qing at its height. However, describing Tibet as a “protectorate” risks ignoring the
significant periods, especially around the turn of the twentieth century, when Tibet was subject to
foreign interference and received little to no aid from China.
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From the perspective of the political actors at issue, however, the more useful and
relevant power structure underlying all of these terms was the priest-patron relationship. It is this
paradigm that is most illuminating in exploring the evolution of what might be called Tibetan
diplomacy during the period from roughly 1904 – 1934. By examining the work of the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama as well as some of his advisors and other political/cultural actors during
this time period, it becomes clear that the priest-patron relationship was not as unidirectional as it
has often been understood. In fact, cases during this period of Tibetan-initiated agreements with
other countries show that the native understanding of diplomacy was one in which Buddhist
wisdom could be leveraged for political gain both through traditional channels of negotiation and
the establishment of influential cultural institutions such as Buddhist academies.
While analysis of what might be called Tibetan religious and cultural diplomacy is fairly
underrepresented in historiography, there has been a concerted effort by historians of Tibet to
document the various actors who were involved in the process. Thubten Gyatso’s fraught
relationship with China from birth to death (beginning with his selection as Dalai Lama using
methods not approved by the Qing dynasty),62 while not literally representative of the larger
tension between the two polities, does provide invaluable insight into the political machinations
of the Tibetan ruling circle given his numerous writings and correspondence. Likewise, the
writings of his allies and correspondents shed light on the larger international implications of
Tibet’s self-defining actions. In particular, they highlight the fact that using traditional religious
modes of outreach were not considered outdated or otherworldly to the people who espoused
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these methods. Rather, Tibet’s Buddhist character was mobilized as an important and useful part
of its heritage that was compatible with modern diplomacy, even if it was fairly unique.
Without placing these and other figures into overly-reductive categories of “priest” and
patron,” this chapter suggests an augmented schema for viewing traditional paradigms of
rulership that were being subjected to modernizing pressures from abroad as well as from within.
The dissolution of the Qing empire, with its wide portfolio of associated states, tributaries, and
even internal colonization by foreign powers, certainly catalyzed the need for a new negotiation
of Tibetan political space. However, to interpret this negotiation as only a reaction to external
forces ignores not only Tibetan voices but also additional layers of social change that contributed
to the new dynamic. Furthermore, continued Tibetan promotion of the priest-patron relationship
shows that what contemporary Western observers may have seen as a conflation of the secular
and religious was in fact a statement that these arenas were actually one and the same.
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CHAPTER 3.
THE BRITISH IN TIBET: FILLING IN THE “BLANK SPACE”

One may well question both the desire and motives of those Americans and Europeans
who chose, in the first decades of the twentieth century, to travel to Tibet. Aside from Antarctica
and the tepuis of Central America, Tibet was perhaps the least accessible land area on earth and
had furthermore strictly forbidden entrance to foreigners for about a hundred years.63
Inaccessibility and its implied mystique have a tendency to breed interest, and indeed this may
have been one of the catalysts for interest in Tibet.64 Beyond popular interest, geopolitical factors
also created a need for information on a little-understood portion of the map of Central Asia. The
Tibetan plateau, a poor and sparsely populated region devoid of any of the qualities usually
sought by imperialistic powers, nevertheless existed at the intersection of three giants of the
world stage: China, Russia, and British India.
Investigating the whys, hows, and so-whats of Anglophone journeys to Tibet, then, is
both a question of interrogating travelers’ motives and influences as well as the legacies they
passed on to popular and political audiences. It is impossible to raise these questions without
discussing the idea of a search for truth, and in fact historian Alex McKay has argued
convincingly that truth was the main motivation behind British governmental interest in Tibet.
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He writes that the “search for ‘truth’ was seen, in the ethos of the time, as a morally higher
purpose behind an imperial official’s day-to-day activities,” and explains that what we (as
modern observers) might see as contradictory or hypocritical consequences of policy can be
explained by the feeling that Britain’s responsibility as a civilizing force in the region justified
“less ethical actions.”65
While this chapter focuses on British views of Tibet, it is worth noting that in the last
decades of the nineteenth century, the United States was engaged in similar processes of empirebuilding in all but name, having expanded its overseas control in 1898 to include the Philippines,
Guam, Cuba, and Puerto Rico. The fact that the federal government did not promote the idea of
the United States as an imperial power complicates our understanding of how most Americans
would have imagined its role abroad. As historian Agnieszka Sobocinska notes, public opinion
does not always match up with official rhetoric on changing geopolitics.66 However, given that
the U.S. held no semblance of colonial interest in Central Asia, it is clear that American thought
about Tibet would significantly differ from the British, with its Indian colony sharing a border
with the Himalayan plateau.
With historical perspective, despite this lack of colonial interest, it is abundantly clear
that there was nevertheless great American interest in Tibet and Buddhism during this period:
Jacques Marchais, who later became a prominent dealer of Tibetan art, acquired her first Buddha
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figure in 1920 in New York City.67 By 1939 she had opened her gallery and was hosting a
lecture series with titles including “Is there a Shangrila in Tibet?” and “Legends and Folklore in
Tibet.”68 This was also the year that Theos Bernard published Penthouse of the Gods, based on
his experiences in Tibet, and opened a yoga studio and lecture hall elsewhere in Manhattan
fueled by the book’s popularity. While it was certainly easier to find information on these
subjects in metropolitan areas, it seems that interest was more widespread as Bernard received
fan letters from across the country when he was interviewed on the radio program Hobby Lobby,
also in 1939.69 While the tones and origins of this curiosity were often different for Americans
than for British, American accounts must be considered in light of the fact that most Western
travelers entered Tibet through India and were thus filtered through a colonial environment and
its attendant processes of travel. Although this chapter’s focus is on British travelers, the colonial
and intellectual environments in which these individuals operated also helps inform our
understanding of American travelers to be discussed later.
Here I will address three main characters, their predecessors, and the networks of
knowledge they used to learn about Tibet. The first, Thomas Manning (1772 – 1840) was the
first Englishman to visit Lhasa and thus serves as both an important source on early British
reactions to the city as well as the basis of knowledge for later travelers. Sir Francis
Younghusband (1863 – 1942) led the 1903 – 1904 British expedition (which, unlike the other
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journeys, included significant diplomatic duties) that became so seminal to Tibet’s entire
relationship with the West it is considered the marker of Tibet’s last break with Chinese
protection. Frederick Marshman Bailey (British, 1882 – 1967) was a member of the
Younghusband Mission whose letters home reveal a less formal reaction to the journey.
Dibyesh Anand posits that “[t]he Western imperial scripting of Tibet occurred through
the agency of British imperialism,”70 suggesting that a cast of British characters engaged actively
in attempts to bring Tibet into a more legible relationship with Britain and British India. During
my focus period, the person most in a position to do this was Sir Francis Younghusband. As the
leader of his expedition he not only negotiated the terms of the 1904 treaty with Tibet but did so
in several cases at his own discretion, occasionally in direct opposition to the orders he had
received.71 Furthermore, in the leadup to the expedition his superiors relied on him for
information on Tibet, thus amplifying his interpretation of previous reports to become the
official, default account.
However, to rely entirely on Younghusband’s writings would be a mistake, as it obscures
other voices and trends that influenced, albeit subtly, how the Younghusband expedition shaped
Britain’s relationship with Tibet. These voices include the few travelers who went to Tibet and
wrote about it in European languages before 1903 as well as the other members of the
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Younghusband expedition. We can learn most about the latter through looking at their
correspondence with family members during the expedition, which was often quite detailed.
Though they may not have gone on to publish these writings like other travelers did, their letters
represent the best source of information on common British assumptions and expectations of
Tibetan culture. Expedition members’ letters home would have helped spread this information
casually amongst a different group than was likely to have access to Younghusband’s reports, for
example. As we shall see, the sources below offer some surprises as well as confirmation of
previous historians’ assessments.
Before examining Younghusband, however, let us take one more step back in time to
consider Thomas Manning. While arguments could be made for emphasizing other figures as
precursors to Younghusband (e.g., the Jesuit priests who became the first Westerners to visit
Tibet or other Englishmen who went there earlier but did not reach the capital),72 Manning is
especially important in understanding Younghusband. First of all, his account of the journey was
widely available in published form. Secondly, while I do not wish to perpetuate any claim that
Lhasa was in some way a more complete or true version of Tibet than the smaller cities or the
countryside, it is clear that Younghusband felt he could only achieve his official and personal
missions by reaching the capital. Thus Manning would have been of great interest to him as the
only source in English on that city. Lastly, Manning provides an illuminating picture of the state
of British understanding of China in the early nineteenth century. Many of his writings have also
become available for study only since 2015 so they have the potential to augment existing
historical dialogues.
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The story of Manning’s journey begins in 1806 when he wrote a letter to a potential
patron outlining his plans, motivations, and the reasons he felt qualified to undertake a trip to
China (which at this point did not explicitly include Tibet). While the only extant copy of this
letter is a draft and does not specify its recipient, a curatorial note suggests it was probably
written to Sir Joseph Banks (1743 – 1820), a British botanist who had his own pedigree as an
explorer. He had accompanied Captain James Cook on his Pacific voyage in 1768 – 1771 and
oversaw plant exploration for the Royal Botanical Gardens, Kew.73 For our purposes, the most
relevant aspects of this letter are (1) its description of the state of British knowledge of China at
the time and (2) his analysis of his own qualifications to undertake the journey.
On the first point, Manning writes that he was “struck with the want of conformity in the
opinions of men (even the best informed) in relation to the ancient history, manners, and
language of China, arising partly from the meagerness of information, + partly from the want of
confidence in the relations of the missionaries and others….”74
While it is entirely possible that Manning simply used “China” to refer to a geographical
area (or more literally, the Chinese Empire) that included Tibet, his emphasis later in the letter on
learning Chinese language suggests that he did not plan at this early date to visit Tibet
specifically.75 However, Manning’s comment on the “meagerness of information” concerning
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China could be extended to cover Tibet as well. When the letter was written in 1806, only two
Englishmen had ever visited the region: George Bogle in 1774 and Samuel Turner in 1783.
Manning’s note on the reliability of missionary accounts is also notable in light of some
historiographical trends relating to the role of missionaries in the Western imagination of Asia.
In the introduction to his book The Myth of Shangri-La: Tibet, Travel Writing, and the Western
Creation of Sacred Landscape, Peter Bishop writes that during his focus period (1774 – 1959),
the “mystical imagination…formed a continuous thread in Britain’s relationship with Tibet.
Indeed, it seems that missionary activity in Tibet assumed a low profile in the popular
imagination, perhaps because of the consistent respect shown for Buddhism.”76 Whether or not
Manning had a particular interest in Buddhism is not specified in the letter (by the time he
reached Lhasa, he had developed an interest in the religion), but it is worth highlighting the fact
that he eschewed missionary sources in favor of personal observation. In fact, historian John
Bray has pointed out that “missionaries developed their own romantic vision of Tibet,
particularly in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries… [that] emphasized the darker
aspects of Tibetan culture because these highlighted the country’s need for Christian
enlightenment.”77
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Although Manning set out on his intellectual investigation of the East in the early
nineteenth century, Bray’s statement provides an accurate representation of the information on
Tibet to which an educated English speaker like Manning would have had access at the time.
Although George Bogle had already visited Tibet in 1774, his account would not be published
until 1876 in a joint volume with Manning’s own memoir.78 Thus, in 1806, Manning could have
read a very brief list of sources on Tibet: Samuel Turner’s 1800 account of his journey in 1783,
Augustin Friar Antonio Augustin Giorgi’s 1762 miscellany Alphabetum Tibetanum,79 Thomas
Astley’s 1747 Voyages and Travels, the Jesuit Jean Baptiste Du Halde’s 1735 compendium of
information on China (which included maps of Tibet),80 and a few seventeenth century letters
from missionaries in Tibet.81
Manning’s writings highlight two main characteristics that help us understand the early
British attitude towards Tibet and shed light on the way that Younghusband would later approach
the region. First of all, while Manning saw the Far East as an exotic escape from Britain, he
couched his expectations in terms of the knowledge he would gain there. Especially once he
reached Lhasa, his writings show that he sought a combination of personal experience and local
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expertise to gain this knowledge: he hoped, for example, to visit a certain temple “but could find
no person to go with me who could properly explain things.”82 Secondly, Manning (and later,
Younghusband) saw the acquisition of anthropological and ethnographic information such as
language, dress, and even jokes as serving to illuminate his understanding of the foreign culture.
While this first British visit to Lhasa may have laid the groundwork for Younghusband’s later
approach to learning about Tibet, Manning differed from later visitors in that he tended to refrain
from judgmental cultural comparisons. This is particularly significant in the notes Manning took
on Chinese medicine: as a physician, he was sometimes sought out for medical advice and often
recorded his observations on Chinese treatments for various ailments. Notably, he refrained from
the type of disparaging attitude that early twentieth century English speakers evinced when
discussing aspects of health and hygiene. Manning’s record of a Chinese prescription for a
stomach ailment is a factual and detailed record of treatment that highlights his understanding of
the radically different Chinese view of bodily systems: after listing the ingredients for the
treatment he writes what each is for, noting for example that “the 9th & 10th [ingredients] are to
expand the chest and promote the general circulation, thus the animal influence + blood will
harmonize, the swelling subside, the phlegm descend, then doubtless the disease will cease to
exist.”83
Taken together, these approaches show that early British interest in Tibet stemmed first
and foremost from a desire to acquire information. While in the twentieth century British
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officials would seek to use this information for imperialist projects, the focus on information
gathering is notable in that it implies an expectation that unknown lands were not vacuums of
civilization. Rather, even early travelers like Manning assumed they would come across vibrant
communities in the distant places they visited (reflecting the dominant eighteenth century
European admiration for China’s vibrant civilization), and Manning sought to add to the volumes
of information on Asia. Later, Younghusband benefited from this approach and was able to
approach Tibet with a fairly well-informed mindset.
In describing the changing character of British exploration, scholar of literature Adriana
Craciun writes that “[i]n the nineteenth century it would no longer be the authorization of state or
commercial institutions that seemed to propel would-be Explorers [sic] into the unknown, but
rather the power of commercial authorship, visual spectacle, and costumed public performance,
which drew a heterogeneous group of voyagers toward the profitable display of autonomy,
discovery, and identity.”84 Manning was a part of this tradition in that he set out for Asia on an
essentially personal mission of edification and information gathering. When he arrived in
Canton, his port of call in China, he described to a friend the way he spent his time there:
“You must consider me sitting, alone in a room at the very extremity of the earth
in the evening having nothing but the tones of a Chinese string instrument played
by a Chinese servant belonging to the factory. Surrounded on all sides by people
whose thoughts[,] words, actions, dreams, + affections have nothing in common
with Europe, + where the only people with whom I can have intercourse are a few
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men driven here by commerce... + who, instead of forming a sort of arch of
communication between me + the inhabitants of the country, gather themselves up
in a round knot which seems to admit no part of contact with the natives.”85

Manning’s vivid imagery describes the life of an Englishman in China during the end of
the so-called Canton System, during which the Qing bureaucracy restricted most Europeans to
the trading settlement on the coast in modern-day Guangzhou (the “factory” Manning mentions
is likely the warehouse of a British merchant company). In an environment where Manning was
surrounded by commercially-motivated countrymen, he seems to have longed for more contact
with and information on the Chinese. His explorer’s mentality is immediately apparent, but on
another level it also clear that Manning does not consider the mere act of traveling great
distances to be admirable. His phrase “a sort of arch of communication between me + the
inhabitants of the country” signifies a hope that the merchants, being more familiar with China,
would help him get closer to his goal of learning about the reality of life for Chinese, something
he was unable to find in the European-owned warehouses of Canton.
Manning’s desire to gather this information was sincere, as evidenced by the exhaustive
notes he took throughout his travels. In many of his notebooks he recorded not just the basic
facts of society he observed, but his own attempts at categorizing and interpreting them. Upon
reaching Tibet proper, he began analyzing the language and took notes on vocabulary along with
his translations. While he used romanization rather than Tibetan script, his analysis of the
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language’s more unique aspects is perceptive: he noted, for example, that “[a]n action may be
spoken of 3 ways. 1. as certainly happening 2. as perhaps happening perhaps not 3. as assumed
in order to show what might have been or might be if it do, had, or should shall happen.”86 These
notes refer to various particles used at the end of Tibetan sentences to indicate mood; a Tibetan
speaker would use a different particle to end a sentence describing something he or she had
witnessed directly than to describe an event he or she had simply heard about. Manning’s
recognition of these linguistic structures, unfamiliar to speakers of most European languages,
shows not only his discerning ability to gather detailed information abroad but also his keen
interest in understanding the underlying psychological aspects of the cultures he visited. The
character of his interest was different from later British travelers in that he avoided judgement
and comparison with his own culture in both his notebooks and the later, published version of his
memoir.
When Manning’s account was published in 1879 (in a combined volume with George
Bogle’s memoir of his own 1774 trip to Tibet) one of its main draws for readers was the account
of his visit with the 9th Dalai Lama (1805 – 1815) in Lhasa. Although the Dalai Lama was only
six years old at the time, Manning treats the encounter as a visit between equals in terms of his
concern with decorum and the type of exchange he expected to have with the young lama. The
meeting involved a complex set of mental negotiations for Manning as he struggled with
questions such as how to balance his attentions between the Dalai Lama and the “Tí-mu-fu,”
Manning’s term for the magistrate serving as regent during the Dalai Lama’s childhood. The
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seriousness with which he treated the encounter was a part of his larger interest in gathering
cultural information throughout his trip and in fact even his description of the initial
awkwardness (Manning had not expected the Tí-mu-fu to be present at the meeting) added to
readers’ knowledge of Tibet through the accretion of various travelers’ accounts. Clements R.
Markham, the editor of the combined Bogle/Manning account, included a footnote giving
background on how the magistrate was appointed and who served in this position in accounts by
Bogle, Samuel Turner (1783) and Régis-Évariste Huc (1846).87
By this point in the journey, Manning was familiar enough with local etiquette that when
a servant accidentally dropped and broke a bottle of lavender water he had brought as a gift, he
pretended not to notice the gaffe in an attempt to help the introductions proceed smoothly.88
Manning’s concern with custom was part of his overall approach to interacting with the Tibetans
he came across: while it is unclear whether he saw every individual with the reverence he
afforded the Dalai Lama, he saw them all as potential troves of information. In the meeting at the
Potala Palace, Manning actually puts himself on the defensive, writing that it was only after he
politely said he wasn’t bothered by the challenges of travel that the Tibetans “thus found that I
was not a mere rustic, but had some tincture of civility in me.”89
Manning showed his thirst for information when, after the meeting, the Dalai Lama’s
interpreter asked him if he had any further messages for the child leader. Manning responded by
asking not only for “books respecting his religion and ancient history,” but also that the Dalai
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Lama would “allow one of his learned lamas who understood Chinese to assist and instruct
me.”90 Although Manning was disappointed that the Dalai Lama only complied by sending a
single book covering the basics of Buddhism, Manning continued his project of edification for
his entire stay in Lhasa. After delaying visiting temples because he hoped to go with someone
who could educate him on what he would see there, he eventually went with one of his servants,
a Muslim who was unable to give more than cursory answers to Manning’s questions about the
imagery in the temple. Manning was uncharacteristically cross with the servant and “exclaimed
against his ignorance in a manner that did not befit the place.... I was really angry and vexed to
think how fruitless was all the trouble I took, and how impossible it was to get anything
explained.”91
Manning’s desperate search for knowledge and information about Tibet thus represents a
number of characteristics that would influence later travelers, including the members of the
Younghusband expedition for whom Manning was the only English source on Lhasa. Manning
recorded his experiences as a personal observer: he was interested in learning about Tibet for
himself and as fodder for his eventual memoir, but was not serving any imperial or governmental
purpose. While his preconception that Tibet would serve as a font of knowledge and his focus on
social study as the best way to understand and gain this knowledge would be echoed by later
travelers, Manning’s role as a personal traveler made him more likely to consider the will and
expectations of Tibetans than the members of the Younghusband expedition. By examining the
accounts of Younghusband and his companion Frederick Marshman Bailey, we can see that
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Manning’s openness to Tibetan custom and etiquette fed into the later travelers’ condescension
towards and frustration with Tibetans. The lack of information available to Manning was in one
sense a boon in that it allowed him to approach the unknown land with limited expectations other
than that he would find a fascinating culture there. In contrast, Younghusband had read both
Manning’s and Bogle’s account and thus went to Tibet believing he knew what he would find.
Combined with his official mission to secure British trading rights, this created a far less
interactive meeting between the Younghusband Expedition and Tibet.

Younghusband and the “Blank Space”
International relations scholar Dibyesh Anand writes that the earliest British visitors to
Tibet saw it as “a blank space,” a phrase that underscores both British lack of concern over the
area’s political and economic importance at the time as well as Tibetans’ own understanding of
their country as a sort of interstitial space. He notes the Sixth Tashi Lama’s (i.e., Panchen Lama)
statement to George Bogle that Tibet, at the intersection of China, India, and Russia, was “a cold
hilly country...we know nothing, and we do nothing but read and pray to god. One cannot tell
who is chief of the country....”92 Especially in comparison with Manning’s 1806 description of
China as little-understood in the West, this characterization is telling in its emphasis on lack of
information.
Indeed, when Younghusband sought to collect and synthesize available information on
Tibet prior to his 1903 – 1904 expedition (an event that is often described as an invasion of Tibet
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and included numerous armed conflicts, resulting in the Tibetan government agreeing to open
two trade marts to the British at Yatung and Gyantse), he relied on many of the same sources that
Manning had one hundred years earlier. Anand’s characterization of the shift from this period to
later, more dedicated interest in Tibet is insightful and well-illustrated in the primary sources,
including from Manning.93 However, a deeper interrogation of Anand’s dating of this period is
worthwhile given the different descriptions of the event we have from other sources. In fact,
Younghusband’s own writings indicate that rather than an attempt to fill in a “blank space,” he
actually had significant, if dated, information available to him even before setting foot in Tibet.
Younghusband seems to have read Bogle’s and especially Manning’s accounts as reputable and
near-encyclopedic sources on the region he was soon to enter.
Of particular interest is the 41-page confidential Memorandum on Our Relations with
Tibet, written in 1903 by Sir Francis Younghusband himself. This document sought to bring
together all of the previously available information on Tibet and present it in a manner that
convinced Younghusband’s superiors of the necessity for his expedition.
In his 1903 Memorandum, Younghusband not only connects Tibetan enmity towards
Britain with a similar anti-British attitude in China, but also finds the basis for negative feeling in
the fact that “the Chinese believed that we [British India] assisted the Gurkhas against them.”94
Later, he elaborates that “the Chinese, thinking we had assisted them [the Gurkhas], established a
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post at Phari and absolutely prohibited the approach of strangers, even of natives of Bengal.”95
Younghusband lent further context to the strained relations by noting that “what the Tibetans fear
if their country ever did come under foreign control is...the extinction of Buddhism.”96
For his part, Younghusband recognized the need to understand the subtleties of
Tibetan/Chinese historical relations if Britain wanted to exert the dominance in Tibet he saw as
inevitable.97 In his Memorandum, he wrote (based on notes he received from Captain William
O’Connor, already stationed in the Himalayas) that China’s relationship with Tibet began in the
seventh century when the latter attacked China: “...from that time to this they have exercised
fluctuating influence, sometimes all-powerful, sometimes barely perceptible, in the affairs of
Tibet.”98
Given Younghusband’s feeling that the destruction of Buddhism was Tibetans’ main
reason to fear contact with outside powers, his notes in the Memorandum on the place of religion
in international relations are of course important to our own understanding of his policy outlook.
McKay attributes Younghusband and his peers with the construction of the historical image of
Tibet, or, in his words, the “set of representations, upon which much of our academic research is
based....”99 Moreover, Anand writes that his third phase of British-Tibetan interactions
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(beginning, in fact, with Younghusband’s 1903 - 1904 expedition) “was meant to rectify the
vagueness and ambiguity that marked the political status of Tibet and to establish once and for
all international relations between British India and Tibet.”100 Considering McKay’s and
Anand’s points in relation to each other, we should expect the Memorandum to be a particularly
enlightening source indicating a “blank space” in need of filling in and one which Younghusband
felt he and his colleagues were uniquely qualified to investigate.
And yet the 41-page Memorandum does not read as a report on a “blank space.” Certainly
the impetus for its writing was to collate information on a little-known area for the benefit of
government officers, but it largely seems to emphasize just how much information was available
to British India. Younghusband in fact had a wide if disparate set of sources available to him
including the accounts of private travelers like Bogle and Manning, research notes from British
army officers who had operated in border areas (e.g. Captain O’Connor), and reports from more
mysterious figures listed only by first and last letter of name in the Memorandum. For example,
Younghusband mentions the report of “the explorer K-p” when writing about the valley of the
Brahmaputra, an agriculturally rich area Younghusband called “the garden of Tibet.”101 “K-p”
most likely refers to a man named Kintup: a Sikkimese who, according to Frederick Marshman
Bailey’s biographer Arthur Swinson, was sent to Tibet by the survey of India. Kintup, disguised
as a pilgrim, carried a hollow prayer wheel that hid a compass and paper for cartographic notetaking.102 Why figures such as these should remain obscured even in Younghusband’s
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confidential report to his superiors is unclear, but it does underscore how information on Tibet at
the time was simultaneously broad in scope and difficult to come by.
While Younghusband sought to present information on a range of topics from natural
resources to historical relations with nearby countries, his interest in describing Tibetan people
threads throughout the entire document. He mentions the need “to rid ourselves of preconceived
ideas regarding the inhospitality of the country,”103 further implying that Tibet was less of a
conceptual blank space than one of vague or misinformation.
For example, Younghusband makes several sweeping comments about Tibetans in a
section titled “Character of the People.” These can be summed up in a brief list of his own
adjectives: “suspicious and insincere,” “faithless [i.e., disloyal],” “grossly superstitious,”
“obliging,” “unassuming,” “respectful,” and “imminently religious.”104 Although Younghusband
was acquainted with some Tibetans in Darjeeling, the majority of these comments are based on
the accounts of previous travelers: Turner and Régis-Évariste Huc105 in particular. Given the fact
that Younghusband’s Memorandum was so influential in collating and codifying information on
Tibet for the British Government, it behooves us to look closely at the development of each of
his statements. Though they initially suggest a tangled web of impressionistic stereotypes from
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multiple cultural sources, a closer examination reveals common threads that evolved from his
reading of earlier British sources with very different outlooks on Tibet.106
Because Younghusband did in fact have a variety of sources on Tibet available to him,
there are different strands of informational characteristics that he incorporated into his own
outlook. In addition to Manning’s account, his archival research relied heavily on Turner’s 1800
account of his 1783 journey. It is thus not a stretch to say that his own preconceptions about
Tibet stemmed from hundreds of years of British “othering” of distant peoples that were largely
imagined rather than experienced either directly or indirectly.107 The strands Younghusband
absorbed are apparent through his approach to two specific aspects of interacting with
Himalayans: language and ethnicity.
The very earliest travelers to the Himalayan plateau had little to no knowledge of Tibetan
language, and so relied on local interpreters or, occasionally, knowledge of a third language
shared by those they met. However, language was an important tool of understanding culture –
Thomas Manning, for example, committed time to studying Chinese in Canton before embarking
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on his journey inland. Furthermore, Western travelers used language as an ethnic marker when
they sought to understand the various peoples they came across in unfamiliar lands.108 Because
Manning went to Tibet on an essentially personal mission, he had the inclination and leisure to
spend time along the way picking up either local languages (Chinese) or finding interpreters who
he felt could provide a service just as useful as direct communication. While explaining that
communication between himself and the Dalai Lama was complex (the Dalai Lama’s interpreter
would translate from Tibetan into Chinese, which Manning’s interpreter would then translate
into Latin and pose to him), he wrote that “there was no sentiment or shade of sentiment we
could not exchange.”109 Younghusband could speak neither Chinese nor Tibetan, and thus
invested little time and effort into understanding Himalayans directly. Thus, while his use of
Manning as a source suggests he might have been influenced by Manning’s more open-minded
approach to the people he came across, Younghusband was less inclined to view Himalayans
holistically because of his own disinterest in learning local languages. Instead, Younghusband
relied on those who had published accounts that emphasized ethnic qualities of Himalayan
peoples. Manning rarely emphasized ethnicity in his writing, so Younghusband turned to those
who did in an attempt to understand the character of the people he would come across.
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George Curzon (who in 1899 would become the Viceroy and Governor-General of
India), had written a series of articles for the London Times recounting his experiences on
Younghusband’s 1895 Chitral Expedition in modern-day Pakistan.110 Curzon described “types”
or “races” of people he came across who were separated by geographic as well as cultural
elements. He writes, for example, “South of the Burzil [pass] the people seem to belong to the
same race as in the Kashmiri plain; but northward we encounter a new type, of which we
afterward meet with numerous specimens.... These belong to the race to whom, for convenience’
[sic] sake, the name Dard...has been applied; and who, though speaking different languages and
emanating from different stocks, illustrate...a primitive Aryan type.”111 Curzon defines human
“types” irrespective of language, and along a spectrum. This may help explain why
Younghusband did not take the time to learn Tibetan even (as in the early twentieth century)
when he would have been easily able to find local teachers in Indian border towns: if groups of
people were seen as defined by their cultural similarities and other ethnic qualities over their
shared language, speaking Tibetan would not have provided as important a tool in operating
among them. Instead, he used a system that relied on small groups of locals who could
communicate with each other and pass information on to the Europeans, who could then place it
in the context of their own understanding based on observation.
From Younghusband’s writings, it is clear he did not have deep knowledge of Tibetan
language. In letters written to his wife, Helen, during the Lhasa expedition, he notes meeting
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with Tibetan and Chinese officials several times (although this was complicated by his old friend
Curzon’s reluctance to allow anyone of lower rank to meet with Younghusband officially).112 On
December 13, 1903 (the day the expedition entered Tibet proper, after having camped at Khamba
Jong for several months), Younghusband noted he ”sent for all the Chinese, Tibetan officials and
sitting on some stones I let them have their say as much as they pleased. ...I...put in a grunt here
and there to show I was not asleep....”113
The retelling reads as if communication between Younghusband and the officials was
direct, but he makes no mention anywhere of understanding either Chinese or Tibetan languages.
Furthermore, Captain William Frederick Travers O’Connor, an officer on the expedition, wrote
in a 1942 memorial of Younghusband that he (O’Connor) had served as “Secretary and
Interpreter to the Mission” and “was constantly by his [i.e., Younghusband’s] side” for the
duration of the expedition.”114 Other information came to Younghusband through second- or
third-hand sources, such as when he heard from the brother of missionary Annie Royle Taylor
(British, 1855 – 1922) that she (living in Yatung, Tibet) had reported both that ”the Tibetans are
preparing for war” and ”she says ’The Tibetans rather like Col. Younghusband.’”115
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Younghusband’s approach to language and ethnicity also reflects his goals, both in
writing the Memorandum and traveling to Tibet. The Memorandum was meant to be a strictly
factual report collating British knowledge of Tibet on the time, which did include an academic
interest in Tibetans themselves. Once on the expedition however, his goal was far more
diplomatic: he sought to create a formalized relationship and agreement between Britain, Tibet,
and China that allowed trade and travel as well as addressing the question of Russian
interference. The letters he wrote while on the expedition thus show little to no interest in
understanding the lives of Tibetans. The shift of travelers’ goals, from personal and/or academic
to official and diplomatic, therefore led to a shift in understanding and presentation that helps
explain why Younghusband and later visitors were far less likely to gather the type of finegrained details and impressions Manning pursued. In turn, this fed into Tibet’s development as a
realm of empire in the British imagination.
Frederick Marshman Bailey, one of the four officers who accompanied Younghusband,
provided some helpful context in letters he wrote to his parents while on the expedition. While
Younghusband was well-informed on Tibet given his compilation of the Memorandum, Bailey
suggests that he and the other members of the expedition hungered for more information: on July
24, 1903 he wrote to his parents asking them to “send me for the mess here any magazines in
which there are articles on China or Tibet or any eastern subjects.”116 Indicating that he would
place the magazines in the mess hall rather than keeping them for himself suggests that the desire
for local information was shared by the soldiers accompanying him. There was certainly a gap in
information between Bailey and Younghusband, though Bailey occasionally heard word of
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confidential matters above his official clearance. It was not until January of 1904, for example,
that Bailey accidentally learned the Expedition was headed for Lhasa when he saw a confidential
communique from Younghusband to the foreign office stating as much.117
On September 5, 1903 he noted that “I am doing a little Tibetan but I think it is the
hardest language in the world, much harder than Chinese.”118 He notes that his parents had sent
him a Tibetan dictionary but that “I don’t think it will be any good” because it was related to a
different dialect than was spoken by the Tibetans he was in contact with. He also reports that the
dictionary used by O’Connor was A Tibetan-English Dictionary: With Special Reference to the
Prevailing Dialects, published in 1881 by German missionary Heinrich August Jäschke.119 This
fact in itself is notable since it reveals that O’Connor relied on a source that acknowledged that
the language had “as many dialects, as the country has provinces” and yet “endeavored to deal
with the Tibetan language as a whole.”120
Bailey’s letters thus give us a clearer picture of the way communication between British
and Asians was carried out: we see, for example, that the expedition’s facility with Tibetan was
limited, in part by necessity since even O’Connor (who had training in Tibetan) would have had
to learn the idiosyncrasies of a new dialect to communicate effectively. One of Bailey’s earlier
letters (dated July 22, 1903) suggests how a typical meeting between the various officials may
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have been carried out while hinting at subtle diplomatic negotiations that could easily be
compromised by gaps in understanding.
While the mission was camped at Khamba Jong (modern-day Gangbazhen), Bailey wrote
to his parents about a meeting between Mr. Ho (the Chinese representative stationed at Khamba
Jong whom Bailey often referred to as “the Chinese commissioner”), Tibetan officials, and
Younghusband. In part this meeting centered around a dispute as to where negotiations should be
held, since the Tibetans were keen that they would only discuss diplomatic concerns at the
border rather than in Tibet proper.121 This geographical gap in understanding, which was no
doubt exacerbated by the vagueness of cartographic data from the region as well as
cultural/conceptual differences about borders, was further complicated by language difference
and attempts by Mr. Ho to manipulate the power dynamics at play. After the Tibetans and
Younghusband had argued about the location of the Tibet/India border, “Mr. Ho said through his
interpreter, [‘]These men are such fools they don’t even know where their frontier is.[‘] A long
paper was read out to them [I.e., the Tibetans] and then Col. Y [sic] gave it himself to the Grand
Secretary who is one of the Tibetans. He wouldn’t take it + Col. Y put it in his lap + he tried to
give it to everyone but no one would take it from him until at last the Chinaman who interprets
Tibetan took it.”122
Interpreting this passage is akin to an archaeological dig in that includes strata of
misunderstanding and manipulation: there is the aforementioned Mr. Ho playing off the Tibetans
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as “fools” in a likely attempt to curry favor with Younghusband; there is Younghusband himself
attempting to force a diplomatic agreement in a language he does not understand, and finally
there is the strange fact that the Tibetans were not only unwilling to accept the agreement, but
even to touch it, presumably for fear of appearing to accept it in any fashion.123
But underlying this web of misunderstanding is an issue that remains thorny even today
and is not unique to Tibet: different understandings of boundary. In discussing their attempts to
study the borders of the Liao state in northeast China, Gwen Bennett and Naomi Standen note a
similar issue in reconciling their own research priorities with their subject’s reality: “...an
approach from the texts defines our subject as the Liao dynasty, which in the histories is
primarily a chronological unit for which the geographical referents can come close to being
merely optional.”124 Despite the difference in time and place, Bennett and Standen’s comment is
apt to our situation in that in indicates how certain groups have vastly different conceptions of
place. For Tibetans, the border was flexible (although, importantly, not permeable) both by
tradition and by necessity since surrounding powers had never defined clear areas of influence.
While at first glance their insistence on moving the negotiations outside of Tibet proper seems to
contradict this, I would argue that this is an example of an adaptable concept of boundary
combined with an attempt to flex diplomatic muscle by choosing one spot along the vague
frontier that would be to their own advantage. Furthermore, the concept of concrete borders in
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the region was still fairly new: the Qing empire had only formalized portions of its border with
Russia in the 1860s and further measures (such as the St. Petersburg Treaty of 1881) blurred
these boundaries by, for example, establishing a duty-free trade zone for 100 li (about 37 miles)
on either side of that border.125 For England, defining a clear border was essential to its efforts to
prevent a potential power-grab from Russia.126
In her 2014 book India-China Borderlands: Conversations beyond the Centre, Nimmi
Kurian points out the fact that “the borderlands of India and China have always looked
outwards...[t]he ‘intellectual isolation’ that has characterized scholarship on the writing of these
histories, has failed to recognise many of these implicit interlinkages between the national,
regional, and international.” Kurian also refers to the “rich and varied cultural, historical and
social layers of identity” along these border regions.127 At the time of the Younghusband
Expedition, there was no border between Tibet and British India in the modern sense. This is
perhaps most clear from the fact that Younghusband was so keen to notarize its exact location;
while the discussion at the aforementioned meeting seemed to center on locating the border, the
larger problem was one of defining the border. The area’s low population meant that there had
historically been little need for an established national boundary, especially since the harsh
Himalayan geography discouraged widespread travel between areas. While there were Tibetan
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guards stationed throughout the area to prevent entry by foreigners, their placement was more
indicative of specific passes or routes through the mountains than of a literal border.
The less populated region between British India and Tibet proper was thus a transitional
zone for everyone involved, though Tibetans were much more used to this concept than their
British counterparts. While the British were concerned with identifying individual leaders who
held control over clearly demarcated areas, Tibetans in the area were used to a system of spheres
of influence. The Sixth Panchen Lama’s statement to Bogle that “one cannot tell who is chief of
the country....”128 illustrates not ignorance but rather the fact that most areas of Tibet, and
especially those in the transitional zone that had few and scattered residents, had no tradition of a
“chief” in the European sense.
In a fascinating paper analyzing a set of Tibetan-authored maps of the border area created
during the 1850s, Diana Lange notes that by this point the general landscape of the area was
already “comparatively well-known to the British in mid-19th century” as a result of work by
army engineers Alexander Cunningham (British, 1814 – 1893) and Richard Strachey (British,
1817 – 1908).129 However, she implies that the location of the border itself was not important
until trans-Himalayan trade between Western Tibet and British India became more frequent. 130
The assistant commissioner of Kullu in norther India, William Edmund Hay, thus commissioned
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a traveling lama (whose name remains unknown) to create a series of maps depicting the border
in 1857.131

Figure 2. Map showing a part of the Indus Valley in Ladakh. (British
Library Add.Or.3014, f. 4) Public Domain.

And yet these maps (an example of which is shown above) do not provide the distinct
line between India and Tibet that we might expect given Hay’s desire to create a basis for
international trade. As Lange has written elsewhere, “the picture maps...are not primarily
concerned with topographical accuracy, but provide a much wider range of visual information.
They transmit valuable ideas about the artist’s perception and representation of the territory they
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illustrate...thus the drawings supply information not only about strategic details but also about
spheres of influence.”132 The map, then, seems to accentuate the fact that for Tibetans,
topographical features, local power holders, and routes of travel were more important than hard
lines between countries. On another level, the fact that these maps were commissioned and
purchased by the British government in India suggests that such features were of interest to them
as well.
One of the most striking elements of the map in figure 2 is its use of scale. The author
considered relative size only within discreet categories rather than taking into account everything
depicted: the buildings, for example, are drawn to emphasize the importance of the largest ones
but many of them appear to be the same size or even larger than nearby mountains. To a Tibetan,
the two largest buildings (white with red roofs and spires) would likely have clearly indicated the
largest monasteries in the area. The very largest building in the lower right is undoubtedly a
monastery that owned and controlled much of the surrounding land, a fact that would be obvious
to any local resident familiar with the traditional Tibetan system of feudal society.
The orientation of buildings and mountains is also notable in that it calls upon the viewer
to assume multiple perspectives in considering different sections of the map. This suggests that
distance is also not represented to scale: the author illustrated aspects he deemed important from
the angle that was most appropriate, without regard to how they interact with other elements on
the map. This characteristic in itself suggests a sense of the transitory nature of the area: large
stretches of Tibetan landscape were uninhabited, nonarable, and not suitable for grazing. They
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thus served only as travel routes for Tibetans and their scale was, to this author, not as important
as the scale of destinations and points of contact. This perception of the land, while it likely did
provide some value to its British owners at the time, was completely out of sync with the
understanding that Younghusband and his government required by 1903. Through his own
travels in the area and his reading of previous visitors he was aware of the various groups of
people (Curzon’s “types”) and languages he would come across, but sought to collapse the
transitional zone into a concept compatible with his view of empire.
These maps lend important context to the 1903 meeting between Younghusband and the
representatives from Tibet and China. In combination with the sources included by
Younghusband in his Memorandum, it is clear that British India did not have clear information
on a formal border with Tibet.133 The Tibetans’ request that Younghusband move the
negotiations to Giajong134 does indicate a sophisticated understanding of border politics despite
the Chinese commissioner’s comment that “these men are such fools they don’t even know
where their border is.”135 Likewise, when Bailey notes that Younghusband replied that “the
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frontier is where the water goes to India + he would ride up + look at the water with them any
day they liked,”136 he was likely referring to the Yarlung Tsangpo River, about four miles
northwest of the meeting place at Khamba Jong. In this way each of the parties indicated both a
knowledge of the border’s vagueness and the inherent benefits in being able to locate it on their
own terms.
The maps referred to by Lange (known informally as the Wise Collection maps) are, in a
way, the best representation of what might best be called the transitional zone between Tibet and
India. Within this zone there existed a number of spheres of influence emanating from Tibetan
institutions including monasteries and forts, as well as those that centered on British settlements
such as Darjeeling and various shifting military posts. There was a cultural mélange as well, as
evidenced by the presence of multiple dialects (attested to by Bailey) and the number of traders
whom travelers noticed passing through the area. British armed forces also brought with them a
significant number of ethnic Indians, further diversifying the demographic range of the area. The
fact that ethnicity of the population was a determining factor in European attempts to classify
areas into distinct countries137 means that this changing and diverse demography made the
transitional zone especially difficult to define.
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Conclusion
I began this chapter with the idea that Western constructions became the dominant
definition of Tibet as they traveled there and circulated their experiences through books,
government reports, and word of mouth. We have now looked at a few of the Westerners who
were instrumental in that “delegitimization,” but the history of how Tibet’s transitional zone was
codified into a modern border appears more fraught when all of the actors are considered. While
the Chinese commissioner, Mr. Ho, is necessarily a minor figure given the fact that he appears
only briefly in the Younghusband and Bailey letters, the glimpses we have of his presence
suggest that he brought a significant non-Western voice to the proceedings. As a representative
of China, he was beholden to different set of rules and consequences than anyone else at the
Khamba Jong meeting. By 1903 Qing China was in sharp decline and could not hope to put up
even a facade of competition against British interests, yet it could not simply allow Tibet to
negotiate for itself as an equal player. Mr. Ho’s blustering attempts to downplay Tibetan
competence while allying himself with the British definition of the border thus takes on a new
light since he added significant weight to achieving an outcome beneficial to the British. Having
signed the Boxer Protocol just two years earlier, the Qing court was unlikely to risk angering
Britain once again. Yet far from a simple capitulation, Mr. Ho appears to have seen some
wisdom in actively disparaging the Tibetans. His exact reasoning remains unknown, but he
certainly played a role in the delegitimization process. The reality of Tibetan power versus
Chinese hegemony was confusing to Bailey, as he noted that “Mr. Ho is joint commissioner with
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Mr. Pann.... And Mr. Ho said that Pann was at Yatung + that the Tibetans would not let him
come here, which is rather curious as the Chinese are supposed to govern Tibet.”139
Britain’s goal was more than only to place a border on the map, however. As noted
previously, defining the border was as important as locating it, and perhaps more difficult. This
attempt to make the vague transitional zone legible to the British empire was also a process with
many actors, as can be seen through the creation and commission of the Wise Collection maps.
Tibetan-authored for a Western customer, the maps represent a compromise between the
interests of both parties: topographic features and spheres of influence were useful information
for both Tibet and British India, yet their preeminence in the images did not provide the sort of
map that allowed for diplomatic certitude in trade or government relations. Ideally we could add
non-Western actors to this cast by including the Tibetan map-maker and perhaps Mr. Ho, but
their voices remain obscure in the archives and are thus difficult to analyze. What is clear is that
“Western imperial scripting” did sometimes include significant input from non-Western
individuals, and that in the case of Tibet, British imperialism was a process that relied on
information from a plethora of sources both Asian and European, as well as chronologically both
distant and recent.
While Thomas Manning’s journey to the East was in part an attempt to fill what he saw
as a void in reliable information on China, he also represents the value that European travelers
placed on personal observation in learning about distant cultures. Peter Bishop suggests that by
the time of Younghusband's and Bailey’s visit to Tibet, they would have been unwittingly caught
between what he calls the “tension” between the desire for an account of Tibet that was
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engagingly immersive and one that was scientifically objective.140 Yet the fact that the
transitional zone was so important to British maneuvering in the region underscores Anand’s
observation that the Younghusband Expedition marked a shift from curiosity regarding Tibet to
anxiety about Tibet. Scientific information (including cartographic data) would help to clarify
the area on paper, but it was personal observation that allowed British officials to experience the
politically convoluted transitional zone first hand.
Bailey noted, for example, that in July 1903 O’Connor and an officer named Mr. White
proposed a visit to Lake Dobla (approximately 20 miles from Khamba Jong). The partisan
bickering caused by this request illuminated how complex the situation was: Lake Dobla was in
Tibetan territory, so the Tibetan officials objected to the journey. White, in an act of diplomatic
swagger, said they would not go if the Tibetans could produce a letter within 30 minutes
forbidding the Europeans entry to Tibet. Mr. Ho, whose signature was apparently also required,
agreed to this, but the Tibetans would not because it was not customary for them to sign their
own names (subordinates usually did this for them). They were only willing to sign the letter
with their thumbprints, which White would not accept. Eventually the Tibetans agreed to sign the
letter (which was written in Tibetan, Chinese, and English), but not use their full names.141
These comments, were illustrative of the situation along the frontier as well as the British
response to unfamiliar Chinese and Tibetan procedures, but are also notably subjective in that
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they come from an observer who had little understanding or patience for Tibetan views on the
issue. In addition, they were recounted only to Bailey’s parents and thus were not part of a
governmental report or even a popular narrative, as were the experiences of men like Bogle and
Turner. However, they still form an important part of the interpretive layer that formed the
foundation for British images of Tibet. The letters are, on the one hand, evidence of a
presumably common response among the expedition members. On the other hand, they had the
potential to take on another life when their news was communicated to Bailey’s parents and
beyond. Bailey’s parents’ reactions to his letters do not survive, but the possibility that they
might have repeated the information to acquaintances indicates at least a capacity for
contributing to a wider image of Tibet.
In more concrete terms, the British individuals discussed above help illustrate how the
character of information gathering on Tibet evolved during this period. Picking up on the
eighteenth century trend of admiring China, Thomas Manning’s writings indicate an interest in
combining personal observation with local knowledge, whether a Chinese medical prescription
or background on imagery in Buddhist temples. In contrast, Younghusband was also eager for
information but not at all interested in local knowledge as understood by Tibetans. Bailey echoed
this sentiment when he wrote to his parents in England asking for articles on Tibet and China,
apparently privileging those sources over the Tibetans and Chinese who were in close contact
with the expedition.
Study of Younghusband’s research also shows that Tibet, while somewhat mysterious in
its customs and governmental particulars, was far from a blank space to the members of the
1903-04 Expedition. Labelling British conception at the time as a “blank space” obscures how
much information Britain did have about Tibet. Certainly there were significant gaps, but many
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of these are more indicative of conceptual disjuncture between British and Tibetans than
anything else. The lack of a clear border, for example, was not a result of either British or
Tibetans not knowing where it was, it was rather the fact that Tibetans did not think in terms of
political borders, but rather in terms of geography and spheres of influence.
To what extent Manning’s open-mindedness or Younghusband’s stubborn prejudice
reflect broader British attitudes is difficult to assess given that their writings were initially meant
for very limited audiences. We will go some way towards investigating this issue, however,
when we examine the experiences and reports of Americans who traveled along routes similar to
those of the Younghusband mission and broadcast their findings to a more popular audience. In
the next chapter, we meet William McGovern, a man who earned the epithet of adventurer by
going so far as to disguise himself as a Tibetan by darkening his skin, hair, and eyes (the latter
being accomplished by squirting lemon juice into his irises). His 1924 book To Lhasa in
Disguise: a Secret Expedition through Mysterious Tibet was much more directly involved in
creating a popular image of Tibet among those who would never travel there. Likewise, Theos
Bernard made a career as “the White Lama;” publishing and lecturing on Tibet as well as
popularizing yoga as a spiritual connection with the exotic ideas of Buddhism. While different in
many ways from Younghusband and Bailey, they were nonetheless part of the same lineage of
information and will show us how Americans, as non-imperialists who lacked the historical
image of East Asia as “Tartary,” came to form their own view of Tibet.
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CHAPTER 4.
“TO INTEREST THE AVERAGE AMERICAN READER”:
POPULAR MEDIA AND TIBET IN THE AMERICAN IMAGINATION

In this chapter I hope to show that the character of American interest in Tibet was both
related to and subtly different from that of the British: while most Americans relied on published
accounts for knowledge of Tibet, the most successful authors were those who focused on themes
of adventure and spirituality. Furthermore, the social structure of the United States was different
enough from Britain’s that knowledge can be said to have spread in a more egalitarian way. That
is, even Americans without the time, money, or inclination to read 300-page travel accounts had
access to Tibet lore through radio shows, magazine stories, and public lectures. While all of these
fora existed in the United Kingdom, the existence of long-standing private clubs like the Royal
Geographical Society meant that discussion of exotic lands were more often confined to the
limited audiences that attended these functions. Ironically, the type of traveling entertainment
that would become popular in the United States in the 1930s (and likely influenced Americans
like Theos Bernard to give public lecture tours about Tibet) was pioneered in the 1890s in Britain
by the hypnotist Walford Bodie, M.D., an electrician who “created a stage spectacle that
combined elements of the grotesque, magic, and science by splicing together electrical displays,
electrical executions, and the medical marvel of hypnotic healing.”142
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This is not to say that there was no aspect of class difference in the way that Americans
consumed Tibetan knowledge and material, however – certainly those with more money and
leisure had greater opportunity to do so. An important aspect of more elite Tibetological
consumption will be explored in a later chapter on collection of art pieces and scientific
specimens.
Furthermore, the absence of American expansionist interests in the Himalayas had an
important effect on how Americans came to perceive of that region, and I will argue that this was
one of the reasons why Tibet remained an exotic, mystical “other” in the American
imagination.143 Unlike the British, a significant number of whom would either have visited
British India or know someone who had (or had lived and worked there), most Americans’ only
reference point were authors, some of whom parlayed their Tibetan knowledge into minor
celebrity status as traveling lecturers.144 When taking into account the fame that these authors
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accrued and that status’s own power in attracting an audience, it is clear that British and
Americans gained their background knowledge of the region in considerably different ways.
Lastly, I will point out that the size of the United States contributed to the character of its
interest in Tibet by producing regional hubs that allowed for specialization amongst those who
were attracted to the foreign culture. For example, New York City became the main locus for
distribution of Tibet art when Jacques Marchais opened her art gallery there in 1938. This legacy
can still be seen today, since New York City is home not only to Marchais’s own Museum of
Tibetan Art (a later building opened on Staten Island in 1945) but also the Rubin Museum of Art,
open since 2004.145 Later, communities centered in Los Angeles and Berkeley, California
specifically catered to those interested in practicing Tibetan Buddhism. The upper Midwest
became a center for the academic study of Tibetan Buddhism when Richard Robinson
established the first American doctoral program in Buddhist Studies at the University of
Wisconsin – Madison in 1961.146
This chapter aims to contribute to the relatively new scholarly topic of how American
self-styled explorers’ cultural products (e.g., books and lectures) influenced public knowledge of
and interest in their topics. As recently as 2015, Martin Thomas wrote that “...despite the
profound impact of expeditions on diverse peoples throughout the world, there remains a
considerable gulf between the effects of expeditions and what we know about them as cultural
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entities.”147 While Thomas and other scholars have worked hard to fill that gulf, the vast majority
have done so with regard to explorers from European countries. Their scholarship is nonetheless
quite valuable to historians considering non-imperialist explorers when it highlights the presence
of other interested parties. For example, Dane Kennedy notes that we must “decenter our
understanding of exploration as an imperial enterprise” when considering the role of what he
calls “gateway states” that were instrumental in the British exploration of Africa and Australia.148
Noting that people such as guides and interpreters from these places (usually Indian border
regions, but occasionally from the Chinese provinces nearest the Tibetan plateau) often had
interests that were different from or contrary to the British, his point provides important context
for our understanding of how someone like William McGovern both interpreted and wrote about
Tibet. An American who set out on a British-led expedition to Tibet, McGovern chose not to
heed the wishes of the Tibetan government that turned back the original group and thus
continued alone, eventually hiring Indian and Tibetan guides. Below, I will consider how
McGovern functioned in presenting the Indo-Tibetan frontier as a transitional zone and one that
would later develop into a realm of imagination for Americans.

William McGovern, The First American in Tibet
William Montgomery McGovern (1897 – 1964) became one of the central figures
disseminating knowledge of Tibet to the American public when he published his memoir, To
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Lhasa in Disguise, based on his 1922 journey. McGovern later became a professor at
Northwestern University and was a frequent contributor to newspapers in both the United States
and India as well as periodically lecturing on his Tibetan journey.149
In the foreword to his memoir, McGovern wrote that he initially intended to write a
scientific account of the areas he traveled through but was persuaded to write “a plain account of
some of the personal experiences which my secret expedition to Tibet entailed.”150 If this sounds
disingenuous, it should be noted that the foreword was addressed to William Dederich, the
sponsor of Ernest Shackleton’s 1914 Antarctic expedition and the original expedition McGovern
set out with (organized by London’s School of Oriental and African Studies), which had been
turned back by the Tibetan government.151 McGovern returned to Tibet alone (and unauthorized
by the Indian Government, which had approved the original expedition) and thus was unable to
capture much scientific data in any case, instead producing the hybrid memoir/travelogue that
became one of his signature achievements.152
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By the time McGovern published To Lhasa in Disguise, he was already an experienced
traveler, scholar, and author. While printing and publication data for this period in the United
States is hard to come by (The New York Times, for example, did not begin publishing best seller
lists until 1931) reviews of his 1924 book show that it was well-received. Notably, the book was
portrayed as an adventure tale written by a scientist and ordained Buddhist cleric (McGovern
listed “Priest of the Nishi Honganji, Kyoto” as one of his accomplishments in his 1923 book A
Manual of Buddhist Philosophy153) who was believed to be working on more academic works
based on the same journey. Interpreting reviews of To Lhasa in Disguise requires a multi-layered
analysis given that reviewers tended to share the same disparaging attitude towards Tibet that
McGovern emphasized in his own writing. Fanny Butcher of The Chicago Tribune wrote that
“the most vivid impression that one gets from Dr. McGovern’s book is one of bitter cold and
permanent dirt and utterly unbelievable horrors of food.”154 Although this outlook has been well
covered by others exploring the expressions of Orientalism at this time, I will briefly address this
particular layer of the perception of McGovern’s book to highlight its significance in larger
Western understanding of Tibet.

travel we had come upon in years mourned the loss of a scientist who had a faculty of making his explorations
thrilling to the layman.” Fanny Butcher, "BOOKS: THRILLS ABOUND IN DR. MCGOVERN'S TALE OF
JUNGLE JAUNT." Chicago Daily Tribune (1923-1963), Jul 02, 1927, 8. ProQuest,
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During the first few decades of the twentieth century, accepted styles of English writing
underwent a number of changes, no doubt fueled by the rapid modernization of communication
through increased access to the telegraph, improved printing technology, and the general increase
in wealth in the United States during the 1920s. Linguist Geoffery K. Pallum notes that one of
these changes was a shift towards condemning the use of passive voice in favor of the active.
One particular style guide from the era advised: “Use the active voice...The active voice is
usually more direct and vigorous than the passive,”155 suggesting that adventure writers’
tendency towards direct appeal to their readers was part of a larger trend in Anglophone
literature. In McGovern’s work, this trait is most noticeable in his description of the Himalayan
natives who accompanied him.
In fact, McGovern’s interpretation of the newly active style of writing meant that he
treated his companions as fully characters in his story, even when speaking disparagingly or
condescendingly about them. For McGovern, there were certain characteristics that distinguished
the people he interacted with as worthy of praise. In some cases he was surprisingly admiring, as
when he described a man named Laden La who held some local authority and whom he hired as
secretary: “We found [Laden La] an exceedingly acute and able man, and as he was good enough
to grant us his favor, we found things mysteriously expedited.”156
In addition to the societal changes listed above, American perception of foreign lands
through literature was highly influenced by the United States’ actions abroad and government
portrayal of these events. Literary historian Tom Sykes writes that “in addition to prose fiction,
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western [sic] travelogues about Asia, Africa and Latin America have...textually produced the
non-European world according to western fixations...”157 and points out that the PhilippineAmerican War of 1899 – 1902 was instrumental in changing American standards of writing
about the world. He highlights the fact that even as the war was underway, the United States
government was anxious to portray itself as a friendly force whose actions abroad were part of a
global peacekeeping effort. That these attitudes, as expressed in mass media, would affect the
American public is not surprising, although as an individual, McGovern’s unique background
complicated his own perspective on non-Western cultures.
Even taking for granted the Orientalist mindset of most Westerners during this period,
William McGovern was a cosmopolitan individual, having lived in the United States, Britain,
and Japan. Despite his familiarity with world cultures, Tibet was so distinct and unknown that
McGovern tended to focus on what he saw as the unique aspects of its people. Scholars including
Vernadette Vicuña Gonzalez have described this tendency as being a product of gendered
dominance in which American men saw unknown places as feminine in that they were “receptive
to and in need of being claimed.”158 While Gonzalez’s observation sheds some light on
McGovern’s perspective (such as his tendency to emphasize the vast emptiness of the landscape
and the unfamiliar mosaic of political control), he gave no evidence of seeing either Tibet as an
unclaimed anomaly or himself as a conquering figure.
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In fact, there are no instances of McGovern evincing desire for control over anything
other than his band of servants throughout To Lhasa in Disguise. Frequently his observations do
show a conflation of landscape with territorial boundaries, such as when he notes that after a
harrowing journey his party emerged from a snowy mountain pass to an area with no snow,
which marked the beginning of Tibet proper since snow and rain clouds could not pass the
Himalayan peaks.159 He also described the plateau in ways that emphasized its emptiness: “There
is no country which appears so bleak and dreary as the lifeless plains of Tibet.”160 However, as
he traveled further into the country McGovern’s tone became increasingly one of an
anthropologist and ethnographer whose singular purpose was to reach Lhasa despite the
numerous challenges presented by both the landscape and Chinese and Tibetan authorities.
It is important, then, to distinguish McGovern’s tone from that of Americans reading his
work. Fanny Butcher’s description of the traveling party shows how distinctly she viewed
McGovern from his companions: “into [Tibet] he went, entirely alone except for the servants,
who proved in part very faithful and in part treacherous.”161 Butcher’s phrasing uses the
grammatical active voice but, in contrast to McGovern, relegates his servants to subordinate,
unnamed roles that serve only as adjectives to describe McGovern’s experience. McGovern’s
writing, while it was meant for a broad audience and pitched more as entertainment than
educational, is fairly exhaustive in its recording of what happened each day and whom he
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interacted with. What may have been a stylistic trend of the time towards emphasis on active
narration makes the account historically significant for the clarity with which it communicates
McGovern’s actions.
Early in the book, McGovern chronicles a litany of previous explorers, including William
Woodville Rockhill, Sven Hedin, Younghusband, Sir Charles Bell, and General George Pereira.
He then concludes that “more than ever,...Tibet [is] the mysterious unknown country and Lhasa
the Forbidden City of the Buddhas.”162 While the phrase “more than ever” is of course
subjective, it is telling of how the changes since the Younghusband expedition had increased
interest in Tibet, and thus a perceived increase in its mystery. We get a very good sense of the
nature of this mystery from the phrase “Forbidden City of the Buddhas.” Seemingly an
etymological chimera of McGovern’s invention, the epitaph combines the name of Beijing’s
imperial place – by the 1920s generally known in the West as “the Forbidden City” because of
its restrictive nature during the dynastic period – with an orientalist flourish “of the Buddhas,”
suggesting that Lhasa was somehow home to multiple divine beings, while simultaneously
exhibiting McGovern’s generally awkward descriptions of Tibetan Buddhism.163 This is ironic
given the fact that, as Butcher wrote, “he had been ordained, or whatever they do to create
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Buddhist priests”164 in Japan and published two books on Buddhism. Although he had some
knowledge of the aspects of Buddhism practiced uniquely in Tibet,165 in general he was unclear
on the meaning of much of Tibetan Buddhism’s cultural and material manifestation, such as the
meaning of prayer flags (discussed later in this chapter). This is not entirely surprising given the
limitations McGovern traveled under in Tibet, but his confident writing style meant that his less
than complete understandings of Tibetan Buddhism were taken by readers as equally valid with
his more educated descriptions of Mahayana in general.
The first chapter of To Lhasa in Disguise is notable because it lays out his understanding
of what lay in store for Tibet’s future, revealing some surprising assumptions based on a
comparison with Japan, then a long-isolated country that had modernized relatively quickly (and
with which McGovern was quite familiar, having lived there earlier in the 1920s). McGovern
draws direct parallels between Tibet and Japan, noting that Tibet had recently expelled the
Chinese, formed an army, established a postal system, begun using paper money, and developed
what McGovern saw as a quasi-parliamentary government with the Dalai Lama at its head and
two bodies of legislature: the “cabinet” and the “Tsungdu/National Assembly.”166
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It was 1922 when McGovern set out for Tibet, as the “general advisor” of a five-man
expedition sponsored by William Dederich.167 Pausing to consider the party’s strategizing and
the diplomatic hurdles it faced gives us a good picture of what I called the “transitional zone” in
the last chapter. The rural, mountainous areas that straddled the Indian and Tibetan sides of the
contested border during the Younghusband expedition had not changed in terms of population
density or ethnic makeup, yet Younghusband had wrought one significant change: for the first
time in a century, it was legal for foreigners to enter Tibet provided they received express
permission first and proceeded directly to the trade marts at either Yatung or Gyantse.168
The stipulation of receiving permission masked the greatest complication for any foreign
traveler hoping for access to more than the trade marts. The India Office could not approve or
guarantee access to any other place in Tibet, including McGovern’s intended destination of
Lhasa. Instead, the party would have to appeal to the Tibetan government in Yatung or Gyantse
for permission to proceed further. It was this diplomatic red tape that indirectly caused the
transitional zone to become, rather than an ordered trade route promoting international exchange
as intended by Younghusband, a realm of adventure. The fact that Americans did not visit Tibet
until this period helps explain why adventure stories became the norm for Tibetological literature
in the United States: an American had to think cunningly about how to approach the transitional
zone, and this, combined with the inherently exotic nature of the Himalayas, overwhelmingly
suggested a tone of excitement and wonder in American travelogues.
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For Americans, this excitement was also stoked by newspaper articles that relied on
British rumor, embellishment, and misinformation to present Tibet as a wonderland. A 1904
article in The New York Times claimed that “...Tibet bids fair to justify all that has been written
of it as a land of continual surprises, of extraordinary wealth. Indeed, judging by what the British
have already seen, undreamed-of treasures exist in this extraordinary country....”169 Likely based
on objects such as silver gau (amulet boxes worn by many Tibetans) that often included
turquoise and coral adornments, gilded Buddhist deity figurines, and skillfully created thankgas
(scroll paintings), popular writers were quick to extrapolate to the existence of a treasure trove.
Americans, however, did not read of the Younghusband Expedition with wonder alone;
there was also a sense that the British were committing atrocities on both a human and cultural
level in Tibet. One anonymous editorial in The Washington Post read: “We read of the so-called
triumphant progress of the British column of invasion of Col. Younghusband in Tibet. The
natives have matchlocks and swords. The machine guns mow them down. Is it war? No. It is
destruction.”170 Compared to the New York Times article cited above, this is a decidedly more
somber assessment of Younghusband’s “invasion,” and the author goes on to tie Younghusband
to the larger pattern of Western incursion into the rest of the world: “Brethren, we think we are
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abolishing the wilderness and wiping out heathendom, but it is not so.”171 While it is always
difficult to tell to what extent an editorial represents widespread opinion, it is notable that
“abolishing the wilderness” is here presented as a positive alternative to what was happening in
Tibet at the hands of the British. The phrase suggests that the existence of unknowable places
was undesirable, a hallmark of Victorian-era scientific thinking and an idea that meshed well
with the concept of Tibet as a place of mystery and wonder. It would seem, then, that part of the
appeal in learning about Tibet was not just an escapist or fetishistic desire to learn about an
exotic other, but rather a process of de-mystifying humanity. Put another way, an American of
the time who attended a lecture on Tibet or read a book by someone who had traveled there
would become more familiar with Tibetans and thus, in some ways, less likely to “other” them.
Another 1904 article in The Washington Post suggests that Americans faulted the methods
England used in their project of exploration: George C. Tanner wrote that “England may always
be relied upon to move in her own interest, regardless of all honor or any other consideration.”172
Politically, American writers did seem to have a solid grasp of Tibet’s ambiguous
situation as a protectorate of China that was becoming of great interest to those imperialist
powers involved in the “Great Game.” In 1904 Eliza Scidmore, a frequent reporter on Asian
events of the time, wrote in the The Chicago Tribune that “Tibet, the mysterious land of central
Asia, is destined to pass under the control of either Russia or England.... China, the protector of
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Tibet, is not only helpless but indifferent.”173 Scidmore’s writing helps to contextualize how
Americans viewed Tibet as a political entity at the time by explicitly comparing it with Korea (in
“its problems, its timidity, blindness, and weakness, its inability to distinguish between the wolf
and the lamb”) and noting that Tibetans “go back and forth freely”174 across the border with
India. These two observations suggest that Tibet, like Korea, was seen as a more or less
independent former possession of China, but also one whose borders were quite permeable (at
least to natives). Scidmore was also aware of the possibility of “internal struggle” between
factions supporting Russia and those supporting the British, a fact that emphasized the changing
and tumultuous nature of Tibet at the time.
The fact that Americans relied largely on the work of writers like Scidmore, who had
never been to Tibet, provides important context for understanding McGovern’s motivation. He
does not fit into either traditional or recently published theories of imperialist exploration, such
as the “internalized imperialism” described by D.A. Low, which Low defines as “the permeation
through the imperial power, and its colonial agents in particular, of an ingrained assurance of
their inherent right to rule others.”175 Instead, McGovern embodies the American approach of
seeking to satisfy curiosity and entertain an audience. In doing so, he presented himself as an
authority on Tibetan ethnicity and culture, including Buddhism.
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Let us first examine McGovern’s description of the transitional zone from which he set
out with the original SOAS expedition.176 Like most post-Younghusband Western travelers,
McGovern and company traveled first to Darjeeling, which he considered to be part of the
northern Indian region of Sikkim.177 In describing the city’s population, he wrote that
“Sikkimese are really Tibetans, who, in comparatively modern times, have migrated and settled
south of the Himalayas. They have kept the appearance, the language, and the religion of their
Tibetan ancestors....”178 Further highlighting the international character of Darjeeling at the time,
he goes on to say that “Tibetans are to be seen all over the town and attract a good deal of the
tourists’ attention,” and notes that Tibetans frequently sold “curios” from their homeland “at
enormous profit to European visitors.”179
These notes were more than mere colorful description, however. McGovern went to great
lengths to understand the culture of Darjeeling at least in part because he felt it was necessary to
the success of his trip in both a practical and academic sense: “I for the most part was engaged in
‘going native,’ spending long hours with the Sikkimese and Tibetans.... These long conversations
served both to practice my Tibetan colloquial and also to add to our scanty stock of information
about the conditions existing in the Forbidden Land.”180 While language practice and
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information gathering was in no way unusual for someone setting out an expedition to an
unfamiliar place, McGovern’s process of what he called “going native” sheds light on how
members of the diverse ethnic groups present in Darjeeling functioned. He wrote, for example,
that the British proprietess of the Labyrinth Hotel where he stayed was “horrified” by the “weird
pilgrims”181 (i.e., Tibetan Buddhists) who visited him there, suggesting that even for those
British residents who had settled in this part of India were uncomfortable sharing close quarters
with Tibetans.
McGovern’s preparations also give us insight into how he understood the local cultural
and political system to function. In addition to acquiring information, a key part of any
preparation for an expedition was hiring local help who spoke the language, knew the diplomatic
landscape, and knew the way. McGovern identified a man known as Laden La, whom he called
the “dean of the local Sikkimese temples,” as being such an individual and worked closely with
him to obtain letters of introduction to Tibetan officials, noting that “as he was good enough to
grant us his favor we found things mysteriously expedited.”182
As guide, McGovern hired another Tibetan whom he quickly dubbed “Toby” rather than
refer to him by his title, which he notes would have been considered more polite than using his
given name but was “too much of a mouthful for our party.”183 This name change makes the
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already difficult task of tracking down historical Tibetans184 unfortunately impossible in this
case, but Toby nonetheless functions as an important interpretive reference point for our
understanding of how McGovern navigated the transitional zone as well as Tibet proper. For
example, though McGovern never seems to have identified as a Buddhist, early on his journey he
did begin to readily adapt himself to Tibetan customs. This does not appear to have been done
out of a desire to identify with the culture, however: while he was willing to delay his desired
date of setting out when Toby told him the original date would be inauspicious, McGovern wrote
that “the Tibetans are grossly superstitious...,” suggesting an element of impatience with the
practice of making decisions based on “reference to lucky and unlucky days.”185
However, his attentiveness to Toby’s caution was not confined only to the trip’s
preparations. As McGovern and his party set out into the less populated areas of the transitional
zone, he continued to acquiesce to Toby’s requests. When they reached the bridge across the
Teesta River on their way to Kalimpong, Toby made McGovern dismount and walk across “as a
sign of deference to the gods of Tibet.” They then tied prayer flags to existing ones on the bridge
and “threw a couple of copper coins into the river as an offering to the deities which dwell
within.”186
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As McGovern and his party moved ever closer to their goal of Lhasa, they traveled
through many parts of the transitional zone that can best be described as spheres of influence.
This area of the Himalayan foothills was of complex political makeup: Sikkim, for example, was
“practically independent,” though McGovern wrote that it “recognize[d] the nominal suzerainty
of the emperor of India [i.e., King George V].”187 Meanwhile, Kalimpong (in modern-day West
Bengal, India) was part of British Bhutan as opposed to British India, and thus had an entirely
different governing structure: “the missionaries reign supreme. All the important buildings
belong to the Scotch Presbyterian mission, which also owns large tracts of land in the district.
The senior missionaries, therefore, make up the local aristocracy.”188
Rather than examine the local repercussions of these shifting spheres of influence,
however, I would like to explore how McGovern’s reporting on them would inform readers on
how this area of the world functioned politically, ethnically, and religiously. Clearly, a journey to
Tibet took one through numerous realms that fell into various combinations of the above
categories: Darjeeling, for example, was officially a diplomatic city in British lands but included
a significant network of native Himalayans and Buddhists. Kalimpong, while also officially
British, clearly operated under the purview of Scottish missionaries. In Sikkim, McGovern
explained that the British government explicitly allowed natives to run things according to their
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own preferences “so long as there is no flagrant injustice and so long as they do not touch on
diplomatic affairs.”189
The image McGovern gives is thus not one of a far-flung post of the British Empire, but
rather of a patchwork geography where every settlement seemed to operate under a different
system and to be populated by a different combination of ethnicities. McGovern underscored the
extent of cultural mixing that took place by noting that the British trade agent in Yatung was “a
most charming Eurasian by the name of MacDonald” whose father was Scottish and whose
mother was Sikkimese. McGovern wrote of MacDonald that “His wife is a Nepalese, while one
of his daughters has married an Englishman, so that family can truly be called cosmopolitan.”190
One also gets a sense of how this area was in political flux as various interested parties
negotiated their desires. After the Younghusband expedition, McGovern noted that the Chumbi
Valley (which connects Sikkim with southern Tibet) was originally going to be leased to Britain
for 75 years as part of an indemnity agreement, but a new Liberal government in London
reduced the fine this deal would have been part of and the Republic of China paid it up front.191
Although the Younghusband Expedition is usually seen as the beginning of Tibet’s most recent
“independence period,” this observation indicates that the Republic of China still maintained its
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claims on Qing territory and in Tibetan affairs. Furthermore, it highlights the fact that the
political make-up of the transitional zone was not only diverse but also subject to frequent
change, even based on the whims of a government as distant as the British Parliament in London.
While reporting on this complex geography, McGovern also began his attempts to
negotiate safe passage not only to the trade mart, but hopefully beyond. Aware that official
permission had never been granted to a foreigner to enter Lhasa, he was keen to curry favor with
as many local officials as possible in hopes that this would increase his chances. While in the
Chumbi Valley, McGovern notes meeting with at least three officials, including both secular and
religious figures. While using his trademark disparaging style to refer to many of these people
(he often emphasized what he saw as superstitious, such as when the “chief official of the
Chumbi Valley...assured us that since we had come to Tibet its desert wastes would bloom with
lotus flowers” while secretly writing to Lhasa to alert the government of the approaching
foreigners)192 McGovern’s behavior suggests that he was constantly disappointed in his attempts
to gain some sort of official endorsement.
He often engaged in religious conversation with Buddhists, yet his discussion of Buddhist
practice does not indicate a sophisticated understanding of the cultural aspects unique to Tibetan
Buddhism. For example, he wrote that upon arrival at Chumbi Monastery he and the abbot “had
a high time talking over fine points of Buddhist theology,” the very tone of which suggests a
sarcastic awareness of his own limitations despite being able to hold the conversation in
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Tibetan.193 In Pari (modern spelling: Phari), the group’s first stop within the borders of today’s
Tibetan Autonomous Region, McGovern noted the presence of prayer flags on a “tiny sacred
island in the middle of a frozen lake,” and wrote that the locals had placed them there with the
belief that “as they fluttered in the breeze [they] wiped out the sins of man.”194 While this
description does bear relation to the use of prayer flags, McGovern’s description ultimately gives
a false impression. In fact, prayer flags (8ང་དར་ lung ta) are pieces of cloth or paper imprinted with
prayers that are thought to bring benefits to both the person who hangs them and all beings in the
general area.195 Because Buddhist “prayers” or chants are generally meant to bring good karma
to the supplicant and, by extension, to all of mankind, McGovern’s quote is roughly correct.
Importantly, however, to a casual reader without a basic understanding of the Buddhist system of
karma, the line “as they fluttered in the breeze [they] wiped out the sins of man” gives a rather
different suggestion that the string of flags as an object was believed to cancel out human
wrongdoings the world over, sounding more similar to the Christian concept of Jesus Christ’s
crucifixion serving to atone for human sin. In this way McGovern’s limited if accurate
understanding of a particular Buddhist practice, coupled with his adventuristic style,
communicated an ultimately flawed but compelling image of Tibetan religion and culture to his
readers.
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Up to this point we have seen that McGovern’s writing provided two main strata of
information to readers: the superficial adventure tale and, more subtly, the ways in which his
confident and direct narration telegraphed definitive knowledge even when his understanding
was somewhat misinformed. This is the case for the majority of the book, and the bulk of
McGovern’s journey to Lhasa unfolds in similar style. The last chapter of the book,
“Modernising Lhasa,” takes a somewhat different approach by using McGovern’s time in the
city as a means to illustrate his perception of the characteristics that marked Lhasa as
simultaneously backwards and moving into the modern world along the lines of Japan. His
observations show that while he did not necessarily expect Tibet to Westernize in the cultural
arenas of clothing, diet, and music (as McGovern had witnessed in Japan) he did see its efforts at
advancement in technology and infrastructure as evidence of its modernizing process.
Furthermore, although he acknowledged Tibet's declaration of independence following the
collapse of the Qing empire in 1912 and marked the return of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama from
exile as an indicator of this independence, his overall depiction of the country did not portray it
as an independent nation-state according to Western norms.196
McGovern was particularly interested in how other governments viewed Tibet. After
describing the contentious relationship between the “Trashi Lama” (i.e., the Ninth Panchen
Lama, who had held power in Lhasa between 1904 and 1912) and the Thirteenth Dalai Lama he
notes that the Indian Government was “almost certain...[to] continue its policy...of favouring the
Dalai Lama at the expense of the Trashi Lama.”197 Perhaps because of this journey’s origin at
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SOAS in London, McGovern does not address United States government attitude towards Tibet
but does speculate on the British policy. He writes that while London was officially neutral on
Tibetan independence, “probably...England would like to see an autonomous Tibet under the
technical suzerainty of China.... The Indian Government would probably like to see Tibet an
independent buffer state, not entirely devoid of British sympathies and influence....”198
Politically, he thus depicted Tibet as a sort of pawn at the mercy of its larger and more powerful
neighbors, independent in theory but still in flux and unlikely to reach full autonomy despite its
development of modern infrastructures including a postal system and telegraph lines.
Thus McGovern’s “modernising” Lhasa was not presented to readers as a place on its
way to becoming legibly independent and equal with other nation-states but rather as a quirky
seat of theocratic power whose attempts at importing recent technology did little to alter its
essentially remote, foreign, and religious nature: he wrote that due to the telegraph it was
“possible for one to be in almost immediate touch with the outside world, while living in the
most isolated and exclusive city in the world.”199 To Lhasa in Disguise thus left Americans with
the distinct impression that Tibet was, notwithstanding McGovern’s brief success at reaching the
capital, still a rarified Buddhist enclave whose experiments with modernity only heightened its
strangeness.
The book contained little of the restrained anthropological observation evident in
Manning’s much earlier account and McGovern gives little evidence of interest in learning any
scientific or cultural information about Tibet the way that even Younghusband’s companions did
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in requesting British magazine articles about the area. Nonetheless, the American reception of
the book was positive, in part because To Lhasa in Disguise was expected to be merely the
preamble to more substantive future work. As Fanny Butcher wrote, “The book is merely a
gesture, it seems, for [McGovern] is writing very learned and scientific documents about his
investigations in Thibet, and his journey is looked upon as of great scientific interest and
importance.”200 These documents would never appear, as McGovern chose instead to continue
his career as an explorer and spend his time between trips giving public lectures about his
travels. He later became a professor at Northwestern University where he finally settled down to
academic discourse, but the presumably more formal accounts he gave in courses were confined
to his students as he never published a serious academic work on Asia. His one attempt at a
history of Central Asia for popular readers was dismissed as “a racy and jocular chronicle where
fact and fancy are so thoroughly mixed that a general reader could not possibly differentiate
them.”201
McGovern’s work and the popularity of To Lhasa in Disguise indicate both the nature of
American imaginings of Tibet and the appetite many Americans had for similar stories of Tibet.
No doubt influenced in part by McGovern’s success, others modeled careers that took them to
exotic locales and parlayed their observations, writings, and photographs into lucrative public
careers in the United States. One of the most famous of these was Theos Bernard, a man who
like McGovern nominally bridged the gap between academic study of Tibet and popular interest
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in it. Bernard was instrumental in increasing American interest even further and is one of the
figures who most influenced American imagination of the region.

Theos Bernard: “the White Lama”
Theos Bernard serves as an effective continuation of McGovern’s legacy for a number of
reasons, most notably the fact that in 1937 he became one of the first Westerners to legally enter
Lhasa,202 thus living out the reality that McGovern accomplished only illicitly and briefly.
Bernard’s literal and intellectual journeys to Tibet were quite different from McGovern’s,
however: Bernard traveled there first and foremost as a Buddhist pilgrim. Bernard also had
significantly more cultural background than McGovern and in fact was finishing a year of
doctoral field research in India when he set out for Lhasa.203 His research was on tantric yoga,
still a little-known and exotic practice in the West and one that gave him some familiarity with
Himalayan culture and thought without making him an expert on Tibet. In fact, Bernard seems
not to have begun studying Tibetan language until he was living in India, at which point he
implemented a schedule of memorizing up to thirty-five words per hour. His enthusiasm was
immense, however, and he wrote to his wife that he planned to spend his career translating
Tibetan scriptures for a Western audience.204
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Like McGovern, however, Bernard was quick to capitalize on the popular appeal of his
journey and knowledge upon returning to the United States, becoming the first American
celebrity Tibetologist as he honed his publicity skills and managed to communicate to a massive
audience via his memoirs, appearances on radio shows, public lecture tours, and articles in such
widely-circulated magazines as Family Circle. While McGovern had achieved a degree of reach
through his memoir and lectures, Bernard extended his network to a truly popular and nationwide audience. He is thus one of the most important figures in understanding the development of
American understanding of Tibet as a realm of the imagination. As we shall see, his publications
and experiences inspired a wide range of reactions that indicate a burgeoning interest across the
country. Specifically, Bernard was instrumental in establishing the idea of Tibet as one of a
mystical realm on the threshold between Earth and a spiritual arena that he often left open to
interpretation, rather than defining it as specifically Buddhist. Furthermore, Bernard (more so
than McGovern) emphasized his personal experience and spiritual growth over scientific or
anthropological perspectives of Tibet.
This diverged sharply from British performances of Tibet, which were most often
intended to portray the region as strikingly primitive in contrast to the United Kingdom. In 1925,
for example, a film was screened in London that documented George Mallory and Andrew
Irvine’s final attempt to climb Mt. Everest but also depicted scenes of Tibetan life. The silent
film was musically accompanied by live chanting Tibetan monks, with a program that promised
“the weird and fantastic music will convey to the people in England a feeling of the mysticism
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and romance of Tibet.”205 Peter Hansen has written that “the filmmakers, the popular press, and
the expedition organizers at the Royal Geographical Society ... were all disposed to see the film
and the Tibetan performances as amusing representations of a primitive and backward
people.”206 This observation echoes the more common imperialist approach of British
perspectives on Tibet as opposed to American portrayals of the region as a place of imagination.
It was Theos Bernard who was in large part responsible for the development of this idea. Perhaps
picking up on the mass appeal of the novel Lost Horizon (1933) and its 1937 film adaptation,
Bernard’s particular brand of “selling” his Tibetan experiences likely piqued the interest of
audiences who had been intrigued by Lost Horizon’s ability to both engage their sense of
expansionist fantasy and to provide a fictional space where certain social boundaries could be
challenged.207
Upon returning to the United States in 1938, Bernard, although still a doctoral student,
embarked on a multi-pronged publicity campaign that appears aimed at leveraging his Asian
experience for a career better described as an entertainer than as the scholarly translator of
scriptures he had proposed to his wife while in India. Certainly he was also an educator and one
who took his subject seriously, but entertainment was still key to his process in that he
emphasized the exotic and escapist elements of both Tibet and his ultimate specialty, yoga.
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This approach was not Bernard’s own invention, however. Fred Nadis, in describing the
popularity of traveling “wonder shows” of this period, has written that “the grim economic
landscape of 1930s America encouraged a public taste for exotic escapes and romances.”208
Nadis also notes that early twentieth-century traveling shows put on by both corporations (who
used the medium to promote their goods and connect them to the idea of consumerism as
progress) and scientist-entertainers, both of whom “led audiences from views of the cosmic –
the starry heavens – to the microcosmic – with magic lantern slides and microscopic views of
paramecia and other single-single celled animals.”209 Although Bernard was a student of
philosophy as opposed to science, he did bring hundreds of photographs and hours of film
footage back from Tibet and this along with blend of academic interest and mystical narration of
Eastern spirituality achieved a similar effect to the wonder shows Nadis references.
From October 1938 to April 1939, Theos Bernard completed a forty-five-stop lecture tour
across the United States called “Penthouse of the Gods,” also the title of his 1939 book. The
program for the tour, which was sponsored by various local lecture societies, women’s clubs, and
colleges, heavily emphasized both the groundbreaking nature of Bernard’s journey and the
extremity of Tibet both geographically and culturally. The program described Tibet as “the only
theocracy yet in existence,” and promised that “this mysterious plateau with its simple and
deeply religious people is fascinatingly explained and interpreted by one who went to it as on a
pilgrimage.” The program was especially keen to highlight the fact that “Mr. Bernard was
initiated into the age-old religious rites of Tibetan Buddhism,” a fact that earned him the popular
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moniker “the White Lama” upon his return, and which endures as the title of two of his more
recent biographies.210 The true nature of Bernard’s Buddhist initiation is unclear, but it is likely
that he exaggerated its nature. Given that he was in Tibet for less than a year and his previous
knowledge of Buddhism mostly centered on Yoga, he could not have gained exhaustive
knowledge of the religion similar to Tibetan lamas who often began studying during childhood.
However, as a savvy marketer Bernard was well able to convince audiences that he was a lama in
every sense.
Bernard thus quickly established himself as not only a popular authority on Tibet, but the
sole person in the West whose experience actually bridged both American and Buddhist culture
to the point that he had been both invited to Lhasa and ordained officially as a Buddhist teacher.
While in the early 2010s Bernard came under scrutiny by some academics who gave valuable
insights on the ways in which he functioned as a cultural intermediary, studies to this point have
been somewhat limited. Both Douglas Veenhoff and Paul G. Hackett’s 2011 and 2012
biographies of Bernard touch on the ways in which his career fits into larger patterns of
American spiritual interest, but both are geared towards popular audiences and thus do not make
explicit arguments about how examining Bernard can deepen our understanding of his influence
on Tibetological knowledge.211 Namiko Kunimoto published in intriguing article in 2011 that
focused on Bernard’s “cultural cross-dressing” as evidence of his performance of Tibetan culture
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for a Western audience, but as an article rather than a book-length treatment, its conclusions are
limited to observations on visual depictions of him.212
Here I will argue that Bernard is fundamental to the American idea of Tibet as a realm of
imagination for two main reasons. First, he recognized that there were many sets of people who
were predisposed to be interested in some aspect of his subject (e.g. yoga, Buddhism, or Tibetan
material culture) and was extremely effective at uniting them into a large group. This echoes
Bruno Latour’s observation that “the most common experience we have of the social world is of
being simultaneously seized by several possible and contradictory calls for regroupings.”213 In
this context, I would argue that Bernard’s great ability was to convince people who would
otherwise have been called into disparate groups to (in Latour’s terms) “enroll” in the same,
larger group. While American interest in Tibet would later become somewhat regionalized, this
specialization benefitted greatly from the wide social net put in place by Bernard over the
roughly ten-year period of his career.214 Secondly, Bernard’s status as an official lama in Tibetan
Buddhism gave him an authority that leant him credibility and legitimacy far above similar
figures, such as McGovern.
Bernard’s desire to reach as large an audience as possible is evident in his business sense
as documented by his numerous successful appeals to national media corporations. In fact,
Bernard had his choice of venues for the photographs and film footage he brought back from his
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first trip to Tibet. In November of 1937 he received letters from New York City companies J.H.
Hoffberg Inc.,215 a motion picture studio, and the syndicator International News Photos, asking
to distribute his films. This was no mean feat, with the later company emphasizing that it would
“prefer having them [the photographs and film] for our exclusive use and distribution to more
than 1,000 newspapers in the United States and several hundred in Europe.”216 Interest in his
work continued to grow over the coming months and Bernard corresponded with The Bell
Syndicate, North American Newspaper Alliance, and Three Lions Publishers (all based in New
York) about distribution possibilities for images and articles.217 The widespread interest shows
that news outlets were well aware of the potential for an impressive American audience for
Tibetan material, and the fee Bernard received suggests that demand was high indeed. When he
eventually decided to contract with the North American Newspaper Alliance for two articles of
1,200 – 1,500 words each, he was paid a total of $500 (worth over $9,000 in 2021).218
Bernard opted not to sell the image rights and instead used both the motion picture and
photographs as part of his own lecture tour, although he did contract with W. Colston Leigh, Inc.
of New York and Chicago to manage the tour. Pamphlets for “The Most Exciting Illustrated
Lecture Attraction of the Season” featured a portrait of Bernard in his lama robes and promised
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that “[a]udiences will be thrilled by the rarity and
beauty of his pictures” and would get to “[s]ee him
actually participate in Tibetan religious rites,”
highlighting that Bernard’s status as an ordained
lama was an important draw for these events.219 The
tour was successful enough to keep him on the road
from October of 1938 to April of 1939, with stops
on both coasts, the Midwest, and Arizona. The hosts
for these lectures were diverse, but indicate that
Bernard and his management agency realized the
potential of multiple groups as eager audiences:
women’s clubs and universities frequently opened
their stages to Bernard.220

Figure 3. Pamphlet promoting Theos
Bernard's "Penthouse of the Gods"
lecture tour. The Bancroft Library,
University of California, Berkeley.
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Bernard booked a second tour for 1939 – 1940, but his audience was not limited to the
lecture circuit. He (along with his secretary, William Chaimberlain) carried on extensive
correspondence with individuals ranging from fans of his books to those with their own public
influence. Carl Dorese, a graphic artist for Timely/Marvel, Ripley’s Believe It or Not, and
Hanna-Barbera consulted Bernard on his travels and Buddhism,
ideas which made their way into some of his comic strips.221
Dorsey illustrated the letters themselves (which were sent between
1946 – 1948) in vivid fashion, skillfully depicting Tibetan motifs
and religious figures based on his conversations with Bernard.
While Dorese is not well known today and thus much of his
published work is not easily accessible, the illustrations in the
letters indicate a sensitive portrayal of Tibetan Buddhist religious
Figure 4. Detail, letter
from Carl Dorese to Theos
Bernard, likely depicting
Bernard with a Tibetan
lama. The Bancroft
Library, University of
California, Berkeley.

life including convincing depictions of ritual clothing, prayer
wheels, and Tibetan script. The Dorese letters are thus one
indication of Bernard’s potential to influence portrayals of Tibet in
the American imagination far beyond his own immediate
audience.

Bernard’s books, especially Penthouse of the Gods (1939) brought him many fans
beyond those who came to his lectures. Many of these fans wrote long, confessional letters to
Bernard through his publisher, often hoping to strike up a deep correspondence on questions of
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spirituality and religion inspired by their reading of his work. While these letters show the extent
of his popularity, they were not all fawning: one admiring correspondent named Elmer Kulsar
took the opportunity to ask Bernard regarding Penthouse of the Gods, “If it was written to
interest the average American reader and excite his curiosity concerning spiritual education and
its invaluable benefits, why did you deal so sparingly with the means of obtaining it?”222 Bernard
responded to his fan mail politely but concisely and often vaguely, always taking the opportunity
to promote his work further. To Kulsar he wrote, “I am pleased to see how closely you have read
my book, realizing that its greater message was left unwritten between the lines.... If you have
not already done so, I suggest, as an introduction, that you read my own book on these teachings,
‘Heaven Lies Within Us.’”223
Once back in Manhattan, Bernard set up a studio that he used for teaching both yoga and
spiritual topics related to Buddhism. From this point he often ended his brief responses to fan
mail by inviting the recipient to visit there, where “we would be glad to make an appointment for
you to talk with my assistant, Mrs. Stuart, who will explain in detail the activities of the
studios.”224 From the examples of the lectures, books, and even fan mail, it is clear that while
Bernard’s reach in American popular media was broad, it was often indirect or filtered through
other channels, whether his secretary, his assistant, or simply referrals to his books. Through this
redirection of interest, Bernard accomplished a two-step process of creating arenas for various
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groups of people (e.g., women’s social clubs, spiritually-inclined university students, etc.) to (1)
develop and then quench their desire for information on Tibet and (2) gradually become part of
the larger, growing American community of people interested in Tibetology. While some of
these trends did not remain exclusively within the realm of Tibetology (most notably, Bernard’s
instrumental popularization of yoga has expanded far beyond those interested in the Himalayas)
his introduction of Tibetan Buddhism to a broad readership clearly led many to pursue the
subject further, as evidenced in his fan letters.
Notably, none of these letter writers indicated a personal interest in visiting Tibet.
Instead, their tone is one of expansive imagination in which the writers confess their personal
connection to the ideas and feelings inspired by Bernard’s work. These associations often had
little to do with Tibet, which acted more as a screen on which Americans could project any
number of searching questions they broadly associated with the spirit. For example, a woman
named Carrie Horne wrote to Bernard asking, “Do you take pupils for developing their
clairvoyance[?]...It comes to me spontaneously which does not help me. I wish to obtain a
positive, controlling, active method and have been advised to procure a teacher rather than
proceed alone. The only teacher I knew of was Paul Burton of Los Angeles but he is now in
India and I do not know when he will return.”225 “Paul Burton” is likely a misspelling of Paul
Brunton (given name Raphael Hurst, 1898 – 1981) an English-born author who promoted
psychological aspects of spiritualism. That Horne sought out Bernard as a replacement for
Brunton indicates her association of Tibet (she had heard of Bernard through a radio promotion
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of Penthouse of the Gods) with spirituality in general and a level of comfort in seeking out the
White Lama himself for help developing for an unconventional hobby. These characteristics
were both products of and developed in the American imagination, aided in large part by
Bernard’s own portrayal of his experience.
Like many of his projects, Bernard’s studio at the Pierre Hotel in New York City was
short-lived. In 1940 he closed it to embark on a new, more ambitious vision: founding the
Academy of Tibetan Literature, an institution that was meant to translate the entire Tibetan
Buddhist canon into English, serve as a study center for those interested in Buddhism, house a
museum, and host lamas on a regular basis. He and sponsor Ganna Walska (whom he would
marry in 1942) purchased 400 acres of land and buildings near Santa Barbara in 1941, named the
property “Tibetland,” and bought $20,000 worth of books on Buddhism and related subjects to
stock the library.226 Although Bernard did succeed in locating a monk who was willing to be the
Academy’s first lama in residence (Gendun Chopel, 1903 – 1951), the United States’ entry into
World War II made it impossible to bring Chopel or any other lamas to California. Bernard’s
divorce from Walska in 1946 put a permanent end to the idea of the Academy, but his vision for
its purpose underscores the rising popular interest in Tibetan culture and religion in the United
States.
Bernard is a seminal figure in these processes but was of course not the only individual to
use Tibet as the cornerstone of a career that encouraged widespread interest in the region and its
culture. In fact, as Bernard was setting up his yoga studios, Manhattan was host to the opening of
another venue for Tibetan lore: the art gallery of Jacques Marchais, who would later open a
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museum and library on Staten Island that remains in operation today. Marchais is far less known
than Bernard and despite their closeness in time and space they are rarely discussed in
juxtaposition. Marchais’ journey to Tibetology was quite different from Bernard’s: she lacked
his academic training, a fact which barred her from many of the social circles that Bernard
utilized in promoting his career during its first phases. However, she was far more direct and
active in engaging with individuals who reached out to her to explore their interest in Tibet,
while her museum is little-visited but a lasting resource for academic study of Tibetan art and
twentieth century American art collection. As we shall see in the next chapter, she is an
overlooked member of the American Tibetological network, but no less a member of the group
that promoted Tibet as a realm of the imagination.
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CHAPTER 5.
“A LITTLE ALTAR FOR MY GOD BUDDHA”:
JACQUES MARCHAIS AND AMERICAN COLLECTING OF TIBETAN CULTURE

In 1947, with the war finally receding into memory and Americans anxious to emerge
from the privations of those years, Life magazine published a brief article titled “New York
Lamasery,” hailing the opening of “a full-scale Lamaist temple” on Staten Island. After
describing the four-year construction process and how Staten Islanders had watched the owner
“cram the temple with Oriental art objects,” the author wrote that it would now “be opened for
‘meditation’ to devotees of Tibetan culture.” The article was dwarfed by a full page photo (figure
5) of owner Jacques Marchais “enthroned in the ‘chanting hall’ on a red lacquer chair which
once belonged to the Empress of China,”227 and ended by noting that Marchais’ “only regret is
that she has never been to Tibet.”228 While stopping short of outright ridicule, the article and
photo presented Marchais as an eccentric and dilletante who may even have fancied herself a
lama, despite never having been to the region she was passionate about. Although the
“Lamasery,” now the Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art, has remained open since then,
as late as its sixtieth anniversary in 2007 curator Sarah Johnson wrote that Marchais herself was
“virtually unknown.”229
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Yet even the other items in this particular issue of Life help place Marchais in context: an
article on a Chinese war memorial in Hengyang and an editorial on “China and U.S. Politics”
show that Americans, now accustomed to news from Asia, were maintaining an interest in the

Figure 5. The full-page photo of Marchais from the December 8, 1947
issue of Life magazine.
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post-war developments of the continent. Marchais was also not alone in attempting to create an
immersive Tibetan experience beyond the scope of a traditional museum: her original concept
for the Staten Island center was quite similar to Theos Bernard’s Tibetland, even though neither
achieved their original goal of hosting Tibetan monks on a regular basis.
While lacking formal training and indeed having no experience in Tibet itself, Marchais
was nonetheless a central figure in the development of American Tibetology, being one of the
main sources for both information and cultural objects on the east coast during the last decade of
her life. Examining her influence as an art dealer is unfortunately complicated by the fact that
few transaction records survive from the gallery she kept between 1938 and 1947, located at 40
East 51st Street in Manhattan. However, other archival materials maintained by the Museum shed
ample light on her approach to collecting information on Tibet, how she interpreted that
information in both academic and spiritual lights, and the extent to which others recognized her
as a reputable expert in the field.
In contextualizing her legacy, it is important to highlight some of the common
misconceptions that surround Marchais, especially as many of these are implicit and thus detract
subtly from our fullest understanding of American Tibetan interest in the first half of the
twentieth century. The Life article is telling in that it emphasizes her lack of experience, while
the photograph is more complex in its portrayal. The uncredited photographer was clearly a
skilled professional attuned to Marchais’ surroundings and chose a format for the portrait that is
strikingly similar to the thangkas (Tibetan scroll paintings) that surround Marchais. She is seated
in the lower half of the frame, centered, and flanked on each side by metal sculpted dog/lion
figures. Behind her, the stone wall of the building rises in high steps or benches that form
shelves, each of which holds another layer of decoration. The lowest level holds butter lamps and
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a ritual conch shell while the next highest features a number of small metal figurines, mostly of
the seated Buddha. Above this, the highest level showcases a large, seated lama figure wearing
the hat of the Gelukpa sect of Tibetan Buddhism, which is in turn flanked by other Buddhist
figures displaying different mudras, or hand positions. On the wall behind these are three
thangkas, only the bottom portions of which are visible in the photograph.
Even without the caption describing her as “enthroned,” the image places Marchais at the
center of what appears to be a Tibetan Buddhist shrine. This gives the photograph a range of
interpretive issues relating to the Buddhist perception of a living American woman at the center
of a shrine, but since few if any readers of Life would have understood these meanings, it is more
important to consider what signals the image sent to American readers in 1947. In this light,
perhaps the most important visual element is the repetition between Marchais as a central figure
and the other seated deities arrayed on the shelves behind her. The sense of symmetry in the
photograph is striking, drawing the eye from figure to figure and reinforcing the similarity
between Marchais and these deities, emphasized by the fact that she in turn is flanked by the
dog/lion sculptures that appear to be guarding her. She is, inescapably, inhabiting the center of a
religious image whose various Buddhist elements telegraphed a clear sense of the spiritual, even
if the viewer did not understand the deeper meanings of each object.
While it is unclear how much input Marchais had in the portrait’s composition and the
photographer is uncredited, the arrangement of figures is notable and does suggest the guiding
hand of someone with a knowledge of Tibetan Buddhist art. It is unlikely that the arrangement of
figures behind Marchais is merely haphazard, and in fact several of the juxtapositions recall
similar placements in other portraits with which Marchais may have been familiar from her study
of Asian art.
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Of particular note is the large statue directly above the main subject’s head. This figure’s
headwear and hand position (which displays the dharmachakra mudra, denoting the holder’s
status as a teacher)230 strongly suggest that it depicts Tsongkhapa (ca. 1357 – 1419), the founder
of the Gelug or “Yellow Hat” sect of Tibetan Buddhism. Obviously an important figure in his
own right, the inclusion of Tsongkhapa is also notable given the history of his depiction in
Tibetan art alongside living figures. While thangkas almost exclusively depict long-deceased
religious figures such as important monks and deities, a small group of paintings featuring the
Chinese emperor Qianlong (r. 1735 – 1796) during his lifetime is an exception that bears
comparison with the Marchais photograph.231
The Qianlong thangkas have a complex artistic heritage, stemming from a time that many
recognize as the cultural and economic peak of the Qing Empire, if not the entire history of
imperial China. The Qing reached its greatest geographical extent during Qianlong’s six-decade
reign, due in large part to the ruler’s multifaceted approach to incorporating diverse territories
into the empire. In the case of Tibet, this involved reinvesting in the traditional “priest-patron”
relationship (discussed in chapter 2). Qianlong was not only unusual in reinvigorating this
system, but also in the ways he did so; resulting in the production of the thangkas in question.
Notably, one of the scholarly interpretations of these images (often referred to as “guise
portraits” to emphasize the many guises or facets of the emperor’s role) is that they may have
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been meant “to respond to the Mencian requirement that the ruler be allowed room for creative
play and imaginative reverie....”232 While this dictum was meant in the context of the ruler
benefitting his people, the description is nonetheless strikingly similar to a portion of the
“enchantment” described in Lisa Claypool’s study of Western women living in Beijing in the
early twentieth century. She uses the term enchantment “to describe both what [Western women]
see and what lies just beyond sight; what could be construed as the wholly obvious facts of
‘modern life’ and the wondrous ‘enchantment’ of an inner vision.”233 It is possible to draw
connections between Marchais’ performance of uniquely eighteenth-century genre of Asian art,
and to suggest that in so doing she was in fact emphasizing the imaginative and the “inner
vision” that Claypool describes in an Orientalist fashion. However, given that we cannot
determine who was involved in the arrangement of the photo, I will refrain from making broad
conclusions on this particular point and instead point to the ways in which it fits into the larger
context of Marchais’ life and work: as one of many attempts at celebrating and promoting a
culture she wanted other Americans to learn more about. That her own education was a process
of self-instruction is no doubt part of the reason she sometimes appears (as in this photograph) as
less concerned with decorum and academic responsibility than her more well-known
counterparts.
Despite the obvious and significant differences in background and social status between
Jacques Marchais and the Qianlong Emperor, it is still useful to highlight the ways in which
scholars have described the portrayal of the latter in Buddhist paintings and to consider how
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these help illuminate the functions of the Marchais photograph. Art historian Wu Hung has a
different take on the so-called guise portraits: rather than emphasizing their performative
function as quasi-propagandistic images meant to demonstrate the characteristics he held in
common with various populations of his empire, Wu Hung suggests that the assembly of a
portfolio of different personalities was more of a personal project. He writes that the paintings
“demonstrate the emperor’s uncontrollable desire to dominate any existing tradition, whether it
be Confucian, Daoist or Buddhist” and cites Harold Kahn’s conclusion that “the most egocentric
aspect of the emperor’s lust for collection was the collecting of himself.”234 Taken together, these
comments suggest that the portraits were essentially inward-looking and part of a process of selfexploration in which Qianlong engaged for the purpose of becoming “more” Buddhist, for
example.
If the author of “New York Lamasery” was uninformed on Tibetan art and its potential
appeal to Americans, this was certainly not unique. While the 1910s, 1920s, and 1930s had seen
the publication of works on Tibetan and Buddhist art in English, they were far from widespread
in the United States and limited in scope (e.g., Iconography of Tibetan Lamaism, published in
1939 by Antoinette Gordon, is primarily concerned with identification of deities). Asian art in
general was not widely collected or appreciated in 1947, and in fact the first major monograph
on the subject (History of Asian Art by Sherman Lee) was not published until 1964 and did not
include any Tibetan works.235 In 2008, when a major family collection of Tibetan art was
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auctioned by Christie’s, that auction house’s international director of Asian art, Dr. Hugo Weihe,
commented that when the Zimmerman family started acquiring Tibetan objects in 1964 “it was
still early days to be collecting in this field.”236 Thus Marchais’ vision and ambition came at a
time when overall lack of interest, combined with the remoteness of her home and center on
Staten Island, did not auger well for its success as a destination for Buddhist learning. Her death
just four months after it opened meant she was never able to fulfil her “plans to endow [the]
museum so that posterity may reap the benefits of [her] long and happy years of work',”237 and
thus her legacy has remained largely unremarked in studies of American Buddhism and
Tibetology. Nevertheless, I will argue here that Marchais was in fact a central figure in
American collecting of Tibetan material and that her self-acquired expertise and connections
with other Tibetophiles make understanding her contributions essential to the history of
American Tibetology.
In this context, the possibility that Marchais was engaging in a similar project of selfdefinition gives compelling insight to her motives while augmenting our understanding of what it
means for a person to surround themselves with the symbols of a religion and culture to which
they lack native connections. Marchais approached this by creating her own network of
connections, a web that included a range of individuals who varied in terms of their nationalities,
knowledge of Tibet and Buddhism, and the character of their interest in Asia. Marchais can
actually be seen as the center of one such network, as New York City became an early locus for
Tibetological education and art dealing. Because of her own lack of academic training and
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generally open-minded approach to learning about Tibet (i.e., Marchais did not see assembling a
library of serious scholarship and building the library with her own two hands in Tibetan style to
be incongruous) her network was wide and included both well-known Tibetologists and
individuals whose interest was much more casual and thus largely undocumented. The following
table, based on correspondence in her archives, gives a selection of people with whom she
discussed either Tibet, Buddhism, or her own philosophical development:
Table 1. Selection of Jacques Marchais’ Contacts.
Name

Occupation or Relationship
to Marchais

Subject of Correspondence

Theos Bernard

Graduate student, author,
lecturer on Tibet and Tibetan
Buddhism

Invitation to visit Marchais’
gallery

Claude Bragdon

Architect, author of books on
spiritual topics

Invitation to visit Marchais’
gallery

Kate Crane-Gartz

Family friend

Marchais’ life and
philosophical development

Nirmal Das

Lecturer

Das’ lecture series given at
Marchais’ gallery

Edward E. Denison

U.S. Representative from
Illinois (possibly known to
Marchais through her
Chicago contacts)

Invitation to visit Marchais’
gallery

Maxine Elliot

Previous owner of one of
Marchais’ statues

Inquiry on provenance of
Buddhist statue

Dorothy Herzog

Gallery patron

Interpretation of Buddhist
doctrine

George W. Long

Illustration division, National
Geographic Magazine

Marchais’ input on an ad
featuring a Tibetan “demon
trap”
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Arthur S. Vernay

Art dealer, naturalist

Vernay offered to help
identify objects in Marchais’
collection

Three characteristics of this list are particularly notable: its evidence of Marchais’
communication with fairly well-known people of her time, its suggestion that at least some of
these individuals recognized her importance in the field, and its inclusion of both men and
women. This last point in particular illuminates a further characteristic of Marchais’ network: it
was inclusive of casual members (more likely to be women, given their more limited access to
education and solo travel) and operated in part based on informal communication among women
on interpretive subjects including impressions of literature and even dreams. I argue here that
these aspects do not mean that Marchais’ network was less influential than those characterized
by more famous, didactic participants such as William McGovern or Sir Francis Younghusband.
However, it does mean that Marchais’ network is not easily tracked and has thus gone
understudied up to this point.
One of the many unusual things about Marchais is that she did not operate within the
boundaries that circumscribed the lives of many American women of her class and time. As we
will see, in between her two marriages she moved fairly comfortably from job to job, making her
employment decisions based on her own desires and reactions to the workplace rather than from
outside pressure to maintain a steady job. She was not wealthy, but even as a single, divorced
woman she lived an independent life that allowed her to pursue hobbies such as interior design
and pottery while beginning to dabble in antique collecting, which would evolve into her
business as a gallery owner in 1938. She is thus difficult to place in the context of scholarly
understandings that focus on gender during this time as a limitation. For example, Lisa Claypool
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suggests that engaging with Asian culture was attractive to British and American women of the
1920s and 1930s because it created a “space that opened up for them offer[ing] extensive
possibilities for experimentation, and raise[d] the possibility of restoring complexity to the
cultural binaries and categories they confronted in the organization and categorization of modern
social life (including gender)....”238
Did Jacques Marchais find her life “categorized” the way that Claypool’s subjects did?
Claypool focuses on two artists, one British and one American, who each spent decades living
and working in Beijing and emphasizes that they became “absorbed in the impressionistic,
intangible aspects of Peiping’s urban culture – at the edge of vision, about to be revealed to
them,” describing this process as “modern enchantment.”239 Her emphasis on the processes of
imagination that these women engaged in is quite relevant to Marchais, especially given the fact
that Marchais was never able to visit Tibet and thus began a project of building it for herself on
Staten Island. However, Marchais seems rarely to have operated out of a sense of limitation
based on her gender or anything else (with the exception of money, before her second marriage).
Marchais’ life was in many ways unusual from the beginning and portions of her history
are complicated by a lack of documentation and in some cases, conflicting sources. In her later
years she began to write memoirs at least twice, although neither manuscript was ever finished.
She began one of these, which seems to have been meant for her children’s edification, by
writing that “as near as I know and from what my mother has told me, I was born September 30,
1887.” Her childhood was unsettled due to her father’s death shortly after she was born. Due to a
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lack of money, Marchais’ mother was forced to leave her at a Chicago convent at age four, but
Marchais remembers her visiting periodically.240 Although she went by the name Jacques
Marchais for most of her adult life, she wrote that she was actually baptized Jacques Marchais
Coblentz, following an unusual practice of taking her father’s first and last name (Jacques
Coblentz) and her mother’s maiden name (Marchais) as a middle name. As a child actress, she
used the less exotic “Edna” as a first name and was known as Edna Coblentz on the stage. Upon
leaving her first husband around 1916 she readopted her “own name” as the name Edna brought
her unhappy memories of childhood and young motherhood (she had three children from her first
marriage, who from 1916 lived with their paternal grandparents in St. Louis, Missouri).241
Though Marchais wrote little about her first marriage, it seems to have informed many of
the decisions and characteristics of her adulthood. She lied about her age and eloped with first
husband Brookings Montgomery in 1903. Her files contain few records or memories from after
that point until 1920, when she lived alone in New York City working as a secretary. She took
advantage of this time to explore various hobbies including interior design and pottery. She also
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married her second husband, Harry Klauber, that year, and soon moved to the Staten Island
property that would eventually house her Tibetan museum. Multiple origin stories exist for the
impetus of Marchais’ interest in Tibetan art, the most common being that she rediscovered a set
of Bon figurines amongst her mother’s belongings after she died in 1927. Marchais remembered
playing with the figures as a child and thus set out to research their meaning.242 However, her
files indicate that another momentous event precipitated her professional interest in art
collection: a dramatic reconciliation with her youngest daughter, Jane (born April 20, 1908), who
had been kidnapped by a neighbor as a teenager. The elderly neighbor, who felt that Marchais
did not allow enough freedom for her daughters, convinced Jane that she could live a more
exciting life elsewhere, and thus abducted her.243
The letter in which Marchais recalls the reconciliation (which occurred in 1932, five
years after Jane’s disappearance) and its effect on her life was not written until 1947, so the
intervening years undoubtedly influenced the ways in which Marchais interpreted her past
actions. However, it is notable that she retroactively implied that this event was the catalyst for
her interest in art and Buddhist thought. Marchais wrote that even upon finding out who had
kidnapped Jane, she decided not to press charges, in part because of “the unhappiness and
disgrace I would bring upon this wretched woman’s husband who was in utter ignorance of what
she had done....” But even more revealing as to the ways in which Marchais processed the
incident, she recalled: “I would even force myself to pass her home and even herself when I
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could get the opportunity, and I soon arrived at a state of mind and heart where I deeply pitied
this pore creature. The thought of the many lives she must live to bring herself to a nobler and a
diviner state was appalling to me....”244
Marchais’ generosity towards the kidnapper is of course remarkable, but it is her
description of “the many lives” the woman would have to lead before becoming “nobler” and
“diviner” that seems to clearly reference the Buddhist notion of rebirth and karma requiring
many lifetimes to erase the effects of bad karma accumulated in past lifetimes. Was Marchais a
Buddhist, as has often been assumed based on her passionate interest in Tibet and its religious
culture? While Buddhist philosophy influenced her thinking, I argue here that it was only one of
many traditions she was interested in during a time when many Americans were being exposed
to various religious and philosophical alternatives to the Judeo-Christian systems they were used
to.
Regardless, the kidnapping incident was a seminal event in Marchais’ adult life and did
prompt her to begin the work that would define her legacy. In the same 1947 letter she wrote that
as she found research a welcome respite from the stress of the incident:
“Through the winter of 1932 and 1933, I interested myself in the work of a famous
sculptor, as well as attending affairs, lectures, etc. given by Hindu friends, etc. [...] After
this came my deep interest in Tibetan Art [sic] – its country – its people and its religion.
Deep research and constant study has made me an acknowledged authority on these
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subjects. Then followed the opening of my New York Gallery to house the largest
collection in the world, outside Tibet.”245
Marchais’ development as an art dealer and expert on Tibet grew out of the historical
moment she immersed herself in, and highlighting the modes and types of conversations that led
her to her career helps us understand both the development of her own ideas as well as why some
of her actions have been dismissed by later scholars. Her archives at the museum reveal that she
was interested in religion from at least 1920, and that her social circle encouraged this interest. In
1920, after Marchais moved to New York City from Chicago, her diary often mentions casual
conversations with friends that kindled her later interests. On January 23rd she noted that “The
Boyle girls...were telling me all about their Uncle Tom who could hold a séance and
communicate with the spirits.”246 In February, during another visit from the Boyle girls along
with two other friends, “we had just a fine evening...and some arguments on religion.”247 Later
that year she recorded her first purchase of a Buddhist object: on May 24th she “went shopping in
the afternoon for a little while then came home and made a little altar for my God Buddha.”248
Although seemingly innocuous, these brief diary comments in fact present a microcosm
of 1920s life in New York City that gives important insight into how Marchais developed as a
collector and the ways in which she was unusual for her time. While the history of American
women as collectors and interpreters of Asian material at this time has not gone unstudied, the
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existing studies focus on women who lived lives very different from Marchais' and thus their
conclusions, while important, are not as applicable to her case. With her strong sense of
individuality and a degree of financial independence, Marchais escaped the limitations that led
many women of her time to view Asian culture through a lens of escapism.
For example, historian Mari Yoshihara (focusing on the period between the 1870s and
1940s) writes that “White women played pivotal roles in inscribing gendered meanings to Asia,
both complicating and replicating the dominant Orientalist discourse” and that “Their
participation in Orientalist discourse offered many American women an effective avenue through
which to become part of a dominant American ideology and to gain authority and agency which
were denied to them in other realms of sociopolitical life.”249 Both Yoshihara and Claypool focus
on the importance of performance in Western women’s experience of Asia, but while Marchais
has often been portrayed as a someone who casually adopted a Tibetan persona, I will argue that
this aspect of female experience is not particularly applicable to Marchais’ legacy. Her emphasis
was on study and immersive religious experience, but the most common hallmarks of cultural
performance, dress and other decorations of the personal body, are absent from all of her records.
Marchais is thus an exception to Yoshihara’s conception of Orientalist women of the
time, but also an important example of how Claypool’s theory of modern enchantment was
enacted by people in the U.S. As we shall see, Marchais imagined Tibet for both herself and her
audience, but did so in such a way that allowed for education in addition to entertainment.
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One unique aspect of Marchais' experience is her level of financial independence. By this
time she was divorced from her first husband (Brookings Montgomery, whom she had married in
1903 at age sixteen) and that she married her second husband, Harry Klauber in “about 1920.”250
She mentions Klauber twice in her 1920 diary, once on March 10th when they had an argument
and again on June 11th when they “had a long happy talk about getting a farm within commuting
distance of New York,” which would eventually lead them to purchase the property where the
museum would be built. It is unclear whether they were married at this point or still courting,
however.251
Regardless, Marchais did record the fact that she changed jobs several times that year,
two of which gave her a salary of $25 per week.252 That July she mentioned getting one of her
rings out of pawn.253 Assuming that her $25 per week salary accounted for all of her income,
giving her an annual income of $1300, this would put Marchais well below the mean income
($2,935) for women in the state of New York who filed individual tax returns for 1920.254
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However, she seems to have chosen to operate as a woman with a degree of disposable income:
While she complained about lack of money in the same March 10 entry where she noted a fight
with Klauber,255 later that month she recorded buying a skunk scarf for $225.256 Furthermore, she
was able to register for classes in interior design and pottery and had the wherewithal to turn
down at least one job offer for which she wrote “I do not think I care to take what he has to offer
– would have to work too hard.”257
Speculation about individual financial situations is always complicated, especially in the
absence of formal records, but the figures recorded in her diary suggest that she was a woman
who, while not independently wealthy, chose to make purchases and educational choices that
expanded her horizons beyond the secretarial duties of her workday life. Thus while Marchais
does not necessarily represent the type of woman Yoshihara described as lacking agency in her
life and turning to Orientalist desires as an outlet, she did actively participate in Claypool’s
“modern enchantment” by collecting Asian material and creating her own vision of Tibet. Her
very first attempt at this was the altar for her “God Buddha,” of which she wrote “it looks so cute

Printing Office, 1920), 52 – 53. https://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/20soirepar.pdf. The mean income figure was reached
by dividing the net income listed under “all other – women” by the number of tax returns filed in that category. It is
possible that Marchais had income from other sources, which may have included investments, alimony from her first
husband, and contributions from Harry Klauber, whom she married around this time. Unfortunately, no records exist
to support or disprove these possibilities.
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far as it would take me....” The wording here indicates that having “some money” would have meant a large amount
of disposable income, rather than suggesting she was completely penniless.
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decoration class at the New York Professional School of Interior Decoration that day, while on February 26 she joined
a pottery class at 27 Barlow Street. On November 11 she inquired about joining another interior decorating class at
Columbia University.
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and different, placed on the wall over the Victrola.”258 While her use of the term “God Buddha”
reflects an ignorance of Buddhist theology and her description of the object as “cute and
different” suggests only a casual attention to how it functioned in the room, this was the
beginning of an education that developed into a sophisticated understanding of these issues. The
fact that the 1947 Life photo displays a much more sophisticated collection and arrangement of
Buddhist objects testifies to the education she undertook in the intervening years.
Marchais unfortunately did not keep regular diaries for the rest of her life, but other
records indicate the ways in which she increased her knowledge and influence in the decades that
followed. Her records show that she accomplished an impressive level of expertise and
recognition for a person without academic training and during a time when literature on
Buddhism and Tibet in English was quite limited. However, through perspicacious collecting and
research, she became a recognized authority on Tibetan culture.
Of particular note in Marchais’ records are the various lists of books she acquired over
the years. Though many of these are undated, it can be assumed that she purchased them after the
late 1920s, when she began studying Tibet in earnest. The bulk were likely acquired after she
opened her art gallery in Manhattan in 1938. In one undated list, a bibliography for an
unspecified project that either has not survived or was never completed, she lists books on
Buddhism, Tibet, Asia, and Chinese and Tibetan art in English, French, and German. The
following is a partial list of the books from this list:
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Table 2. Partial List of Books from a Bibliography.259
Title

Author

Publication date

Subject/Genre

Buddhist Birth
Stories

T. W. (Thomas
William) Rhys
Davids

1880

Religious text

The Land of the
William Woodville
Lamas: Notes of a
Rockhill
Journey through
China, Mongolia, and
Tibet

1891

Travel account

The Buddhism of
Tibet or Lamaism

L.A. (Laurence
Austine) Waddell

1895

Educational text

Among the
Himalayas

L.A. Waddell

1899

Travel account

Journey to Lhasa &
Central Tibet

Sarat Chandra Das
(edited by William
Woodville Rockhill)

1904

Travel account

Lhasa and its
Mysteries

L.A. Waddell

1905

Travel account
(covers
Younghusband
Expedition)

The Gods of Northern Alice Getty
Buddhism

1923

Educational text

Tibet, Past and
Present

Sir Charles Bell

1924

History

Tibetan Paintings

George Roerich

1925

Art history
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Tibet’s Great Yogi
Milarepa

Walter Evans-Wentz

1928

Translation of
hagiography

The People of Tibet

Sir Charles Bell

1928

Educational text

The Religion of Tibet

Sir Charles Bell

1931

Educational text

Considering the fact that (as mentioned above) Asian art was not widely known in the
United States before Sherman Lee’s 1964 publication, the accumulation of these works by
someone outside the academy is especially notable.
Because this particular bibliography’s latest book was published in 1930, it appears to be
the earliest list of publications acquired by Marchais. Later receipts from New York City book
sellers including Brentano’s and Duttons, Inc., give some record of her continued book
purchasing through 1947, though only some of the books on these receipts are related to Tibet
and religion – others are novels, biographies of Americans, and other non-fiction books.260
However, these extensive lists, when taken into account alongside the few records of Marchais’
art purchases, do bear witness to her changing financial situation. She purchased paintings and
sculptures from a number of sources, including George Szabo (operating from the Legation
Quarter in Beijing), Gunn & Latchford, Inc., Importers at 323 Fifth Avenue in New York, and
Fox’s, Dealer in Antiques, at 1285 Sixth Avenue.261
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These receipts often list only an abbreviated title for each purchase, so some speculation must be used in
determining their subjects. For example, a September 15, 1944 receipt from Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply
Co. records books with titles including Chakras, Clairvoyance, Religious Problems of India, Life After Death, and
Dreams. See September 15, 1944 Macoy Publishing and Masonic Supply Co. receipt, JMMTAA.
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The fact that Marchais should become more financially solvent during this time (opening
her gallery in 1938, during the tail end of the Great Depression) is notable. According to oral
history from the family of her husband, Harry Klauber, Klauber’s brothers ran a dry cleaning
business as a front for a bootlegging operation that provided cash during the Prohibition period
that began in 1920.262 In any case, by 1940 she was regularly buying Tibetan art pieces for prices
that give us a good idea of her financial standing.
Table 3. Purchases Made by Jacques Marchais in 1940.263
Date

Purchase

Supplier

Price in 1940 (2020
equivalent)264

February 23, 1940

1 Tibetan Buddha

Gunn & Latchford,
Inc.

$20 ($368.28)

May 18, 1940

1 Indo China Bronze
Sieva [i.e., Shiva]

The Fan Company,
Chinese and
Japanese
Merchandise265

$22.50 ($414.32)

June 28, 1940

1 set (5) Chinese
Pewter Table
Decorations

The Fan Company

$12.50 ($230.18)

[undated, 1940]

5 Tibetan Buddhas

The Little-Jones
Company, Inc.,
Importers of

$12.50 ($230. 18)
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personal communication with Meg Ventrudo, director of the Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art, February
2018.
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This data was taken from receipts in the Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art Archives. The undated entries
appear to be from the same year as the dated receipts, 1940.
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2020 equivalents are given according to www.usinflationcalculator.com, as of July 24, 2020.
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The receipt states this company was located at 225 Fifth Avenue.
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Chinese
Merchandise266
[undated, 1940]

1 Ret. [sic, meaning
The Little-Jones
unclear] Brass Lantern Company

$3.75 ($69.05)

[undated, 1940]

1 Wall Hanging

Yamanaka & Co.

$250 ($4,603.52)

[undated, 1940]

Various religious
objects including a
prayer wheel, figures,
an incense burner, a
drum, and a vajra

Gunn & Latchford,
Inc.

[unlisted]

Unfortunately, no detailed photos survive of these objects, so it is difficult to gage the
quality of the art.267 What is clear is that even in 1940, when World War II made international
trade difficult and there was no major museum collection of Tibetan art in New York City,268
Marchais was able to source Tibetan objects and presumably make money from selling them to
clients. The importance of these objects (whether ritual implements, figurines, or paintings)
cannot be overstated: they served both to increase Marchais’ education in Tibetan culture and to
facilitate her spreading of that knowledge, which could be called an amplification of that
education, to others.
While we take for granted the idea that the trading of artifacts is essential for the spread
of cultural knowledge, sociologist Bruno Latour’s “Actor-Network Theory” sheds more light on
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This company was located at 15 West 24th Street.
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Some informal photographs of the gallery show various objects on display, but not in enough detail to link them to
these or other receipts.
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The Metropolitan Museum of Art did not begin collecting Tibetan art in earnest until the 1970s.
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this process by highlighting objects as actors themselves. In typical fashion, Latour prompts us to
think about this concept not by making a concise argument or stating clear conclusions, but
rather by posing a hypothetical situation: “There is no doubt that you have become a couch
potato in front of your TV set thanks largely to the remote control ... and yet there is no
resemblance between the causes of your immobility and the portion of your action that has been
carried out by an infrared signal, even though... your behavior has been permitted by the TV
command.”269 While this example does not initially suggest itself as an appropriate analogy for
Marchais’ trading of objects, I maintain that it highlights the way in which objects facilitate
network connections that cannot happen through human actors alone. In contrast to Marchais’
book purchasing, for example, object trading allowed her to engage others in conversations that
were prompted by the feelings of enchantment (to use Claypool’s term) engendered by viewing
and handling them.
This often led to further conversations, such as when a gallery customer named Dorothy
Herzog wrote a letter to Marchais thanking her for showing her and a woman named Mrs. Crane
“your glorious treasures.” In the March 27, 1943 letter Herzog wrote that since the visit she had
been reading Magic and Mystery in Tibet by Alexandra David-Néel, and that she had been
particularly interested in a passage in which David-Néel writes that Mahayana Buddhists believe
“nirvaña, the supreme salvation, is not separate from samsãra, the phenomenal world,” and uses
the common Buddhist image of “the jewel in the lotus” to suggest that nirvana is the “jewel”
hidden within the “lotus” of samsara. Herzog then relates this concept to a dream Marchais had
told her about having in which she (Marchais) ate a lotus bulb. Herzog interprets this as
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symbolically “conquer[ing] delusion (or illusion)” and asks whether “finding Nirvaña in the
heart of the phenomenal world “equates to the fact that “the ‘jewel’ may be found in the ‘lotus’?”
She then asks rhetorically, “Is this not inner Tibet claiming that which belongs to – perhaps,
Shambhala?”270 While Herzog’s grasp of Buddhist scripture is tenuous, her conceptual leap from
the David-Néel summary to the imagery of Marchais’ dream is original and represents an
investment in deeper understanding of Buddhist spiritualism.
What these lines tell us is that the environment Marchais provided by creating her gallery
was conducive to small-scale interactions that facilitated Buddhist education. To use Latour’s
phrasing, the gallery and its art “permitted” Herzog and Marchais to have this exchange of ideas
on Tibetan Buddhist philosophy in a manner that was unique to a system in which objects
function as actors, and thus did not “resemble” (in Latour's sense) the behavior of discussing
knowledge based only on literature. While Herzog’s letter references David-Néel’s book, it is
clear that her thoughts and questions to Marchais were prompted not by that passage alone, but
by its resemblance to the conversation that had taken place in the gallery. Marchais and Herzog
participated in an exercise that developed their own concepts of Tibetan culture in a way that
would not have been possible in the absence of Marchais’ object trading. The fact that Herzog’s
companion Mrs. Crane likely participated in some aspect of this exercise as well gives some hint
as to the potential of such encounters to ripple outward to larger networks of Americans as
interest in Asia increased.
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Dorothy Herzog, letter to Jacques Marchais, March 27, 1943. JMMTAA. Herzog’s use of tildas follows DavidNéel’s, although Herzog mistakenly writes “nirvaña” instead of “nirvãna.” (See Alexandra David-Néel, Magic and
Mystery in Tibet (New York: Dover Publications, Inc., 1971), 262.
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While today Marchais is most known for the Staten Island museum, the development of
her Tibetan knowledge as well as her network of Tibetan enthusiasts was actually centered on
the Manhattan gallery she opened in December 1938.271 In April of the following year, she wrote
to Theos Bernard to discuss their shared interest in Tibet and to invite him to visit the gallery,
noting that “I have been deeply interested in things Tibetan and East Indian for a number of
years – from the spiritual side almost entirely. Naturally, one begins to collect the ritual objects –
and deities after a time – and this I have been doing for quite a while – until now, I think I can
safely say, I have the largest collection in the country.”272 Unfortunately it is unclear how she
came to this determination, but from the modern perspective she was likely correct since (as
noted above) private collectors rarely specialized in Asian art before the 1960s and museums did
not focus on Tibet until that decade or later. Bernard’s response to the letter does not survive, but
an April 14 follow-up from Marchais to Bernard thanks him for writing back and inviting her to
“visit you and see your Tibetan room.”273
This correspondence with Bernard highlights the presence of a Tibetophile network in
New York City, of which Bernard and Marchais were arguably the most prominent members.
Other records show the extent to which Marchais utilized and enriched that network as both a
dealer and an educator. In November 1939 she sent out a letter to gallery patrons announcing a
series of lectures to be presented at her gallery by “Mr. Nirmal Das, the eminent Hindu
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In 1937, Frank Capra’s film adaptation of the 1933 novel Lost Horizon by James Hilton was released to popular
acclaim, giving the American public its first taste of Tibetan exoticism.
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Jacques Marchais, letter to Theos Bernard, April 8, 1939 (signed Jacques Marchais Klauber). JMMTAA.
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lecturer.”274 The letter gives us insight into the way in which she presented her passion to
visitors: the copy reads, “You should not be surprised, when in the Marchais Gallery, if Miss
[sic] Marchais takes you by the hand and leads you to something that looks like a tall trunk
whose portals open at her delicate touch and into an exquisite sanctum of hand-carved altar of
gold and lacquer where stands Buddha. Miss Marchais: ‘Buddha’s lips seem to utter these words.
I can almost hear them – Sabba Satta Blabantu Sukki Tatta, (May all things that breathe life be
happy)’.”275
This and other publicity materials from the gallery show that Marchais had begun to
acquire a fairly deep knowledge of Buddhism along with her growing art collection.276 The
above passage highlights a hallmark of her presentation at the time: her emphasis on personal
experience, both in the sense of relating her own intimate thoughts and her attempts to
communicate these to individuals or small groups. This likely harkens back to her training as a
child actress,277 and is in notable contrast to the public lectures and book publishing pursued by
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Nirmal Ananda Das was a graduate of the University of Calcutta and the University of Edinburgh. In the United
States he was represented by The Redpath Bureau, a speakers’ agency that marketed lecturers to public societies and
radio stations. See Nirmal Ananda Das: India, a pamphlet giving background on Das and a series of lectures he gave
on Hinduism and India in the 1920s. South Asian American Digital Archive, https://www.saada.org/item/20111208528.
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Form letter from “Jacques Marchais, Inc.,” this copy to Mr. & Mrs. C.M. Wang, November 3, 1939. JMMTAA.
Marchais appears to be reciting a prayer on the Buddhist concept of loving kindness, most likely from the Pali scripture
entitled Mettākathā.
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That Marchais would have operated amongst (and thus helped spread knowledge of Tibet and Buddhism to) a
wealthy clientele puts her in good historical company. Johan Elverskog argues that, while rich American adherents of
Buddhism are routinely ridiculed for seeming to be out of touch with Buddhist asceticism, wealthy patrons have
always been essential to the survival of the religion: “From the very beginning and throughout the millennia it has
always been the rich and powerful who have kept the Dharma in business.” See Elverskog, Buddhism and Islam on
the Silk Road (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2010), 10.
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In a brief, unpublished autobiography intended for her children, Marchais recalls being put on the stage by her
mother after the death of her father. She continued to act throughout her childhood in Chicago under the name Edna
Coblentz. This seems to have been a way for Marchais’ mother to make money as a widow and to make sure the young
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figures like Bernard and McGovern. While Marchais advertised her gallery in art periodicals in
both the U.S. and Latin America,278 she also pursued individual invitations and connections that
appear to have been her forte in attracting similarly-minded people. On February 6, 1940, she
wrote a letter to the architect and Spiritualist author Claude Bragdon, expressing disappointment
that he had not yet visited her gallery. She told him that “Everyone who has viewed it – have
found it ‘quieting and giving forth a sense of peace.’ And, more than one have exclaimed – ‘this
is not an art gallery – it is a temple!’ Little they know it will be some day! For I only started this
gallery as a forerunner to for the miniature copy of the Potala of Lhasa, which I hope to build on
our hill adjoining the gardens, within the next five years.”279
Clearly, Marchais felt that personal contact and immersive experience were the keys to
giving her clients and fellow Tibetophiles the most complete experience she could. Furthermore,
the letter to Bragdon indicates that the gallery was not merely a commercial interest, as has often
been assumed, but rather the precursor to her signature library and museum on Staten Island. In
fact, she intended for the museum to take the experiential aspect even further: an undated
postcard she prepared for museum members provided a map to its location and stated: “The

Marchais was cared for, since her mother does not appear to have been able to care for her herself (as a child, Marchais
spent time at a convent and was occasionally housed by wealthy couples for whom she performed. One of these
couples tried to adopt her but her mother refused). Marchais’ acting career seems to have ended in 1903, when she
spent the summer in Boston to perform in a play and met her first husband, Brookings Montgomery. See Marchais,
Unpublished autobiography, 1 – 4. JMMTAA.
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Receipts from Moore & Hamm, Inc. Advertising dated between 1939 – 1941 show that Marchais ran ads in the
following publications: Art News, Cue Magazine, Where to Go, Hobbies Magazine (including a “wanted” add seeking
“antique pieces from Tibet”), Carteles Weekly Magazine, La Prensa (Buenos Aires), Diario de la Marina (Havana),
Panama American, La Prensa (Lima), (Rio de Janeiro) Diario De Noticias (Rio de Janeiro), Estado La Sapolo (Sao
Paolo), La Nacion (Santiago), La Union (Valpraiso), and Atlantida (Buenos Aires). JMMTAA.
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Library and Museum may be reached by bus, train, or taxi. If traveling by bus one gets off at
Lighthouse Avenue in Richmond and climb [sic] – ‘The Himalayas’.... The member employing
the use of private motor, simply uses the map which he has been given as his ‘guiding star.’”280
Marchais’ use of the phrase “The Himalayas” refers to Lighthouse Hill, the ridge on which her
property was located (see figure 6).

Figure 6. Lighthouse Hill, showing Marchais’ home (the
house at upper left) and the museum (the lower building to
the right of her home). Although today the property is accessed
from the street on top of the ridge, Marchais intended for visitors
to approach from the angle shown here so they would have to
climb the hill as if climbing a mountain to reach a temple.
Copyright Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art.

In playing up the mystical experience of viewing and thinking about Tibetan art, Marchais
was participating in a process that many scholars have described as both orientalizing and
constructive: for example, Buddhist literature scholar Charles Hallisey suggests that Western
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representation of Asia was characterized by exchange rather than appropriation, writing that such
acts were “not characterized by negation or inversion, but instead seem to represent a kind of
‘cultural mimesis.” 281 This is further reminiscent of Claypool’s concept of enchantment and
augments our understanding of Marchais by highlighting the fact that for her, a lack of formal
training was not a limitation but an opportunity to explore non-academic ways of presenting
Tibetan Buddhist culture to a wider audience.
Marchais’ personal communications and gallery records suggest that she did have a fairly
advanced knowledge of Tibet historically, politically, and culturally, though she was not immune
from common Orientalist shortcomings of the time. On April 22, 1941 she wrote to Senator
Edward E. Denison “to call your attention to my April Exhibition” of objects that had belonged
to the Ninth Panchen Lama (Thubten Choekyi Nyima, 1883 – 1937).282 Marchais wanted to draw
particular attention to a “complete silver set of Tantric Dharmapala ritual objects, that he used
when he presented the ceremonies in China that were to exorcise the Japanese right out of the
land of the Chinese.”283 Considering the limited circulation of Buddhist educational literature in
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the United States at the time (especially for someone outside the traditional academy), it is
notable that Marchais was aware that these materials were not only ritual in nature but related to
the dharmapālas, or wrathful deities, who would have been invoked for their protectionary
qualities in the ceremony to expel Japanese occupation of China.
Elsewhere in the same letter, Marchais’ use of primitivizing language to describe
Buddhist ceremonies is notable. In describing a multi-week performance that the Panchen Lama
had given “dedicated to the peace of the world” she writes, “This devil dance, with public
prayers, wild contortions and exorcisms, was one of the most splendid and colorful performances
ever staged in China or anywhere else in the world.”284 Clearly Marchais hoped to draw in
visitors by playing up the exotic nature of her subject, but her use of the phrase “devil dance”
was common for the time: cultural anthropologist Mona Schrempf writes that the term was used
regularly through the 1960s “because of the fierce appearance of some of the masked characters”
in traditional cham dances.285 Divining Marchais’ intended meaning is impossible, but the fact
that she used standard anthropological phrasing of the time (rather than the more technically
correct Tibetan term cham) does go against the common misconception that Marchais considered
herself a Buddhist and possibly even a lama.
As argued above, the photograph and profile in Life magazine suggested, through
implication and visual persuasion, that Marchais was an eccentric whose dabbling in exotic
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religion was one of her many “fancies,” while the posed photograph in particular made her
appear to assume the mantle of priesthood. This reputation has persisted,286 but a careful reading
of her accounts makes clear she did not consider herself a Buddhist. In the preface to another
unpublished autobiography, she wrote: “I would ask you to bear in mind in persuing [sic] these
pages that in no way am I prejudiced for or against the various religions of the world. In my eyes
they are all good and certainly lead to the same ultimate goal, being the teachings of the Vedas,
Zoroaster, Moses, Buddha, Confucius, Jesus, or Mohammed.”287
On a more personal note, a 1945 letter to her husband shows that her view of the afterlife
was not in any way Buddhist. In February of that year she was in ill health and wrote the letter
out of apparent fear that it would be her last communication with her husband (“I might be taken
suddenly away from you, and denied the privelege [sic] of a last oral communication with
you”).288 Towards the end of the letter she promises that after death, she “shall be ever earthbound, my beloved – wandering about to be near you – but, on the devan [sic], in front of the
fireplace, in our Tibetan Library, we shall embrace whenever you are longing for me.”289 This
language bears no similarity to the Buddhist conception of death and reincarnation, in which
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individuals are reborn into one of six realms of existence.290 In emphasizing her perceived ability
to communicate with the living after her own death, Marchais appears to have been far more
influenced by the Spiritualist movement, in which she was also interested.291
These interests do, however, shed light on some of the reasons why Marchais has not
often been taken seriously as a student of Tibet. While fascination in new age movements was
not uncommon, by the 1940s their popularity had waned and today their adherents are easily
labeled as eccentric. In Marchais’ case, scholars have perhaps assumed that her passion for
Tibetan Buddhism was fueled not by academic interest, but rather by a broader obsession with
exotic schools of thought. Marchais does appear to have incorporated various elements of
Buddhist and New Age philosophy into her everyday thinking, but I have found no evidence that
suggests she considered herself Buddhist, much less a lama. For example, in a 1945 letter to
friend and philanthropist Kate Crane-Gartz,292 Marchais recounted the family saga surrounding
the Jane’s kidnapping. Marchais wrote to Crane-Gartz that even after the kidnapper had been
identified, she chose not to press charges: “Don’t you see that if I had punished this woman it
would be giving that ego in me such satisfaction? I would get this satisfaction because someone
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who had dared to hurt or to harm me – the big I – had at last [been] brought to judgment and
punishment. If, on the other hand, it would be of no satisfaction to me – but, would benefit
mankind at large – then my duty would have been plain before me.”294
Marchais’ response to the crisis clearly shows elements of karmic thinking in that she
chose to weigh the outcome of her decision based on its effect for humanity as a whole. Her
rejection of her own self-interest, which she refers to as her “ego” or “the big I,” is closely
related to the Buddhist emphasis on recognizing the delusions of the world and avoiding them in
favor of working towards enlightenment for oneself and all of mankind. While this thought
process does appear to have been important to Marchais, I would argue that it is still
inappropriate to extrapolate from this and label her a “Buddhist.” First of all, various “new
thought” movements had sprung up in the United States during the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries (including trancendentalism in the 1820s, Christian Science in 1879, and the
Unity Church in 1889) such that most intellectual Americans would have been aware of a variety
of philosophies and likely incorporated some of them into their own lives, regardless of full
identification with a system of thought. Secondly, Marchais’ 1945 letter to her husband states
clearly that her perception of life after death included none of the hallmarks of Buddhist
reincarnation: no lay Buddhist would imagine his or her own after-death experience to include
free choice of movement and the ability to provide succor to loved ones, the way Marchais
describes.295 This sense of the afterlife was also echoed in another portion of the letter to CraneGartz. In this section Marchais related that a psychic had told her that her health problems
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threatened to send her to “the other side,” but that her late mother “had saved me because Edna
May [Marchais’ eldest child] needed me so! Also, that in years to come, I, and many others like
me, were to be used for a great change already beginning to take place here on this plane.”296
Both the influence of new thought and a belief in a permanent afterlife are apparent in this quote.
One reason we must engage in educated speculation on Marchais’ spiritual life is that she
tended to avoid emphasizing her own contributions to the field of Tibetology. This seems to have
been an extension of her anti-egotistical stance: in the previously mentioned preface to an
unpublished autobiography, she wrote that “it seems shameless for one to write of one self....
[B]ut as ego is the one thing that grows without nourishment and intrudes itself at every
opportunity I doubt that we can entirely stamp it out, until the human race reaches a much higher
state of unattachment than has been known up to the present time, or until we succeed in getting
rid of the pernicious idea that the ego self is of any permanent significance.”297 Clearly, certain
aspects of Buddhist thought (especially those surrounding the doctrine of no self) were
meaningful to Marchais. However, there is no evidence that she adopted Buddhism as a religion
on the whole. Rather, she seems to have found it useful as a guiding philosophical system during
certain important but limited events in her life, such as the drama surrounding her reconciliation
with Jane.
It is difficult to place these conclusions in counterpoint to those of extant scholarship for
the simple reason that histories of Tibetologists so rarely address Marchais herself. The museum
is occasionally mentioned as a significant collection of Tibetan art in the United States, but there
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has never been an in-depth study of her contributions. It is generally accepted that this is a result
of her reputation for being eccentric, as suggested in a review of the 1996 book Treasures of
Tibetan Art: Collections of the Jacques Marchais Museum of Tibetan Art in which University of
Washington professor Edwin Gerow wrote that Marchais was “evidently a colorful
personality.”298 Certainly such observations can be excused given how little Marchais conformed
to the characteristics we expect to see in significant scholars, but the cumulative effect of this
dismissal has been a significant oversight for the field. In fact, Marchais did accumulate both
sufficient knowledge and reputation to be sought out as an expert in Tibetan culture.
The most notable example of this was in February of 1947, when George W. Long of
National Geographic magazine wrote to her seeking advice on an advertisement that was to run
in a future issue. The ad, for Travelers Insurance Company, made reference to “demon traps”
that adorned Tibetan houses for protection, using the following language:
“A Tibetan, suspecting that evil spirits are lurking about, ready to set the house on fire or
to cause some other disastrous accident, builds himself a demon trap. With pieces of
colored yarn, bits of silk, and a few sticks, he fashions a cage-like device in the center of
which he hangs a ram’s head. On the sticks he fastens wooden images representing his
house and members of his family. And with a prayer to the ‘Earth Mother’ he hangs his
demon trap above the doorway.”299
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Long wrote to Marchais hoping to verify the copy’s accuracy, noting that while he had
seen references to prayer flags and ram’s horns placed on houses in Tibet, he had “been unable to
find descriptions of a demon trap like that above.”300 This in itself is notable, showing that
National Geographic had access to fairly deep anthropological information on Tibet: while
prayer flags are somewhat ubiquitous in the United States today, they were not well-known at the
time, and ram’s horns are not commonly associated with Tibet.
Marchais’ response is important in that it gives us a sense of the depth of her
understanding of Tibet, and reveals that she was knowledgeable on not only Buddhism but Bön,
Tibet’s native religion. Using an older romanization of that term, she wrote back to Long that
“The Tibetans, who have not really forsaken their own Pön religion – which embraces
Shamanistic and Animistic worship) do use charms, amulets, etc. to exorcise evil spirits from
their midst.... The earth-demons are innumerable – and, are all under the rule of ‘Old Mother
Khön-ma.’ The ceremony of ‘closing the door of the earth,’ so frequently referred to in the
Lamaist prescriptions, is addressed to her.”301 In these lines, Marchais has correctly identified the
role of demons or evil spirits in Bön as being closely connected to homes, while her allusion to
the connection between Khon-Ma and Buddhist (“Lamaist”) prayer is less clear. Khon-Ma is
indeed a Bön goddess associated with demons and the protection of homes, and is the addressee
of a traditional ceremony to propitiate the earth demons (གཉན་ gnyan in Tibetan) that might
otherwise cause trouble to the inhabitants of the home. Khon-ma is seen as being in charge of
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these demons, and the ceremony Marchais refers to as “closing the door of the earth” is a ritual
involving ram’s horns that is meant to assuage the demons and seal them off from the home.302
Even today, very little information on house charms or the above-mentioned rituals is
available in English. This exchange is therefore notable in that Marchais was knowledgeable
about (or knew where to find information on) a fairly specific piece of Tibetan cultural
information. Marchais may have known about them from her own research on Tibetan
construction: in 1945 she worked on painting the ends of the roof supports on her “miniature
Potala” herself.303 In her response to Long she wrote that she had heard of objects like the one in
the advertisement, but that “these ‘charms’ have never been called ‘traps’ so far as I know. I
think the idea is to keep the demons or evil spirits as far away as possible. Surely, not to have
them trapped and dangling above the door to scream at and curse the household as they emerge
from their front doors.”304 While certainly lacking the academic tone that National Geographic
may have expected when reaching out to her, Marchais’ response achieved an important aim in
giving background to the advertisement and complicating some of the primitivizing language of
the original copy. The final ad as it ran in the issue did incorporate Marchais’ input by changing
the line “And with a prayer to the ‘Earth Mother’ he hangs his demon trap above the doorway” to
read simply “Then, he hangs his demon trap above the doorway.“ The final copy is thus more
accurate since Tibetans did not typically perform the demon-sealing ritual for their own homes;
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rather, this was the job of a qualified professional known as a leu. This is a telling example of
one of the quiet ways in which Marchais shaped and directed Tibetan popular knowledge of the
time: through personal research, access to specialized information, and using a channel that
avoided credit being given to her.

Conclusion
The example above is also illustrative of Marchais’ relationship to Tibetology in that it
highlights the occasionally inscrutable nature of her contributions. In addition to the vague (but
correct) reference to a “closing the door of the earth ceremony,” some of the other examples
given here show characteristics that do not lend themselves to an academic reputation. Dorothy
Herzog’s letter gives us the only documented example of how Marchais interacted with visitors
to her gallery, but combined with the pamphlet description of “Miss Marchais” taking visitors by
the hand and leading them to certain treasured objects in her collection while reciting prayers in
languages she likely didn’t know,305 we can assume that this was a fairly common assurance.
Thus not only did Marchais not actively seek out recognition nor a formal outlet (e.g. publishing,
public lectures) for her research, but the mode of discussion and communication she did pursue
were easily dismissed as conversational and thus not academically valuable. However, I maintain
that such small-scale, personal discussion with individuals was as fundamental to the
development of American interest in Tibet as more traditional modes of education. This coupled
with the fact that Marchais did promote some of these more formal modes by proxy (e.g., Nirmal
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Ananda Das’ lectures in the gallery and the original purpose of the museum as a research library)
suggest that she is not a figure to be swept aside from the history of American Buddhism, but
rather a highly educated individual whose reputation has faded as a result of her adherence to the
principle of helping others over helping oneself.
I also suggest that Marchais’ career complicates some commonly accepted tropes of
American female Orientalism of the time. For example, Mari Yoshihara uses the slightly
different term “feminine Orientalism” to describe a process of white American women
“inscribing gendered meanings to Asia.”306 Was Marchais influential in drawing associations
between Asia and the feminine? On the one hand, it is notable that in the many of the examples
discussed here she discussed the most intimate aspects of her views of Tibet and Buddhism with
other women, such as Dorothy Herzog and Kate Crane-Gartz. This suggests the intriguing
possibility of a network of knowledge spread that occurred via the domestic means of letter
writing and gallery visiting, in contrast to the more public spheres of academia, lecture tours, and
publishing that were chosen by so many of Marchais’ male contemporaries. Marchais’ files
allude to one node of such a network, but further research would be complicated by the fact that
few of Marchais’ correspondents’ letters and diaries are likely to still exist.
While she did participate in the process of “enchantment,” she did so to a productive end
by encouraging serious study of Tibet, not just frivolous entertainment. Lisa Claypool uses the
term “modern enchantment” to reinvigorate a sense of purpose and production to women whose
actions have historically been dismissed as dabbling or merely performative. She also points out
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the exceedingly complex conceptual issues surrounding Western women’s imagining of Asia
and, in turn, the ways in which Western men picked up on that process by associating women’s
imported Asian belongings with the realm of the feminine.307 It can be difficult to place Marchais
in this framework of shifting Orientalist and gendered “gazes” because she did irrefutably view
and experience Tibet as an outsider but did not engage with it the way that so many other
Western women did. Rather than purchase objects for her own use, Marchais created networks
and spaces that allowed for the flow of ideas, objects, and knowledge, in addition to the
imaginative process of recreating a Himalayan cultural experience on Staten Island.
Meanwhile, it is notable that her male contemporary,
Theos Bernard, was much more involved in “performing”
Tibet for his larger audiences, yet is more often considered an
important contributor to early Tibetology. Bernard’s doctoral
dissertation in fact consisted largely of photographs of him in
various yoga poses, while he often publicized himself in full
ceremonial dress as “the White Lama” (see figure 7). While
Figure 7. Bernard on the cover
of The Family Circle magazine
in 1938, showing one of his
many publicity shots in
ceremonial dress.
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phenomenon that was not as gendered as is sometimes assumed.
I have generally avoided a gender studies approach to Marchais in this chapter because
she does not conform to many of the accepted theories of female Orientalism of the time, and
because forcing her into such a discussion solely because she was a woman would limit our
understanding of her rather unique contributions to the field. However, it is worth noting that she
may have been more easily dismissed from histories of Tibetology because of her reputation as
an eccentric female. Notably, the caption of the Life magazine photo suggests that her husband
was a more down-to-earth individual by stating that when “questioned about his wife’s fancies,
her husband merely says “I am in the chemical business.” In fact, Klauber himself was involved
in both Marchais’ gallery and the museum, as evidenced by the sickbed letter she wrote to him
(in which she noted that her husband had unusually good taste and had contributed many objects
to the collection308) and a letter to Kate Crane-Gartz in which she said that Klauber “open[ed] up
and closed[ed] the gallery every day.”309 As I have explored here, however, those personality
traits that could be labelled as “eccentric” went hand in hand with a serious, if self-educated,
student of Tibet.
Marchais was, of course, not unflawed in her research and conclusions about Tibet. In the
previously mentioned preface to an unpublished autobiography, she suggests that the reason
neither China nor India had been able to “lay claim” to Tibetan Buddhism was because they
knew “the Tibetans to be such an independent group,” thus combining a rather strange historical
assumption with a gross oversimplification. She then goes on to reveal her own cultural
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sympathies, writing that “The spiritual achievements of the East far outstrip the material
advantages that we Westerns have to offer.”310 Yet I argue that such shortcomings were
understandable, if not excusable, considering her lack of formal academic training, the scarcity
of scholarship available in English at the time, and the relatively brief span of her career as a
scholar.
A photograph in the museum archives (figure 8) is telling as to how Marchais’ legacy has
been shaped. Apparently taken on
the same day as the Life image, she
is seen wearing the same clothes,
sitting in the same chair in the same
part of the museum. However, this
photograph is taken from a greater
distance and at a different angle,
showing Marchais in a much more
casual pose. Notably, the dog/lion
figures are positioned differently in

Figure 8. Marchais in her museum. The placement of
the dog/lion figures suggests they were moved to the
step on which Marchais is sitting for the Life
photograph. From the archives of the museum.

the room in such a way that they
would have had to be deliberately moved to their places in the Life photograph. While in the
more casual photo, Marchais is not the focus of the image but merely one character amongst the
dozens of Tibetan objects she collected, in the Life version she dominates the frame in a way that
suggests aggrandizement quite out of character for the self-effacing Marchais. Aside from the
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dog/lion figures, the only other object that appears to have moved for the Life version is the
shrine figure directly behind Marchais’ head. Because this decision appears to have been made to
frame her head more effectively, something Marchais is unlikely to have noticed as the subject of
the photograph, it seems most likely that it was the photographer who determined the
arrangement of the magazine photograph that came to connote so much of her legacy.
The lack of traditional publications in her archives complicate the ways in which
Marchais needs to be reconsidered as central, rather than tangential, to American Tibetology. I
suggest that first of all, she needs simply to be remembered as a mover within the Tibetophile
network of New York City in the 1930s and 1940s when many Americans were getting their first
real exposure to Asian culture through news of World War II. Secondly, her records stand as
testament to the occurrence of myriad personal interactions with individuals interested in Tibet,
which we must recognize as fundamental to many people’s experience even if we cannot recover
the conversations as traditional documents. Most importantly, more research needs to be done on
not only her archives but on the collection itself. Although some objects’ provenance and
acquisition history were confused by the disorganized handling of her estate (see fn 41, above),
sustained investigation promises to illuminate further truths of the collecting network in which
she was so important.
For example, Marchais herself tried to track down the origin of a bronze statue of
Guanyin she had purchased in Manhattan Beach in 1940. On February 6th of that year she wrote
a letter to a Miss Maxine Elliot at the American consulate in Riviera, France, saying she had
been told that the statue had been in Miss Elliot’s garden in 1896 and asking for more
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information.311 While no response survives, clues such as this letter indicate that the Marchais
collection can be meaningfully placed in a number of contexts including the history of American
collecting, the study of collection of Buddhist objects by non-Buddhist individuals, and even the
looting of Asian culture (the Guanyin statue had reportedly been “taken from a Japanese
temple”).312 Above all, we must recognize that Marchais was an actor driven by research, a
pioneering attitude, and a thirst for knowledge on a subject that would soon become wildly
popular to many Americans.
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CHAPTER 6.
CONCLUSION

The cast of characters I have focused on here each played an essential part in the
development of Tibet in the Western imagination. They are by no means an exhaustive list of the
individuals who told the English-speaking world about Tibet; rather, they represent certain key
nodes in the network of people who did so with increasing frequency from the mid-nineteenth
century to the mid-twentieth. The previous chapters suggest some of the myriad ways in which
people as unique as Sir Francis Younghusband and Theos Bernard influenced a much larger
public: through the dissemination of information along official government channels, through
popular publications and lectures, through informal communications between family and friends,
through casual conversation, and through the trade of objects that encouraged further research
and discussion. All of these modes have two key characteristics in common: they all rely on the
perception of a legitimate source of information, and they are all facilitated by a sense that the
information is new and exciting. As evidenced by William McGovern’s use of the phrase “the
unknown country,” Tibet was an especially well-primed subject for these methods of exchange.
Because information about Tibet tended to trickle downward from the few, usually elite,
members of society who had close contact with it (either directly or, in the case of Jacques
Marchais, through sustained research) to a more popular audience, the spread of this knowledge
has some aspects in common with the transfer of gossip. While not a perfect comparison, it is
clear that in many cases people did exchange their thoughts and ideas about Tibet rather
informally and occasionally with an air of wonder and scintillating newness that is somewhat
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akin to more conventional notions of gossip. However, scholars who focus on gossip as a
cultural phenomenon tend to emphasize its role in discussing illicit details of individuals’ private
lives as well as the characteristics of those who engage in gossip.313 While Tibet’s population of
course constituted a group of people about whom Westerners can be said to have “gossiped,” it is
more useful to engage with the ways in which English-speakers felt that they were passing on
legitimate information about Tibet as a place, culture, and people.
In general, Westerners who studied and/or visited Tibet between 1850 and 1950 had
significant information available to them. As I noted in chapter 3, even Thomas Manning in 1806
had access to a previous English-language account of travel in the region: that of Samuel
Turner’s 1783 journey. The characters examined here vary in two main respects that had
outsized impact on the ways that their audiences came to view Tibet: (1) the sorts of information
they saw as valuable when they conducted their own research, and (2) the ways in which they
presented or, in some cases, sold this information to the wider public. Through close examination
of their writings, correspondence, and careers, we can see that the eventual Shangri-Laist view of
Tibet was not the product of a fundamental misunderstanding of Tibet on the part of these
individuals.
As noted in Chapter 2, the idea that the Tibetan region, culture, and people were
synonymous with Buddhism was not simply a product of Western simplification or
misunderstanding. Rather, Tibetan officials actively promoted Buddhism as an essential part of
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national character and even political identity. In fact, the linkage between Tibetan government
and Tibetan religion was born out of a process that did not involve Westerners at all: the
evolution of the priest-patron relationship as the guiding mode of diplomatic relations with
China. This process played out among elites in both Lhasa and Beijing and had little effect or
meaning for local officials in Tibet.314
The lack of connection between the general Anglophone population and the elite idea of
Tibet is a theme that continued to play out as Westerners came into increasing contact with the
culture. However, Chapter 2 shows that Tibetan officials during the late nineteenth century cared
as little about this connection with the common people as the population did in response. For
Agwang Dorjiev, it was of no little to no concern whether Tibetans outside of Lhasa held a
similar view of their homeland’s relationship to the outside world. He and the Thirteenth Dalai
Lama acted to protect Tibet using the official, diplomatic channels that they observed powerful
Western countries utilizing, likely in hopes that the majority of Tibetans would never have to
worry about who their suzerain was. However, some of Dorjiev’s actions indicate that he was
aware of the benefit and importance of extending his idea of a Tibet that was autonomous if not
completely independent beyond elite circles. In particular, Dorjiev’s dealings with Russia
(including inviting Buryatian monks to Lhasa and building a Buddhist temple in Moscow)315
attempted to lay a groundwork for specific communities to invest in the idea of Tibet as a
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religious center with which there were potentially both spiritually and politically advantageous
connections.
Dorjiev was also well aware of British interest in Tibet, but notably did not pursue any
analogy of the priest-patron relationship in trying to negotiate with Younghusband.316 After the
relative failure of his attempts in Russia, he retreated once again to elite circles to try and shape
the new Tibetan identity he sought: in this case, a polity with sufficient diplomatic standing to
treat with Britain as regarded the location of its borders. As discussed in Chapter 2 however,
Younghusband and his expedition members relied exclusively on the accounts of other
Westerners when they tried to understand and codify knowledge on Tibet. Ironically, the only
role Himalayans played in developing British knowledge of the area was through their mapmaking assistance, a situation that shed glaring light on the vastly different ideas of borders held
by British and Tibetans. Frederick Marshman Bailey’s descriptions of conversations between
Younghusband and Tibetan officials show that the list of cultural incompatibilities included
different perspectives on the location of the border,317 while the 1857 Tibetan-authored map of
the border region (figure 2) is much more representative of a transitional zone featuring
numerous spheres of influence than a clear line of demarcation.
Instead of engaging with Tibetan perspectives on the place of their culture in the world,
Younghusband and Bailey relied on the lineage of information they were able to gather from
European sources. As represented by Manning’s writings, these tended to be writings that
emphasized personal observation and were thus seen as objective and thorough. Peter Bishop, in
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tracing the evolution of narration in travel accounts, notes that in the case of Tibet there were
historically two types of description: diaries, which “desire immersion and involvement” with
the subject, and reports, which “seek abstraction and distance.” He writes that by the midnineteenth century, “[t]he tension between these two forms of knowledge, these two types of
imaginative processes, was to become intense....” Furthermore, Bishop notes that diaries
“quickly lost their connection with travel or even scientific expeditions and came to be regarded
as ‘objective’ accounts.”318 Because Younghusband wrote the Memorandum without having
visited Tibet himself, his own writing at this time falls into a conceptual place between diary and
report: although meant as an official report, it draws considerably on emotive sources—travel
diaries—as well as military reports. Although Younghusband presented it, and it was read as an
objective report, within the catalog of factual information lies an interpretive layer that I argue
played directly into the creation of the British image of Tibet.
Younghusband’s interpretations of Tibet and Tibetans were limited by his goals, which
changed significantly in between writing the Memorandum and carrying out the expedition itself.
He thus transmitted two channels of information on Tibet: the well-researched if limited
compilation of ethnography that went into the Memorandum and was read only within the
government, and the far more casual reflections he often included in his letters home. Bailey’s
letters evince an interest in engaging on a deeper level with Tibetans (such as his desire to learn
the language), but his letters home unsurprisingly echo Younghusband's casual tone.
Nevertheless, morsels of information like the fact that “the Chinese are supposed to govern
Tibet” or that Tibetan officials were reluctant to sign documents using their full names are likely
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to have piqued the interest of Bailey’s family enough that they would have repeated them to
acquaintances.319 Tracing the exact trajectories of these informational bits is complicated by the
fact that they were likely exchanged in numerous informal encounters including oral
conversation and letters between friends that do not survive in archives.
In some cases, however, we can catch glimpses of connecting threads between private
and public accounts. For example, Younghusband began recording his thoughts and observations
on the confusing mosaic of control in the transitional zone in a diary he kept during his 1889
journey from Kashmir to Xinjiang. Similar to his later, more famous expedition to Lhasa, one of
Younghusband’s main concerns on this journey was to establish border locations with various
local officials in an area that China, Britain, and Russia all sought to control. On August 25 he
reported hearing that the amban in Kargilik (Chinese name: Yecheng) had said “that Shahidula
[in modern day southwestern Xinjiang] was beyond the Karawal (frontier post) + belonged to the
English.” When asked to put this in writing, the amban “refused + said he [would] write to the
Governor General at Urumtsi [sic] about it + they would get an answer in 6 months.”
Younghusband doubted what he had heard and believed the amban was simply new and
uninformed.320
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The implications of Younghusband’s observations and doubts were not confined only to
the members of the British government of India to whom he would report. Six years after this
journey, The Times (London) ran a series titled “Across the Indian Frontier” that informed
readers in vibrant prose of the various machinations of empire taking place on the subcontinent.
This series was attributed only to “our special correspondent,” who was in fact George Curzon,
later the viceroy of India.321 Curzon, a close associate of Younghusband and one of the officials
to whom he would have reported after his Kashmir-Xinjiang journey, wrote that “It was a
fortunate day when the simultaneous misgovernment of the Kashmir State and the ceaseless and
meaningless advance of a great Power [i.e., Russia] upon the north compelled the Indian
Government to look more closely into and eventually to make itself responsible for the border
defenses of Kashmir.”322 The national pride in this statement is obvious and illustrates one
instance of an individual’s private observations making their way towards a very public source
that would be consumed by the masses.
Mass audiences more often consumed information on Tibet through media that
eventually were developed directly and consciously for them, including popular travel accounts,
novels, films, lectures, and radio shows. As discussed in Chapter 4, it was Americans who most
often made use of these media and occasionally were able to build careers on their travels. In
addition to the lack of American imperial interest in central Asia, American experiences in Tibet
also differed from British in that they tended to be private journeys. As such, they did provide
limited opportunities for Tibetans themselves to speak about their own culture since travelers
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often hired locals as guides and servants. For example, McGovern recounted in To Lhasa in
Disguise how his Tibetan companions had told him stories of the “snow men” of the Himalayas,
which he described as “dark and terrible demons who bring disaster on anyone who stops
there....”323 Guides tended to impart local, informal knowledge such as legends to their American
patrons, who in turn put down the most entertaining of these in their accounts.
The United States was fertile ground for adventurous tales of exotic locales during the
1920s, 30s, and 40s. The increasing availability of world news, cycles of economic boom and
bust, and the growing presence of new schools of religious and philosophical thought all served
as the backdrop for stories of Tibet told by people like William McGovern and Theos Bernard.
Their audiences were rapt but not uncritical, as evidenced by Bernard’s fan Elmer Kulsar, who
pointedly asked Bernard why he chose to “deal so sparingly with the means of obtaining” the
spiritual education he celebrated in Penthouse of the Gods.324 Yet even the ability of average
Americans to communicate directly with their adventurous heroes highlights how much more
quickly knowledge and perceptions of Tibet were able to spread throughout the country.
In Chapter 5, Jacques Marchais’ Manhattan gallery and Staten Island museum showed
some of the ways in which this spread of information occurred, often in very informal ways.
From the lectures organized at her gallery to conversations about dreams with her patrons,
Marchais’ career included significant opportunities for the public to learn about Tibet and
Buddhism. She herself has largely gone unstudied in this role, but her nominal job as a buyer and
seller of Tibetan art was closely entwined with the exchange of cultural information on Tibet.
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Tracing the exchange of this information is again complicated by the dearth of official
documentation, but examples such as her consultation for National Geographic show that her
research and generally accurate understandings of Tibetan culture did ripple outwards into the
larger public.
This study has thus outlined many of the differences between British and American
understandings of Tibet as well as the ways in which those understandings developed.
Importantly, these differences applied mainly to the travelers and authors themselves and their
immediate audiences. Especially for popular authors, books published in one country could of
course be obtained and read in the other, which accounts for some blurring of the national
differences in views of Tibet. Including perceptions from both sides of the Atlantic allows us to
zoom in on the sometimes obvious and sometimes subtle aspects that contributed to these
differences, yet considering these accounts together has additional benefits. First of all,
Americans interested in Tibet did not confine themselves to American-authored accounts, as
evidenced by the scores of books Jacques Marchais purchased that were unified only by being
available in English editions regardless of their original author’s language. This was of course
true in reverse as well: British readers could buy copies of To Lhasa in Disguise and Penthouse
of the Gods, though as noted in Chapter 4 British public lectures were more often confined to
elite societies and thus had narrower audiences. We thus gain a fuller picture of the range of
images available to English speakers by analyzing these accounts in juxtaposition with each
other.
The lasting effects and repercussions of these impressions are many, and as discussed in
the introduction, have been explored by numerous scholars who point out that the exoticization
and mystic connotations of Tibet have not only contributed to widespread misconceptions about
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the culture but also to the so-called Shangri-La effect in which Tibetans are in some ways
trapped or limited by popular images and ideas.
Here I argue that unraveling this effect requires an understanding of the reasons why
Tibet came to be seen as exotic, mystic, and unknowable even by those who were striving to
understand and teach about it in the West. Ironically, we see that Tibetan officials themselves
were instrumental in the early phases of this process when they mobilized historical Buddhist
“priest-patron” relationships to seek alliances with Western countries. The later exclusion of
Tibetan perspectives from Western accounts stemmed from the tradition of prioritizing personal
observation and ethnographic study as the most accurate and objective source of information.
Casual communication also influenced public opinion in uncountable conversations and letter
exchanges that, whether documented or not, contributed to common perception of Tibet. Yet the
veneer of mysticism associated with Tibet obscures the sustained and genuine investigations that
many Westerners did carry out, communicating facts and pictures of Tibet that were accurate
more often than not. During the century covered here, Tibet was thus not an unknown country
but rather a culture that was so limitlessly interesting to Westerners that they continued to see it
as unknowable even as they delved deeper and deeper into its history and culture.
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APPENDIX.
TIMELINE

1325: Friar Odoric of Pordenone (1286 – 1331) enters Tibet, likely becoming the first Westerner
to do so.325
1624: Jesuit António Andrada (Portugese, 1580 – 1634) becomes the second Westerner to visit
Tibet.326
1626: Andrada’s account of his journey is published in Portuguese. It was translated into French
two years later under the title Recueil de Voyages du Thibet.327
1661: Jesuit Fathers Johann Grueber (Austrian, 1620 – 1665) and Albert Dorville (Belgian, 1621
– 1662) visit Tibet.328
1667: Athanasius Kircher (German, 1602 – 1680) publishes China monumentis quà sacris, quà
profanis necnon variis naturae et artis spectaculis illustrata, containing Grueber’s letters to him
on Tibet.329
1687: Jacopo Carlieri publishes Notizie varie dell’Imperio della China, which contains some of
Grueber’s letters about his trip to Tibet.330
1715: Jesuit Hippolito Desideri (Italian, 1684 – 1733) enters Tibet. He remains in Lhasa until
1729.331
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1719: Capuchin friar Francisco Orazio della Penna (Italian, 1680 – 1747) enters Tibet with
several other monks. They establish a mission at Lhasa that lasts nearly 25 years.332
ca. 1725 – 1737: Samuel Van de Putte (Dutch, 1690 – 1745), travels from India through Tibet to
China, becoming the first European to do so. He spent a “long residence” at Lhasa but died
before publishing any account of his journey. Some of his notes survive but most were burnt at
his request after he died.333
1727: Desideri completes a manuscript on Tibet, but it goes unpublished until the twentieth
century.334
1735: Jesuit Jean Baptiste Du Halde (French, 1674 – 1743) publishes Description géographique,
historique, chronologique, politique, et physique de l’Empire de la Chine et de la Tartarie
Chinoise, containing maps of Tibet based on information supplied by European surveyors under
the employment of the Chinese Emperor Kangxi. It is translated into English (in an abridged
edition) in 1742.335
1762: Augustin friar Antonio Augustin Giorgi (Italian, 1711 – 1797) publishes Alphabetum
Tibetanum, based on material sent home by the Capuchin mission in Lhasa. It contains
information on Tibetan history but is largely disorganized.336
1774: George Bogle (Scottish, 1746 – 1781) visits Tibet and meets with the 6th Panchen Lama in
Shigatse.337
1783: Samuel Turner (British, 1759 – 1802) follows up on Bogle’s mission, also meeting the 6th
Panchen Lama in Shigatse.
1800: Turner publishes An Account of an Embassy to the Court of the Teshoo Lama in Tibet,
Containing a Narrative of a Journey through Bootan and Part of Tibet. First published account
of a British journey to Tibet.
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1811 – 1812: Thomas Manning (British, 1772 – 1840) journeys to Tibet, becoming the first
Englishman to visit Lhasa. Meets the Dalai Lama on December 17, 1811.338
1846: French Lazarist Priests Régis-Évariste Huc and Joseph Gabet visit Lhasa.339
1850: Huc publishes Souvenirs d’un voyage dans la Tartarie, le Thibet et la Chine.340
1876: Clements R. Markham publishes Narratives of the Mission of George Bogle to Tibet and
of the Journey of Thomas Manning to Lhasa
1903 – 1904: Younghusband Expedition
1920: Charles Bell (British, 1870 – 1945) lives in Tibet for a year.
1922 – 1923: William McGovern (American, 1897 – 1964) disguises himself as a Tibetan in
order to reach Lhasa.
1924: Alexandra David-Néel (French, 1868 – 1969) arrives in Lhasa (also in disguise) with an
adopted son from Sikkim.341
1935: Charles Suydam Cutting (American, 1889 – 1972) and Arthur Vernay (British, 1877 –
1960) are invited to visit Lhasa for ten days.342
1936: Political officer Basil Gould (British, 1883 – 1956) travels to Lhasa to try to develop
support there for the Panchen Lama.343
1937: Theos Bernard visits Lhasa, the first Westerner officially invited to do so after the
Younghusband Expedition.344
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